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WORKERS' PARTICIPATION IN . ANAGEMENT

UNDER ETHIOPIAN LABOUR LAW

By DANIEL HALE *

1. Concept of Workers' Participation

Workers' particiaption has been a highly and forcefully debated topic for

quite sometime, and like most such issues more discussion seems to add fuel to

the already existing quandary by generating more controversy. We shall not

aggravate this situation by adding new cr recapping older ones but shall take

a broad functional definition of the concept.l In its broad sense workers' partici-

patian is taken to ii-clude various arrangements by which workurs and their

representatives have a say in the decision making process at the level of the

undertk4ng or enterprise-'

This definition encompasses a variety of approaches znd institutions rangiag

from collective bargaining all the wsy to self-management. In the same manner

all forms of particiaption ranging from participation with the more right to receive

information all the way to particiaption in the form of co-decision without dis-

tinction as to whether the particiaption i: hlimited to personnel management

( administration ) or extends to an all inclusive general policy making are within

the ambit of this definition.

This broad definition will assist us in making a functibnal analysis of the

institutions and to assess alternative appr-jacheswithbut indulging into defi-

nitional web and labyrinth.

Eventhough the above definition ia quite helpful in diffusing, the controver-

sies relating te ' participation,- it does not however resolve definitional problems

in connection with the othertarm i.e." worker," an issue that has heavily taxed

the precious time of our labour court.

The Labour Procalmation after defining the term worker as any physical

person who undertakes for wages to render to an undertaking, under the latter's

direstion, for a definite or indefininte period, services of a physical or intellectual

nature ei<cludes, - the mtnager and deputy maneger of ai% ondert~king or any

of its branches and all those officials accountable to such manager -or deputy

manager.- 2 In determing the parameters of the exclusion the court has consi-

stently considered not only the organizationel chart of the undertaking and the

title of the peraon and his position according to thechart buthis actual functions

i.e. whether he performs managerial tasks such as hiring and firing, particiap-

tion in general policy making, organziational and distribution of work etc. I This

narrow interpretation is quite correct not only because of the rule that excetions

must be interpreted restrictively but because it is also in consonance with the
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purpose of the exclusion. The proclamation has excluded "management per-
sonnel" in order to strengthen unions by making them homogeneous bodies
representing only the interest of workers. As the interest of management
personnel are closely tied with that of the undertaking if they were deemed to
be workers for the purpose of union membership they would bring diverse
interests and thereby dilute the community of interests which is a pre-condition
for unions to function effectively-

SII. Rationales for Participation

The policy reasons for excluding management personnel from union paricipa-
tion are quite sound, but are they so when one is considering the issue of partici-
pation in management ? In other words how should management persohnel
be treated ? Should we consider them as workers for the purposes of participation
or should we continue to exclude them from the definition of workers ?

To adequately answer this question a consideration of the policies undery-
ing workers' participation is essential. The Labour Proclamation of 1975 i,- its
preamble briefly states, c the participation of workers in management of the
undertaking will increase production which in turn will contribute to the impro-
vementof the living standard and dignity of the worker. 4

The first .ground which the Labour Proclamation states as an objective of
participation is raising the level of production. This is an economic objective
which aims at Increasing the'efficiency of the undertaking by associating workers
with the decisions taken. The asseciation, it is hoped will improve the quality
and quantity of output and the utilization of labour, raw materials and equip-
ment as well as the introduction of new techniques. In concrete terms it has been
pointed out that,

(. I) Workers haie ideas which can- be useful,

( ii ) Effective communications upward are essential to sound decision
making at the top,

(.iii) Workers may work harder if they share in decisions tht affect them,

( iv ) , Workers may work more intelligently if, through participation in decision
making, they are. better informed about the reasons for and the intention
of decision,

( v) Workers participation may foster a more cooperative attitude amongst
workers and management, thus raising efficiency by imporving team-
work and reducing the loss of efficiency arising from industrial disputes,

( vi ) Workers participation may act as a spur to managerial efficiency."'

In summary labour democracy is regarded as a powerful factor for improving
the productivity of undertakings, because it can stimulate a spirit of initiative and
responsibility among the workers, enable the management to benefit from the
practical experience of the rank and' file, and improve cooperation between the
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two levels, avoid misunderstanding, resistance, low moral, suspicion and labour
unrest.

In addition to such general economic consideration we feel that the situation
immediately after the Ethiopian Revolution of 1974 necessitated the recognition
of works participation in management.The post-revolution sweeping nationaliza-
tion of the major means of production had changed their ownership from private
to public, but in some instances the former private owners were still managing the
nationalized undertakings. In such a situation in order to for stall any possibilities
of sabotage it was imperative to create a vigilant group by giving the right to
the workers to participate in the management of undertakings. It thus comes
not as a surprise that the directive issued by the Minister of Labour and Social
Affairs in 1979 concerned itself only with state owned undertakings.

The second objective of the Labour Proclamation is the enhancing of the
dignity of the worker. Eventhough economic well being is one factor as man
does not live by bread alone, it has been argued that participation in decision
making is a means to promote individual development er fulfillment, in accorda-
nce with a conception of Human rights and dignity. The Universal Declaration
of human rights ( 1948 ) provides:

-All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights
As a member of society each is entitled to realization . .. of the econo-
mic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignity and the free

- - development of his personality." 6

Moreover in addition to this universal declaration on grounds of fundamental
notions of social justice, it has been argued that worker must have a say in the
management of the undertaking merely by the fact that they work there. Briefly
speaking, employees who invest their lives in an undertaking like shareholders
who invest their capital have a right to influence decison.

In addition as "Socialist society is not based only on cash incentives but
also on the idea of serving the community and its willingness to recognize such
service; so individual workers must be induced to feel in their own way they
were helping to build a state directed towards progress. Consequently the in-
troduction of industrial democracy Is a prerequisite for the establishment of
socialist society.'" 7

Furthermors participation of workers in the management of the work unit
is the inseperable counterpart ef th. collective ownership and represents the
social relationship which intergrates the economic relationship. In other words
it is a means of distribution of economic power which was concentrated in the
hands of the capitalist."

A comparison of the above underlying philosophy for workers paticipation
in management and the underlying philosophy for the creation of a special
,interest grouping such as unions are not totally identical. What is thus a valid
exclusion for one purpose should-not be automatically taken to be valid for the
other.
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In this regard it is worthy to note the manner in which " executive staff " 9
who are persons:

1. entitled on their own responsibility to engage and dismiss employees
on behalf of the establishment or one of its department,

2. endowed with general authority ( power of procuzlion ) of full power
of representation or power to sign ( Prokura

3- essentially car-" out.duties on their own responsibility which are nor-
mally assigned to them because of their particular experience and know-
lzdge in view of the importance of the sAid duties for the existence
and devielopment of the establishment are teated by the law on parti-
cipation. This categcry which is similar to our managament personnel
is deemed not to ke workers for purposes of works council, which is

the form of participation at -the lower level. However, the same category
is deemed to be workers for the purpose of co-determination Act of
1976 which deals with the participation of Supervisory Boards ( Higher
Level ) relating to the whole undertaking. '6

As the effectiveness of any system of participation created, especially If
it is Tor be composed only of workers, is affected by the personnel included or
excluded, the definition of the term worker which will best assist in the realiza-
tion of an effective eystem of workers' participation must be sought. Unif*rwity
may be comfoitibie but it cannot definitely be more paramount than efficiency,
and in light of the above, an appropriate definition must be devised.

The reasons undeolying woikers. participation have beeni challenged and
due to lack of reliable way of ascertaining effects, its impact on overall efficiency

of the undertaking, jab satisfaction, productivity and industrial peace have not
been determined and have given rise to extreme Conclusions." On one hand
criticisms of red tape, long delays, time consuming procedural arrangements
and stalemates.Others, moreover, have suggested that work-era' particlpaion on
company Board s in periods of crisis will lead to investment decisions aimed more

at maintaining employment in inefficient industries rather than raising efficiency
and productivity. On the other hand advocates of participation argue that work-
ers involvement in decisions affecting their lives .and careers satisfies legitimate
human needs, recognizes.the role and dignity of labour, capitalizes on their ex-

perience, tends to relax tensions and will commit workers more fully to the future
of the enterprise. All this is claimed .will lead autzmatically to more efficiency and
harmony in the operation of the undertaking and the eeonomy as a whole. 1

Despite these diametrically opposite conclusions however, the fact that it has

been accepted world wide demonstrates the widesFread belief in the validity of

the philosophy and the discussion currently is thu not whether to have workers

patticipaflon but as to the extent and form of such participation.
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Ill. Forms and Dimensions of Participation

In this regard an examination of the forms of workers participation currently

in force in the different parts of the world reveals there are basically five main

types :

(a) Self-management or related systems such as producers' cooperatives;

(b) Parity or minority representation of workers on Boards of Directors,

Supervisory Boards or other management bodies, both in private and

public ector;

(c) Works Council or committees and similar specialized institutions for

representing the workers;

(d) Collective bargaining as it is conducted in market economy countries;

and

(e) The operation of trade unions through the.influence they exert on man-

agement by virtue of their own powers, in some centrally planned

economy countries, in particular those of Eastern Europe. 12

We shall not examine all the above, but shall limit ourselves to the considera-

tion of those iristitutiens that are curreetly being utilized in Ethiopia, i.e. collective

bargaining and workers' Cominittees. -

A. Collective Bargaining

Among the various forms of workers' participation, collective bargaining

stands out as the most Widespread, the most vigerous and the most generelly

acceptable in both industrialized and developing countries. 13 it has also been

the traditional form of participation in Ethiopia. The Labour Re lations Proclama

tion of 1963 gave workers the right to unionize, the legal right to compel their

employer to engage in collective bargainirig and set out the fundamental rules of

the game. 1 However it had left many matters to the labour market organiza-

tions themselves..So much so that it did not even attempt to define the subject

matter of cellective bargaining. After the Ethiopian -Revolution of 1974, the

LabourProclamation of 1975 strengthened the institution of collective bargaining

specified its prodcedures and effects. '5

Eventhough the subject matter of collective bargaining was not demarcated

by the Labour Relations Proclimation of 196.3, it was by practice limited to bread

and butter issues, such as wages and working hours. Even after the expansion of

the scope of collective bargaining there is a tendency of limiting it to the tradi-

tional subject matters. This fact was duly noted by the Council of Ministers when

it stated:

"Up to now workers and undertakings, like in the past have bargained and

made decisions on benefits and services such as wage increment. On the other

hand what the society expects in terms of quantity and quality of production and

proper utilization of the social property were rarely discussed. From now on-

wards collective bargaining and agreements must also be looked from this pers-

pective. " 1-6
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As a form of participation this form continues to be important due to the fact

that collective bargaining is not limited to the determination of wages and working

conditions, but includes more and more matters which in the past were consider-

ed as being prerogatives of management. 7 Eventhough workers participate in

the preparation of proposals (demands) to be bargained with management IS

and thiir representatives are engaged;- through participation in committees in the

implementation of the terms of the collective agreement this form has several

drawbacks amongst which the notable ones are:-

(a) Negotiations are conducted through representatives in a periodic or

sporadic fashion so that effective worker's participation Is not always

feasible. I

(b) Another drawback may derive from the conflictital nature of collective

bargaining and the repercussion that this may have on industrial peace

and productivity. Due to its conflictical nature it can be not only time

consuming but at times can lead-to the bogging down of decision.

(c) A third limitation relates to its post facto nature, which mepns that i

may sometimes come into the labour relations picture too late, when

matters of interest have already beep discussed and decided bY

management."

B Workers Committees

It is probably in light of these limitations that the Labour Proclamation of

1975 has not stopped at making workers participation merely a bargainable item

but had proceeded to authorize the Minister of Labour and Social Affairs to

"determine the participation of workers in the management of undertakings, 20

pursuant to which authority be issued a Directive in 1979.

According to this Directive a workers committee composed of the manager

of the undertaking and of representatives elected by the workers are to be esta-

blished in all state owned undetakings. 21 The size of such committee shall be

from five to nine members, including the chairman, depending on the size of the

labour force. 22

The Directive applies to all state owned undertakings. However, this indis-

criminate establishment of workers committees in all state owned enterprises

may succeed in creating a vigilante group to protect public property but not

necessarily an effective form of workers participation. In order to have an effective

workers committee the nature of the undertaking must be such that it is conducive

for the operation of such committees. When one examines the .nature of the

undertaking for the purpose of whether or not to form a workers' committee the

following must be considered -.degree of autonomy, structure and size, dispersion

of personnel, the degree of complexity of its technology.

. An undertaking which is under the close supervision of a Ministry or other

higher Administrative organ, which is relatively small and where there is a close

personal relationship between the person making the decision and those on
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whom it may be implemented; or even where it is large but its personnel are dis-

persed all over, and utilizes a complex technology system (automation) which

may not leave much room for human decision is not one which is conducive for

the'creation and operstion of a worker's committee. The reasons for this are

obvious. The fact that it is under close supervision implies that the undertaking

itself will not have much autonomy to make decisions on important policy matters

and hence cannot delegate to a workers committee powers that it does not itself

possess. Similarly size is an important factor, for the smaller the size the less need

for formal machinery of participation. Even if such rights are granted to small

firms these rights are hardly utilized as has been demonstrated by long experience

in the Federal Republic of Germany, Despite the fact that the law authorizes

plants with more than five workers to establish works council a vast majority of

of plants with less than 50 have not formed such councils. 23 Finally if most

of the operations are automated since there will be less opportunity for making

human. decisions estabUshing workers committee may have symbolic value but
will not have much role to play.

In light of the above considerations we suggest that workers committees. be

6stablished only in large undertakings. The minimum number for the establish-
ment of Basic Trade Unions can perhaps be taken as the cut off point for what

constitutes a large as opposed to small undertakings.

Once an undertaking meets these requirements, irrespective of whether it is
owned by the state or privately, should be covered by it. There is a greater need

for workers' participation in privately owned undertakings which are solely moti-
vated by profit making than state owned one which are bound to give due con-

sideration to social factors in addition to the making of profit.

When we examine the jurisidiction or areas of participation of workers' com-
mittees the directive is so vague that it is extremely difficult to determine the exact

parameters of the jurisidiction of workers committees. Art. 7 of the directive pro-
vides that such committees have the power to make recommendations on the
following matters:

1. (a) Short and long term work plans in relation to the development
and expansion of the undertaking;

(b) To suggest amendments in relation to the undertakings internal
procedure;

(c) Workers' activities, efficiency and productivity;

(d) Planning of workers training program and the assigning of
experts:

(e) Implementation of labour conditions.

2. Make proposals concerning the governments development
plan as they relate to that enterprise.

3. Supervise the implementation of economic development plans
Initiated by the committee or government after they have receiv-
ed the government's approval.
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In connection with the areas of participation there are several alternatives

ranging from participation in purely personnel matters extending to participation

in all aspects of management including the making of general policy. Thus in

order to appreciate the scope of participation (jurisdiction) of workers' committees

regard should be had to the areas in which it applies.,

In order to discuss the problem in more concrete terms let us consider the

different management decisions with a view of finding which of these are within

the jurisidiction of workers committees.

Four main classes of decisions are to be distinguished:-

(a) Those relating to -technical matters (production, organization,

equipment, methods) and the performance of work.

(b) Those relating to employment and Personnel questions: i.e. to

the worker on the job and sometimes outside it also (selection, recruitment, al-

location and dietributtion of work, job classification and evaluation, renumeration,

fringe benefits, promotion, career policy, conditions of work,timeless and holidays,

afety-and health, welfare services and institutions - Somitimes highly extensive'

for they include the works of medical sense or dispensary, canteens, low price

supplies, housing, nurseries, rest homes children holiday camps, sports and many

kinds of social and cultural activities - as well as training and retraining where

appropriate, discipline, Individual and collective layoff.

(c) Decisions relating to the economic and financial policy of the

undertaking (projections, programmes, investments and price policy distribution

of profits) and

(d) General policy Decisions- relating to the very existence of the

undertaking and to its structure (appointment) of top managers, total or partial

shutdowns, mergers of establishments. - 24

As stated earlier due to the vague terminology it is problematic to identify

which of the above types of management decisions are included within its

jurisidiction. Hovever since the role of the committees is merely an advitory one

interepreting their juridiction broadly will not have no prejudicial effect. The exact

determination, however, becomes crucial if and When their role to become mote

than advisory.

When one considers the role(s) of such participatory organ one must bear in

mind that marragement can be influenced in dfferent ways:- Information, advice

and consultation, co-deeision and self-management.

"Disclosure of information means that the enterpriae provides information and

exchange of ideas takes.plaee in order to formulate advice for the enterprise. The

advice does not require unanimity or majority rule consultation is designed to

enable the employer to appreciate different points of view. Advice is of course

never binding on the employer.co- decision is that form of decision making where-

by labour does take decisions jointly with the employer. Finally there is selfman-

agement, namely the competence of employees to take decisions regarding the

enterprise themselves." 25
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As mentioned earlier workers committees established by the directive have

merely an advisory management under which workers zre given information and

may express an opinion but have no influence on whether this opinion is taken:

into account or not-is not likely to create much enthusiasm. 26 On the contrary,

the establishment -t workers committee creates an atmosphere of suspicion'

bitween them and unions, polluting the general atmosphere by creating rivalry-

between them and thereby conducive for divide and rule tactid on the part of

the employer. This is true even in countries where the jurisdiction of Works Cou-

ncil and Trade unions is specifically and elaborately spelled out. 27

IV. -Conclusion and Recommendation

Eventhough workers' participation has been for quite sometime a widely

and fortcefully debated issue in Labour Relations, in Ethiopia the i: terest and

concern with the subject-matter is a postrRevolution phenomenon. One of the

major achievements of the Ethiopian Revolution of 1974 has been the democra-

tization and hightening of the level of popular participation in socio-political

affairs. The creationof, mass organizations such as Peasant Association, Urban

Dwellers Associations, Women and-Yourth Associations has immensely contri-.

buted to the realization of -self-administration and high level of popular participa-

tion".

The Labour Proclamation of 1 975's recognition of the right of workers to part -

cipate in .management must be viewed as part and parcel of this over-all demo-

cratization process and its extension into the environment of work. The Ethi-

opia.Trade Union (ETU) pursuant to, the Trade Union Organization Ppoclama-

tion of 19182 is obliged to participate in the stu.dy and preparation of labour laws,

regulations and directives, and ensure their implementation by workers upon their

issuance. It is furthermore obliged to participate in the preparation of the political,

economic, social and cultural plans of the country. 2
8 As these laws and policies

are the cornerstonesfor decisiori making in undertakings one cannot totally ign-

ore this general aspect of participation. Nevertheless as this paper is devoted tO

the consideration of the means and institutions by which workers directly parti-

cipate in the management of undertakings we have focused our attention mostly

on collective bargaining and workers committees.

The Labour Proclamation in implementing this recognition utilized a com-

bided approach: collective bargaining and legislation. It. makes rparticipatiOn a

bargainable item by law but leaves the details to-be worked out by the partiesf.

Furthermore it gives authority to the Minister of Labour and Social Affairs to issue

regulations determining the nature of such participation. 29 As noted irlier a,,

directive applicable to state owned undertakings has been issued pursuant to this

authority: while in privately owned undertakings the matter Is:still left to -the

bargaining of the parties.

The possibility of leaving the introduction of workers' participation schemes

to the initative and agreement of the parties presupposes'the existence of or-

ganizations of employers and workers of equal strength and a tdng tradition of
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collective dealings. It is clear that these conditions are not fulfilled in many de-

veloping countries. In most countries of the Third World the government cannot

sit back and adopt a purely passive role in industrial Relations but must in a spirit

of innovation and imagination, take the initiative in promoting sound industrial

relations through legislatives and promotional action. 30 Moreover, Ethiopias'

planned economy weuld require active governmental action as regards these

matters. Thus the issuance of a directive determining workers' participation by

the Minister is a step in the right direction. However, due to its limited nature

the directive can serve only as a stop-gap measure. Moreover with increased level

of consciousness of workers and dissemination of socialism there is a need for

revising and reassessing the subject matter and for devising ways and means by

which such participationcan be more effective and dynamic.

We do not suggest workers participation on Company Boards as is done in

some West European countries, in light of our objective reality. In addition

when one examines this system in the Federal Republic of Germany, the very

country which orignated the concept of workers co-determination one notes

that ,,attitudes regarding its contribution are somewhat reserved owing to the

relative failure of trade unions in wetting their demands fulfilled in the new Co-

determination Act which accords clear recognition to the preponderance of

capital - and above all owing to their increasing inability - even within the frame-

work of the formal and circumscribed co-determination practiced in the mining in-

dustry - to control the effects on the worker of structural crises such as that in the

steel industry substantially better than unions in countries where comparable co-

management right, are not enjoyed. '" 1 Similar views of disatisfaction were ex-

pressed in interview held with a union representative. Moreover the representative

added that there is a tendency to narrow the scope of the functions of Boards

after the promulgation of the 1976 Co-determination Act which gave the right to

representative of workers to sit in such Boards, in effect pulling off the *carpet

from under the feet of the Boards thereby lessening the impact of co-determina-

tion 32

However, since participation in merely advisory capacity will not generate the

necessary enthusiasm on the part of workers we would recommend the following

changes to the directives in order to create a more effective participation machi

nery.

Our recommendations relate to two basic areas: The coverage of the law and

the nature and functions of the machinery for participation.

A. Coverage of the Law

The Labour Proclamation of 1975 makes workers' participation a bargainable

item in all undertakings as the term is defined in the Proclamation. 3" Eventhough

ownership is not an ingredient of this definition the directive issued in 1979

applies onlytostate owned undertakings, and the issue of participating of workers

in privately owned undertakings is still left to collective bargaining between the
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employer and workers. But a: experience has shown collective bargaining is

generally limited to bread and butter issues such as wages, working hours. etc

and does not include matters such as participation. However even if included the

manner and extent of participation being totally left to the discretion of the parties

tends to be haphazard and can come in conflict with governmental policy.Acase

in point is the Collective Agreement concluded between the Ethiopian Pulp and

Paper Factory and its workers. Pursuant to act 30 (2) of the collective agreement

the workers committee which was established in the undertaking was given the

right to jointly decide with the management. However when decisions were

made but were later rejected by the management the committee took its case to

the Ministry of Labour and Social.Affairs which decided that "workers committees

are advisory and not decision making bodies and the manager has the right to

either accept or reject the proposals of the committee members:'it further stated

that the manager is accountable to a higher government organ that is responsible

to question him for his failure to accept the proposal. Thus in order to have a

planned and regulated approach to the problem and in light of the fact that there

is a greater need to have workers' participation in privately owned undertakings

than state owned ones, as state owned undertakings are bound to give due weight

not only to profit making but to other social matters as well, we suggest that the

scope be extended to state as well as privately owned undertakings. It is worthy

to note that rather than ownership the nature of the undertaking, i.e. its autonomy,

size etc. and the type of service rendered by it are more important factors in de-

termining the scope of such a law.

B. Nature of Participation Machinery

After identifying the conditions that must be fulfilled in order to have

workers participation in management, the next issue that we must deal with is the

nature of the machinery for such participation. We do not intend to deal with this

in an intensive manner but would like to consider two important aspects; identity

and composition of such machinery.

As seen earlier, there are several alternatives and possibilities by which the

concept of workers participation in management can be translated into action.

But even after the decision of creating a workers committee is made questions as

to its identity and composition must be delt with.

"With the creation of new institutions to participate in management the role

of unions to protect the right of members and its relationship with these institu-

tions has been a subject of debate. Trade unions were born as protest organiza-

tions, conceived primarily to represent workers, negotiate on their behalf ,and

engage if necessary in industrial action. These functions have gradually condi-

tioned trade union mentality that it is not easy to accommodate to certain non-

bargaining forms of participation." 11 In addition the feeling among some trade

unionslsts that workers representatives should net be engaged in management of

privately owned undertakings fortheydo notwant to be "junior partners in suc-

cess and senior partners in failure " and that workers organizations should be con-
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cerned not with running speciffic undertakings but with seeking structural
changes and macroeconomic democracy S may tend to create an unhealthy
relationship with new structures such as workers committee. Due -to the fact
that unions as a form of protest organizations are engaged in collective bargain-
ing which is a conflict relationship and relates to matters which the insterest of
the employer and workers are supposed to diverge while the role of workers
committees is limited to participation and consultation in matter of common
interest workers' committee are not substructures of trade unions but distinct
institutions with their own legal personality. However in order to minimize any
potential conflict between these two institutions whose overall goal is to protect
thewelfare of the worker it is suggested that unions be given the right to nominate
arid/Or elect a certain number of the workers' representatives sitting on suc' comn
mitiees. This will enable a continuous flow of communication between them and
corArlbute: towards the enhancing of attitudes of cooperation.

.Having created an institution with a legal personality of its own we shall now
proceed to consider its composition. The directive envisages workers' committees
to be composed of representative of workers with only the ahairman representing
the management. The composition, or for that matter any other, composition Is
adequate as long as the powers of the committee are limited to making recom-
mendations. However when its role changes from being advisory to co-decision,
composition of the committee becomes crucial; and presumably decisions will be
made by mkjority votes.

The size of the committees which is envisaged by the directive, five to nine
members, 3 is quite appropriate as committees composed of more than nine
members tend to be cumbersome and a certain way of bogging down the making
of decisions. However since we intend to recommend that workers committees in
ceitAn spheres be given the tight of co-decision we suggest that 1/3 of their me-
mbershipbe composed of representatives of management, '/, of representatives
of workers and 1/, of their membership be composed of persons representing
public interests. The last group could be elected from local branches of workers'
paity or from the various mass organizations in the area where the undertaking is
located.

C. Jurisdiction

The form of participation which is envisaged by the Directive, as seen earlier,
is a workers' committee under the chairmanship of the manager of the undertak-
ing. Eventhough the spheres and matters to which the committee addresses itself
are not narrow, the role of the committee is merely advisory. Since workers had no
experience in these matters prior to the Revolution it was definitely wise to limit
the role of such committees to an advisory one. However, as their consciousness
is enhanced and they gain ample experience on-such matters, a possibility where
their role in decision making can be enhanced must be found. Failure to do so
may create an apathy which will act as a hinderance towards the progress and
dynamism of such institutions..
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In order to do so a clear demarcation of the spheres or matters in- which the

committees will have consultation rights and co-decision rights must be made
In light of our own reality and relevant experience of other countries. Eventhough

an in-depth and detailed study is needed before one can venture to make con-

crete recommendations in this regard we hope that it will not be considered pre-

posterous on our part if, on the basis of the scanty Ethiopian material we were

able togather, we make some general suggestion concerning the mtter.

In a case between the Mortgage Bank Union and the Mortgage Bahk the
extent of workers participation was raised. The union argued that workers should
be represented in the policy committee of the Bank-a committee which is solely

cemposed of department heads and chaired by the general manager. The Bank
after pointing out the fact that workers are represented in the Personnel Admini-

stration Committee which deals with hiting, transfer, fi. ing and other discipliriry
actions argued that workers representation on the policy committee will result in

red tape with subsequent damage to the Bank.

The Court after considering the arguments forwarded by both parties decided

that the following article "workers when they want to present a policy matter
for consideration should forward it to the manager who shall include it in the
agenda of the meeting and two non-voting representatives of the workers shall be
present in such meeting" be incorporated in the collective agreepnent. 37

The ruling of the court implies that workers p:rticipation is limited to per-

sonnel matters and not matters of policy. It is worthy to note however that the
courts conception of personnel matters is wide as the decision in the Ethiopian

Househod Fu;nltue Corporation Union Vs Corporation demonstrates.38

Eventhough the courts distinction between personnel and policy, since not

elaborated, may be interpreted in several ways similar distinctions and restrictions

are made in several jurisdictions. For example, if one looks at the jurisdiction and

powers of the works council In Federal Republic of Germany, " it has the rights
of infosmation in manpower planning and in economic and financial mztters of

the firm. It has consultation rights in the sphere of working processes and opera-

tions and manpower planning. Finally it has co-determination rights in drawing

up employment criteria and guidelines for selection of employees for recruitment,
in hiring, firing and transfers and the implementation of vocational training facilit-

ties. Moreover, the co-determination rights include the fixing of daily working
hours, the vacation schedule, time place and form of payment of remuneration,
and use of technical devices to control the performance of employees, the form

and administration of in-plant social services, the fixing of job and bonus rates. 3"

Finally when one examines the trend in this regard one notes in connection
with areas of participation that there is a change from the traditional areas of
workers' participation (particularly work council) whose domain were social

welfare, personnel questions and matters of common interest to employers and

workers to include a/ safety and health, b/ training c/ questions of redundancies
and collective dismissal. As regards safety and health, it is now witily held that
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decision should not be taken by management unilaterally or by experts alone, in

one way or another the people involved in the operation, those who bear the risks

and share the benefits, have to be involved. Similarly when it comes to training

since the upgrading of the workers' skills is a matter of direct relevance to the

profitability of the enterprise and difficult to implement without the support of the

workers it has come to be fully accepted as a matter for consultation between

employees and workers. 40

If our suggestion that the role of workers' Committees where appropriate,

be graded to the level of co-decision is accepted a more specific jurisdictional

listing is a must.

In brief, in light of the preceeding discussion a more comprehensive law on

workers' part:cipation to augumert and fully implement the principle incorporated

in the Labour Proclamation of 1975 is quite timely.
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Creditor- Guarantor Relationship
Under Ethiopian Law

By .Girma WoldeSelassie *

The lender must first claim his

property from the borrower, and claim
it from the guarantor only if the
debtor does not pay him.... The

lender must (first) sue the debtor
and (then) the latter's guarantor.

The quotation above cites the basic principles of suretyship according to the

Fetha Negast, the ancient law of Ethiopia, from which some of our customary

law also derives.

Since secular principles laid down in the Fetha Negast are largely of Roman

origin, the precepts embodied therein naturally reflected the prevailing, state-of

Roman law at the time of the writing of the original Arabic version. (This'dqte is

generally placed between the fifth and ninth centuries.A.D. 2).

Quite evidently, this was long after the Romans abandoned their harsh practice

whereby a creditor could hold a'guarantor. hostage until the defaulting debtor, (or

the guarantor himself)performed the obligation.Confronted with a situation where

few would be willing to guarantee any debt under such a condition, the Romans

had to awing to the other extreme: the guarantor would be proceeded against only

after the creditor sued the principal debtor and failed to recover the debt. Essential-

ly, therefore, the guarantor guaranteed against the insolvency of the principal

debtor.

As far as the creditor was concerned, this was of course an adverse develop-

ment. He was not spared the trouble of pursuing an uncooperative debtor by first

resorting to the guarantor, where the latter is more solvent and less difficult to

deal with. (As the saying goes, the creditor does not choose the debtor but .is

guarantor).

That, then, was the law of suretyship that was imported into Ethiopia around

the middle of the fifteenth century through the Fetha Negast. The new legal

arrangement. worked tolerably well for a largely peasant society, where the in-

dividual's mobility was limited and most transaction* took place among people

whoLa whereabouts and background were generally known to one anbither.

Besides, the influence of traditional institutions on their members were strong

enough to facilitate enforcement of contractual obligations. With Increased

modernization, however, 'the influence of those institutions diminished, and

people's mobility inoreased considerably. Especially with the growth of large

urban areas, transactions took place among "faceless" individuals.
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This change in social and economic conditions, in turn, necessitated a me-

chanism that would restore reliability to contractual relationships. To that end,

modern business practice evolved various means, among which the use of com-

mercial documents is now widespread. Yet, for the great majority of people, those

are simply too technical, so that the remedy has to be sought in the old and famil-

liar mechanism of suretyship. Hence, the pendulum has swung once again, this

time in favour of the creditor. If business transactions in the impersonal world of

today were not to be hampered, it was believed that creditors should be provided

with a more reliable guarantee.

Surety is a form of insurance which a creditor takes out so as to minimize the

risk of non-payment. Non-payment, in turn, generally occurs for one of two

reasons: either because the debtor is insolvent or he is simply unwilling to disch-

charge his obligation. The question is, therefore, whether a simple guarantor

undertakes to pay on behalf of the debtor in both those circumstances.

As noted earlier, the history of suretyship under Roman law has been shifting

from one extreme to the other, dictated by social and economic developments of

the times. It has gone through distinct phases: the early times, when a guarantor's

obligation was absolutely primary, gave way to a period when the guarantor's

obligation was strictly subsidiary. When it was discovered that even this was out

of step with social and economic developments, a movement towards the earlier

arrangement was effected.

But there could be no going back to the ancient position, so extremely harsh

on the guarantor. That would not have served the purpose of stimulating busi-

ness transactions. Hence, a compromise arrangement was worked out whereby

the creditor would be protected, not only against the insolvency of the principal

debtor, but also against a mere non-performance, for whatever other reason.On

the other hand, the guarantor would be armed with the necessary means to comp-

el the creditor to proceed against the principal debtor before asking him to dis-

charge the obligation.

It is this compromise arrangement, which will be explained subsequently,

that is currently the law of suretyship in most European countries, including

France. As the present Ethiopian law of suretyship is largely copied from the

French Civil Code, it reflects essentialiy the same characteristics.

Yet, over two decades after a modern Civil Code came into force in Ethiopia

the influence of the Fetha Negast, and hence the traditional conception of surety-

ship, lingers on. Some judges and litigants still believe that a simple guarantor

should not be compelled to perform unless it is established that the principal

debtor is unable to discharge his obligation. In the opinion of such judges, the

creditor should first bring action against the principal debtor and fail to recover

before he can proceed against the simple guarantor. 3

While this is another example of the tension between local custom, on the

one hand, and the imported body of law on the other, one may also attribute the

Incongruency between the law and the practice to the fact that a great majority
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of our judges and members of the legal profession are not trained in the modern
law. (In 1981, only 6% of the judges and 7% of the advocates had law degrees)

In this paper, an effort will be made to shed some light on one aspect of the
Ethiopian law of suretyship - the relationship between the simple guarantor and
the creditor. It will be argued that the Civil Code of 1960 has radically altered the
old concept of the law of suretyship, so that the creditor can bring action against
the guarantor without first suing the principal debtor.

The obligation of the Simple Guarantor

It is no longer a subject of controversy that the obligation of the simple
guarantor is subsidiary to that of the principal debtor. He undertakes to discharge
the obligation, "should the debtor fail to discharge it" (Art. 1920).

But the central question, as to when the creditor can proceed against the
guarantor, very much depends on our construction of that last phrase of Art.1 920.
In other words, when is the principal debtor deemed to have failed to discharge
his obligation ? At least three time references can be considered:

(a) Soon after performance is due;

(b) After the debtor has been placed in default;
(c) After the creditor brings action against the

debtor and fails to obtain performance.

Let us first consider the last possibility. As noted earlier, the Fetha Negast
prescribed that the creditor should sue the debtor before he proceeds against the
guarantor. It has also been noted that the conception of the law of suretyship
still lingers in the minds of many Ethiopians.

Yet, Art. 1920 talks about the debtor merely -failing to discharge his obliga-
tion. In the literal and direct interpretation of this term (this mode of interpreta-
tion is preferred where the language of the law is not ambiguous), a debtor fails
to discharge his obligation soon after the date of performance falls due (the
period is calculated in accordance with Arts. 1857 ff.).

Unlike earlier laws, the Civil Code does not talk in terms of the debtor being
unable to discharge his obligation, nor does it anywhere require the creditor to
first bring action against the debtor before he can proceed against the guarantor
As a matter of fact, Art. 1934(1) repeats the term by stating that a " (simple)
guarantor shall not pay the creditor unless the principal debtor fails to discharge
his obligation,"

This line of argument also finds support in other provisions of the code. One
among these is Art. 1933, which brings out very clearly the distinction between a
simple guarantee and a joint guarantee. Under a joint guarantee situation, the,
creditor "may sue (the guarantor) without previously demanding payment from
the debtor..." (emphasis added). One may note the careful use of the words sue
and demand payment in the same sentence of this provision. One privilege of a
creditor who gets the obligation of the debtor secured by a joint guarantee is that
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he can bring action against the guarantor even before demanding payment from

the debtor. In other words, where the guarantee is not a joint guarantee, the

creditor may not sue the guarantor before demanding payment from the debtor.

A guarantee that is not a joint guarantee is clearly a simple guarantee. Thus, the

foregoing deduction from Art. 1933 applies to a simple guarantee situation: hence

the conclusion that in a simple guarantee situation, the creditor may not sue the

guarantor without previously demanding payment from the debtor. A further

deduction would lead to a final conclusion: as long as he first demands payment

from the debtor, the creditor can sue the simple guarantor before he sues the

debtor.

Thus, Art. 1933 provides additional clues as to what is meant by "fail" in

Art.1920. For the purpose of bringing action against the guarantor, the debtor is

deemed to have failed to discharge his obligation iF he does not perform, in spite

of the creditor's demand to that effect, upon the expiry of the time fixed for the

payment of the debt (Art. 1932 (1)).

What constitutes "demanding payment" ? Is a simple reminder by the creditor

that the time for payment has lapsed adequate, or should he properly place the

debtor in default before he sues the guarantor? From a reading of Art. 1772, which

is in the nature of a mandatory provision, with Art. 1932 (2&3), coupled with a

conside.ation of the soci3l and economic purposes underlying the requirement

of notice, we are inclined to conclude that, where notice is necessary (Arts. 1772-

1775), the creditor should first place the debtor in default before.he can proceed
against the simple guarantor. (Of course, he should also realize the real securities

at his disposal.)

If placing in default and realizing the real securities are the only conditions

the creditor needs to fulfil before hecan sue the guarantor, wherein lies the com-

promise earlier noted ? It lies primarily in the concept of benefit of discussion.

Benefit of Discussion

It has been noted above how recently the European jurisprudence shifted in

favour of the creditor, so that he could proceed against the guarantor without

first suing the prin'cipal debtor. But it has also been observed that this move was

accomplished without depriving suretyship its accessory character. The apparent

anomaly was resolved by arming the guarantor against whom action is brought

with a device known as "benefit of discussion." By use of this mechanism, the

guarantor can compel the creditor to first seize the property of the debtor and
recover what is owed him from its proceeds before bringing action against him

(Art. 1935). In effect, the creditor would be forced to suspend his action against

the guarantor and proceed against the debtor.

If the guarantor could, with such ease, force the creditor to first proceed
against the principal debtor, what then is the purpose of entitling the creditor to

sue the guarantor before suing the debtor?
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At the outset, it should be noted that it is not all that easy for the guarantor

to exercise the benefit of discussion. He has to fulfil a number of conditions, which

include indicating to the.creditor the debtor's assets located within the country of

payment and not subject to litigation. He should also advance sufficient money

to cover expenses the creditor may have to incur in his effort to discuss the pro-

perty of the debtor.

Thus, the burden of identifying the debtor's property that can be discussed

and also covering the cost of discussion, are borne by the guarantor - a com-

promise arrangement that neatly distributes responsibilities between creditor and

guarantor-

When should the guarantor exercise the benefit of discussion ? In the words

of Art. 1935 (1), "as soon as he is first proceeded against." That is also the case

in France, where it is considered 'a dilatory plea that must be raised in limine

lifis, before the issue is joined." ' Thus, it must be pleaded in the form of a pre-

liminary objection, lest it be deemed to have been waived (Art. 244 (3) of C.P.C.)

once the court embarks upon the task of framing issues.

If all goes well, and the guarantor effectively exercise3 the benefit of discus-

sion, the court would, pursuant to Art. 278 (2) (b) of the C.P.C., suspend the

suit against the guarantor and grant the creditor permission to institute fresh

action against the principal debtor.

The creditor may later on revive his action against the guarantor, and demand

payment from him, only to the extent the value of the discussed property may

fail to satisfy the claim.

Joinder of Principal Debtor and Guarantor

Is joinder of both the principal debtor and the guarantor in the same suit

probably the simplest solution to the above raised issues ? As a matter of fact, the

substantive laws of some legal systems expressly provide for this solution (Art,

3051 of Louisiana Civil Code, for instance).

in Ethiopia, it is the procedural law that provides for the possibility of joining

two or more defendants in the same suit, for a variety of reasons. Where, for

instance, two or more persons are "severally or jointly and severally liable on the

same contract" the plaintiff may join them as parties to the same suit (Art. 36

C.P.C.). Under the procedural law, therefore, it is conceivable for the principal

debtor and the guarantor to be joined in the same suit. As a matter of fact, this

approach is gaining popularity among most creditors.

Nevertheless, the fact that our substantive law does not stipulate joinder of

debtor and guarantor gives rise to a number of questions. Most notably, can any

one of the parties successfully object to a move to join debtor and guarantor?

The creditor can argue, on the basis of the more specific law, that he is entitled to

sue the simple guarantor without suing the principal debtor. He can further argue

that, since it is of a procedural nature tailored to govern a particular legal relation-
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ship, this law should prevail over the much more general provisions of the Civil
Procedure Code. By so insisting, the creditor may wish to force the guarantor to
invoke the benefit of discussion, whereby the latter will have to indicate the
debtor's discussible assets as well as advance the necessary funds.

I

On the basis of essentially the same arguments, the guarantor may also refuse
to remain a co-defendant by invoking his rightto compel the creditor first to discu-
uss the property of the principal debtor. If he does so, the court, as noted earlier
will have to suspend the suit against the guarantor. The case will be revived only
if the creditor fails to recover fully the debt, after having seized all the discussible
property of the debtor. Therefore, the guarantor has good reason for choosing to
stay out of the first round of the proceedings: he may never have to litigate the
case, as the creditor may succeed in recovering from the debtor.

There is yet another reason why an enlightened guarantor may be adverse to
being joined as a co-defendant with the principal debtor. As indicated above, he
can remain in the suit, having waived his right to exercise the benefit of discussion
The question is, once the court passes judgment against both defendants, can
the guarantor urge that the judgement be first executed against the principar
debtor?

Under Louisiana law, the creditor is entitled to join the debtor and guarantol
in the same suit, and, upon judgment being passed against both, the guarantor
can move that the judgment be first executed against the principal debtor.5

One should, however, note that the Louisiana law on this point is fundamenh
tally different. It radically deviates from the French law of suretyship - on whic-
it is largely based - by providing the substantive law that the creditor may join
the debtor and the guarantor in the same suit. By so doing, it undercuts the
benefit of discussion; but, having done so, the Louisiana law had to restore the
balance by enabling the guarantor to retain his right to invoke the benefit of
discussion even at the stage of execution of judgment. In effect, the Louisiana law
simplifies matters by first determining the creditor's right against both debtor and
guarantor in one action, thereby eliminating the possibility of two separate
proceedings, while at the same time preserving the guarantor's right to compel the
creditor to collect first from the principal debtor.

But the Ethiopian law of suretyship, which is also based on French law, re-
mained loyal to the original. Hence, the benefit of discussion should be invoked
in limine Aitis. Once the issue is framed, it is deemed to have been waived.

Thus, if a guarantor acquiesced in being joined in the same suit with the
debtor, and if judgment is passed against both, there is no substantive law which
would enable the guarantor to compel the creditor to execute the judgment first
pgainst the debtor. As a matter of fact, a guarantor who remains a defendant is
aresumed to have waived his right to invoke the benefit of discussion...
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CONCLUSION

The point has been made that, more than two decades after the Ethiopian
Civil Code came into force, many people, including some judges, still adhere to
the old rule that a guarantor cannot be resorted to witheut the creditor first suing
the principal debtor.

But the present law of suretyship, which is largely based on the Civil Code of
France, has radically changed that rule. In the words of Planiol, "The surety can be
sued first before the debtor." I

Yet, the modern laws have not been without their effects. The principles
embodied in the Fetha Negast - which greatly favoured the guarantor - have been
tempered by our procedural laws (which, incidentally, seem to be much more
readily absorbed than the substantive laws). Consequently, the current practice is
that the creditor invariably joins the pricncipal debtor and the guarantor in the
same suit. It has, however, been shown that this practice is tolerated only'because
the modern law of suretyship is not yet fully understood by many litigants.

After judgment is passed against the co-defendants, it is also current practice
that the judgment is first executed against the principal debtor. Once again, this
practice finds no support in our law of suretyship.

On the other hand, there is a lot to be said in favour of the present practice
As noted earlier, in relation to the Louisiana law of suretyship, it eliminates the
possibility of multiple suits,without depriving the guaranty its subsidiary character.
To that extent, the practice is more modern than our modern law.

Nevertheless, since the divergence between law and practice cannot be
tolerated indefinitely, it should be removed, perhaps by adopting the same ap-
proach as that of Louisiana,





Exctradition in Ethiopian Law

By Fisseha Yimer*

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to examine certain signifisant aspects of the

institution of extradition in Ethiopian law-.,Both domestic law and treaties and

conventions relating to extradition to which Ethiopia is party will be considered

with a view to determining to what extent the domestic legal framework in Ethi-

opia is adequate to handle requests for extradition which arise from time to time,

and to understanding the international obligations Ethiopia has assumed cocern-

ingex tradition.

Extradition is the delivery of an accgsed or a convicted ikdividual to the

state on whose territory he is alleged to have committed, or to have been con-

vdicred of a crime, by the state on whose territory the alleged criminal happens for

the time to be. The ratienale for extraditiot lies in the desire of tso international

community to suppress crime, and with that e~d in view the preference of states

to h&ve the fugitive criminal tried or serve his sentence in the place where he

committed the crime. Such preference on the part of the state of asylum indicates

that it respects the administration of justic5 of the reqaesting state, and also that

it disapproves of-the act committed by the individual and in 'fact considers

punishable.At the outset it should be pointed out that, unlike many other countries

Ethiopia does not have a comprehensive extradition law. Ethiopian law on ex-

traditi0:o- corpriosesonlV a few provisions in the Pen3l Code, apart from the Extradi-

tion Treaty with the Sudan and other international agreements containing one or

,two provisions on extradition. The Revised Constitution suspened by Proclama-

tion 1 of 1974 establishi.hg a Provisinal Minilitry Gov:ernment in Ethiopia also

contained some fundamental principles of extradition.

Although the Revised Constitulon is no longer in force, it would be worth-

while, at least for historical reasons, to begin the examination of the question of

extradition in Ethiopia by referring briefly to its relevant provisions, and. also

inasmuch as the principles contained therein are of universal application as far as

extradition is concerned and may in all likelihood be included in any future con-

stitution of Ethiopia in the event constitutional provisions on extradition are deem-

ed necessary.

Two basic principles are involved. The first is that of the nonextradition of

nationals. Thus Article 50 provided that "no Ethiopian subject may be extradited
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to a foreign country". The clear import of this part of the provision is that the
Government cannot legally conclude an extradition treaty or make Ethiopia party
to an extradition treaty or convention undertaking to extradite Ethiopian nationals.
In effect, it meant that an Ethiopian national cannot bee xtradited notwithstanding
a treaty obligation to the contrary

The second principle embedied in Article 50, namely, that no other person
shall be extradited except as provided by international agreement is included in
nearly all national constitutions and extradition'laws.It indicated that the Ethiopian
Government could not extradite fugitive criminals in the absence of treaty obliga-
tions to ihat effect. This presumably gave a fugitive criminal faced with extradi-
tion from Ethiopia, when in fact there is no extradition treaty between Ethiopia
and the requestng state or Ethiopia is not party t6 a multilateral treaty providing
for extradition of criminals, the right to challenge the legality of the Government's
proposed action. In many countries extradition is not solely an executive or
political act and involves protracted judicial proceedings culminating in a ruling
for or against the Goverrment's decision to comply with a request for extradition.
In Ethiopia, case law involving extradition is non-existent, not for lack of extradi-
tion questions in Ethiopia over the years but probably because the individuals
involved did not take their cases ta court or may riot have been in a position to
do so.

!1

The Penal Code'

The Penal Code contains a few provisions on extradition. Sub-Art, (1) of Art.
21 provides:

,,Any foreigner who commits an ordinary offence out-
side the territory of Ethiopia and who takes refuge in
Ethiopia may be extradited in accordance with the
provisions of the law, treaties, or international custom;
extradition shall be granted on the application made on
proper form by the state where the offence was corn
mitted for the purpose of trial under the territorial law
when the offence does not directly and principally
concern the Ethiopian state" (emphasis added).

The first obvious-observation with regard to this provision is that it is only a
foreigner who is extraditable which is in keeping with the principle of non-ex-
tradition of nationals, Secondly, Ethiopia grants extradition only in cases of
ordinary offences. What constitutes an ordinary offence in a particular case is in
general dlifficult to determine. Although it is nowhere defined in the provision, it is
universally held, particularly by writers, that an ordinary offence is an offence
which is not political. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to go in to

"Negarit Gazett-Extraordinary Issue No. 1, 1957 Prod amzation No. 158 of 1957.
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detail on this question, it has to be pointed out that determining whether a partic-
ular offence for which extradition is requested is political is by no means an easy

task. On the contrary, it is the single most difficult question in any extradition
proceeding where the fugitive criminal contests the extradition by plea din g the

politiczl character of the offence for which his extradition is requested. Hardly

any treaty, convention or national law.attempts to define. what constitutes a

political offence, beyond saying that political offences or offences of a political

character are not extraditable. If there is one point over which there seems to be

little controversy, it is that the requested state is competent to determine whether

a particular offence is one of a political character. Nilonal practice in this regard

demonstrates considerable diversity in the application of the principle, inasmuch

as it is to a large extert left to the judicial or executive 6rgan of the requested

state, depending upon domestic law, to determine whether given a particulhr set

of circumstances an offence is political.

Next we come to the expression in Article 21 : "may be extradited in acco-

rdance with the provisions of the law, treaties or international custom". Any

of these may be employed to extradite a fugine criminal. While, by"treaties',..itis
meant extradition treaties or other treaties containing provisions on extradition,

and "international custom" refers to the practice of states or customary interna-

tional law, it is not clear as to what is meant by the phrase "the provisions of the

law". Which law ? Penal Code' The Criminal'Procedure Code? or any other law7

Or does it afer to a special extradition law which as yet does not exist but which

the drafter might have hoped would ba enacted ? Whatever may be the meaning

,of the phrase in question, it is clear that a foreign fugitive criminal may be ex-
tradited fror. Ethiopia under any of the three procedures. In fact, the clear import

,of Art. 21 (a) is that, in Ethiopia, extradition in the absence of treaty obligations is

possible, since under Art. 21 (1), even if there is no extradition treaty between

.Ethiopia and the requesting state, the provisions-of the law; or international custom
may form the bases for the extradition of a fugitive criminal. This may be in con-

flict with the principle that no person may be extradited except as provided by
international agreement, meaning nothing less than an extradition treaty or con-
vention or any-other international agreement in which Ethiopia hes undertaken to

extradite fugitive criminals.

Article 21 (1) further provides that a fugitive criminal will not be extradited if

the offence directly and principally concerns-the Ethiopian State (Article 13).
,Article 13 provides for the application of the Penal Code to any person who in a

foreign country has committed one of the offences against th6 Head of State and

,the country, their safety or integrity, its institutions or essential interests as defined
in other provisions of the Code. This means any such person, instaad of being

extradited, will be tried by Ethiopian Courts under Ethiopian law. But it is hard to
imagine a person who would take refuge in Etniopia when he knows or suspects

that the crime he has committed directly and principally concerns Ethiopia.

Sub-Art. 2 of Art. 21 of the Penal Code states, "No Ethiopian national having

that status at the time of the commission of the offence may, save as is otherwise
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expressly provided, be handed over to a foreign country. Failing extradition he
shall be tried by Ethiopian Courts and under Ethiopian law" (emphasis added).
Whz t do the underlined phrases mean ? The first, "save as is otherwise expressly
provided", implies that the extradition of an Ethiopian national may be provided
for either in an extradition treaty or any other law. The second phrase "failing
extradition t-eaty or any other law"; obviously indicates the possibility of ext-

raditing an Ethiopian national in accordance with a provision to that effect in a
treaty or domestic law. In effect, under the Penal Code the position of an Ethi-
opian national is not significantly different from that of a foreigner with regard to
extradition.

The only difference is that a foreigner may be extradited in accordance with
international custom, while an Ethiopan national may not.

In other words, the only protection an Ethiopian national has against extradi-
tion is that he may be extradited only under a treaty obligation to do so. Here the
Penal Cede may be in conflict with the principle of nonextradition of nationals.

Finally, there is sub-Article (3) of Article 21, which provides that, "in all
cases whe:e an offence raises a question of extradition, the request shall be dealt

with in accordance with the principles of Ethiopian law and provisions of existing
treaties". In view of the fact that, in Art. 21 (1), "the provisions of the law, treaties
or international customs" were stated as the bases for extraditing a fugitive crimi-
nal, the purpose of this sub-article is unclear- Does it include an additional frame of
reference in an ettradition case, or is a mere repetition of the guidelines in Sub-
Art. 1 ? On the face of it, it does not seem as if it is a mere repetition. Rather, it
seems to lay down an additional guideline. But this additional guideline instead of
facilitating the application of Art. 21 (1), renders it more confusing. The confusion

stems first from the phrase "the Principles of Ethiopian law". Which principles of
Ethiopian law ? The principles of Ethiopian criminal law or procedure, or the prin-
ciples of Ethiopian extradition law, which is non-existent? Do the "Provisions of

the lw" referred to in Sub-Art. 1 mean the sama thi:xg as "the Principles of Ethi-
opian law", referred to in Sub-Art. 2 ? If they are different, it is not indicated as to
which prevails. Suppese that, under "the provisions of the law", a fugitive cri-

mnn I is extraditable, while this would be against "the principles of Ethiopian law",
wh;tevtr the meaning of these tNo phrases may be? The second problem with
this Sub-Article is the absence of the term "international custom" which is found

in Sub-Art. 1 . Under Sub-Article (3) of Art. 21, a fugitive criminal may be extradit-
ed only in accordance with the principles of Ethiopian law and existing treaties
while under sub-Article I he may also be extradited in accordance with "interna-
tionr.l custom". Which provision prevails ? It is not clear -why the term "interna-

tional custom" was not included in Sub-Art. 3. In fact, the whole of Sub-Artilce
(3), apart from being unnecessary, cripples the whole of Art. 21 which, as we

have seen, is in itself so vague and difficult to apply as to serve no purpose in a

concrete extradition case.
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Treaties and International

Conventions

We now turn tothose treaties and international conventions concerning ex-

tradition to which Ethiopia is a party. With regard to bilateral extradition treaties,

Ethiopia has only one sich treaty - the 1964 Extradition Treaty with the Sudan.

The Treaty was signed on 29 March 1964, and came into force on 1 6 April 1964.

Here we shall consider only the more salient provisions of the treaty, in the light

of the most significant aspect of extradition under international law, as evidenced

by treaties and conventions.

As was emphasised in the preceding part of this paper, the most significant

unive.mal principle of the law of extradition is that of the non-extradition of political

criminals. The Ethio-Sudan Extradition Treaty has provided for this important

principle in Art. 7. Under this provision of the Treaty, there shall be no extradition

for offences of a political character, and no extraditian if the persan whose ex-

tradition is requested proves that the requisition for his surrender has, in fact, been

made with a view to trying or punishing him for a crime or offence of a political

character. Although it is not indicated in the Article or elsewhere in the treaty as

to who decides whether the offence for which extradition is requested is political

the decision should be left to the requested stata, since that is the general practice

of states in extradition cases. As in almost all extradition treaties or conventions,

no attempt has been made in this treaty to define what constitutes an offence of a

political character. Furthermore, one significat defect is the absence of the so-

called attentant clause, which provides that murder of the head of'a foreign state

or government, or of a member of his family, should not be considered a poltical

crime for the purpose'of extradition. This is in most cases included In modern

extradition treatiesor conventions.

Another important universal principle is that of 'double criminality, which

requires that the offence for which extradition is requested be punishable under

the laws of both the requesting and the requested state. The Treaty under con-

sideration, after enumerating in Art. 2 the crimes for which extradition shJ. 1 be

granted, adds this import nt proviso tz the effect that these or substanti -.ly simil ar

offences showld be punishable by the laws of both cou:tti ies, if committed within

their respective jurisdictions, if the extradition is to be granted.

The rule of speciality is the other universal principle included In all extradi-

tion'treaties and conventions. Art. 5 (1) of the Ethio-Sudan Treaty also provides

for this rule, to the effect that a person surrandered can in no case be kept in

custody or be brought to trial in the territory of the contracting party to whcm the

surrender has been made far any other crime or offence, or on account of any

other matters than those for which the extradition shall have taken place, until he

has been restored, or has had an opportunity of returning, to the territory of the

contracting party by whom he has been surreridered.
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In most extradition treaties and conventions, states, in keeping with their

constitutions and domestic laws, reserve the right to refuse to extradite their own
nationals- This is clearly enunciated in Art. 3 of the Treaty that, in no case, nor in
any circumstances whatever, shall the contracting parties be bound to surrender
their own ntionalk; as determined by their respective laws With regard to Ethi-
opia, this was in keeping with Art. 50 of the Constitution, which prohibited the

extradition of an Ethiopian national. But the way Art. 3 of the Treaty is drafted
may, in the light of the phrase "be boundto", indicates that the contracting parties
may do so if they want to surrender their own nationals. That means that an Ethi-
opian national whose extradition has been requested by the Sudan, and the re-

quest is granted, c.,nnot invoke Art. 3 of the Treaty to challenge the decison, since
the phrase "be bound to" implies discretion on the part of the requested state.

Any constitutional provision to the contrarybeing absent, he would theoretically
be li ble to extradition under the Treaty if the Ethiopian Government decided to

do so Such an eventuality would, however, not arise in view of Article 33 of the
Draft Constitution for the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, which clearly
provides that no Ethiopian may be extradited. The Draft Constitution under
Article 35 (2) provides for more explicit protection to a foreigner than the Revised

Constitution of 1955, in that even a stateless person may not be extradited, except
as stipjulated by international agreement.

Article 13 of the Treaty affords considerable protection'to the fugitive criminal
by providing that (a), if sufficient evidence for the extr dition be not produced
within sixty days from the date of the apprehension of the fugitive, or within such6
further time as the court of the contracting-party applied toshall direct,the fugitive

shall be set at liberty, and (b) if, after a fugitive has been held judicially declared-

for urrender under the Treaty, the fugitive is not removed from the territory from

which his extradition is desired within thirty days' time, he may be set at liberty:

It shculd, however, be noted thet while under paragraph I his release is manda-

ory, under paragraph 2 it is discretionary, whicfh should leave him at the mercyof
the requested Government. In such circumstances, his only remedy would be to

rescrt to court.

A unique provision in the Treaty is Art. 6 which provides that'.'a requisitibn

for extadition shall not be founded on a sentence passed in contumaciuni".
Clearly, this is intended to protect the person who has been -tried and sentenced

in absert!'L, since to extradite him when in fact he has iot appeared in court'would
be unfair, and ta,tamount to depriving him of his liberty without due process of

trw. This provision of the treaty would serve to restrain the requesting state from

trying and sentencing the accused in absentia, and then requeeting bis extradi-

tion so that he may serve his sentence in the requesting state. Without such a.
provision, the requesting state might well go ahead and trythe accused in absentia
since it would find it relatively easier to-have him convicted Urpfortunately, such
a provision is seldom included in extradition treaties or conventions.

Nearly all extradition treaties and conventions contain provisions making the
extradition of the fugitive criminal cohditio all upon the nonimposition of the death
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penalty on him, or, it has already been imposed, its reduction to a lesser penalty
But-such a provision is not included in the Treaty under consideration, which thus
lacks a significant and universal principle of modern extradition law and practice

With regard to the procedure for extradition, which is, as a rule, left to muni-
cipal extradition laws, the Treaty in Art. 8 requires that the requisition for extradi-
tion must be accompanied by a warrant of arrest issued by a court in the request-
ing state, or, in the case of an already convicted person, by sentence of condemna-
tion passed against the convicted person by the compe tent courtin the request-
ing state. It is only after these formalities are metthat the requested state proceeds
under Art. 9, to arrest the fugitive criminal.

Under Art. 10 of the Treaty, extradition shall take place when the evidence is
found to be sufficient, according to the laws of the territory from which extradi-.
tion is desired, either to justify the committal of the prisoner for trial, if the crime or
offence of which he is accused had been committed in that territory; or the
evidence may be sufficient to prove that the prisoner is the person convicted by
the courts of the contracting party which makes the crime of offence 6f which he
had been' convicted one in respect of which extradition would, at the time of the
conviction, have been granted by the contracting party applied to, and provided,
further, that no criminal shzll be surrendered until after the expiration of fifteen
days from the date of hi. cmnmital to prison to await his surrender. Here it should
be noted that (a)the fugitive's guilt need not be proved beyond reasonable doubt
(b) that sufficientevidence to justify commital for trial is enough, and (c) a
period of fifteen days has to elapse before the fugitive is extradited, The last re-
quirement is, presumably, to give him time to apply for a writ of Hebeas' Corpus.

The Treaty does not expressly provide for a hearing to decide on an extradi-
tion request. However, Art. 11 provides for "examination", which the authorities of
the req6ested state have to make in accordance with the stipulations in the Treaty.
The question"is whether "examination" means the same thing 'as hearing. It is
submitted that the period of fifteen days before extradition takes place would
seem to-hakve no purpose if one does not take "examination" to mean "hearing"
since Art. 11 (1) provides for the admission as evidence of authenticated
(asprovided) sworn depositions, or the affirmations of witnesses taken in the
territory of the other contracting party, or copies thereof, and likewise the
warrants and sentences issued there or copies thereof and certificates of, or
judicial documents stating the fact of a conviction. Such an elaborate provision
clearly shows that the fugitive criminal should be given the opportunity to present
at whatever forum all possible defences or counter-arguments to escape
extradition.

To sum up, the Extradition Treaty between Ethiopia and the Sudan, insofar as
it contains almost all the significant and u6iversal principles of extradition (with
the exception of some drawbacks pointed out in the foregoing analysis), is a
typical extradition treaty. As such, it can serve as a model for future extradition
treaties or for the drafting of a domestic legislation on extradition j rocedure....
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international Conventions

Under this heading, four conventions on different subjects to which Ethiopia
is a party and which contain provisions on extradition will be examined.

1. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment

of the Crime of Genocide of 19482

This Convention was adopted by the General Assembly of theUnited nations
on 9 December 1948. Ethiopia ratified the Convention on 1 July 1949. Asof 31

December 1982,87 states are parties to the Convention. Article 8 of this conven

tion provides that genocide and the other acts enumerated in Article 8,i.e. con-
spiracy to commit genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide, and
'complicity in genocide, shall not be considered as political crimes for the purpose
of extradition.

The contracting parties- have pledged themselves in such cases to grant ex

tradition in accordance with their laws and treaties in force, In the application of
this provision to a particular case, all the known principles considered above.would
obviously apply.

2. The Single Convention on Narcotic

Drugs (1961).;

Ethiopia became party to this convention on,29 April 1965. Article 36 .(.b)

of the Convention provides that it is desirable that the offences referred to -in
parasyaph 1 and paragraph 2 (a) (11) namly, cultivatien, production, manufactu-
ra, sale, delivery, brokerage, dispatch, etc., of 'narc6tid drugs, cohsplracy and

attempt be included as extradition crimes in any extradition treaty 'which has

been or m3y hereafter be concluded between any of the'parties, and, as between

any of the parties which do not make extradition conditional on the existence of a
treaty dr reciprocity, be recognised as extradition crimes, provided that extradition
shall be granted in conformity with the law ofthe party to which application is

made, and that party shall have the right to refuse to effect the arrest or grant the
extraditon in cases where the competent authorities consider that the offence is

not suff iciently se; ious. In connection with this, it may be noted that the Extradition
Treaty betweeni Ethiopia and the Sudan, which is also a party to the Convention
on Narcotic Drugs,'includes offences relating to narcotics among the extraditable
offences,*

2RNTS Vol. 78, p. 277.
3131 United Nations Treaty Series 52, p. 252.

'Article 4, paragraph 22.



3. Convention on Offences and Certain Other
Acts Committed on Board Aircraft (done at
Tokyo on 14 September l961) 5 *

This convention was the first of a series of international conventions relating
to the safety of air transport, adopted under the auspices of the international
Civil Aviation Organization. It entered into force on4 December 1 969.. Asof August
1983 112 states were parties to the Convention. Ethiopia ratified the Convention
on 27 March 1979.

- The Convention providei for the powers of the aircraft comminder and the
steps to be taken by the parties tD the Convention in the event of unlawful seizure
of aircraft. Although the Convention does not make extradition obligatory, it
provides under Article 16(1 ) that offences committed on aircraft registered in a
contracting State shall be treated, for the purpose of extradition, as if they had been
committed not only in the place in which they have occurred but also in the
'territory of the state of registration of the aircraft.

4, Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful

Seizure of Aircraft (done at the Hague

16 December 1970)6

This Convention essentially deals-with hijacking, and is meant to be.an im-
provement over the Tokyo Convention. As of August 1983, 117 states are parties,
Ethiopia became party to this Convention on 26 March 1 979. Article 7 and 8 of the

-Convention relate top-xtradition..The former gives contracting states the option of
prosecution or extradition, and provides:

The Contracting State in the territory of which the alleged offen-
der is found shall, if it does not extradite hirn, be obliged, with-

:,,,out exception whatsoever-and whether or not the offence was
committed in its territory, to submit the case to its competent
authorities for the purpose of extradition.

Under Article 8, paragraph 1. it is provided that the offence shall be deemed to
be included as an extraditable offence in any extradition treaty existing between
Contracting States. It is further provided that any contracting state may at its
option consider the eonvention as the legal basis for extradition, in the event of
request for extradition, if, under its laws, extradition is conditional cn the existence
of a treaty, It is, however, stated that extradition shall be so bject to the other condi-
tions provided by the law of the requested state. Under paragraph 3 of Article 8,
contacting states which do not make extradition conditionel an the existence of a
treaty are bound to recognise the offence as an extraditable offence 'between
themselves, subject to the conditions provided by the law of the requested state

$United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 704, p. 219.
1 Interna tonal Legal Materials (1971), p. 133. ,
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5. Convention to Discourage Acts of
Violence Against Civil Aviation7

(done atMontreal, 23 September 1971)

This'Convention is concerned with'unlawful acts against aircraft and ait

transport other than hijackilng, such as destroying an aircraft in service, or dam.a-

ing or destroying air navigation facilities. As at August 1983, 117 states are parties

tothe Convention. Ethiopia acceded to the Convention rn 25 March 1979. -

In connection with extradition, this convention contains, under Articles 7and

8, provisions identical with those in the Hague ,Convention considered above,

namely the option on the part of contracting states to prosecute or extradite, re-

garding the offences specified in the Convention as extraditable under extradition

treaties between contracting states, and undertaking by the contracting parties

to include the offences as extraditable offences in every extradition treaty to -be

concluded between them. As between states whose laws do not make extradition

dependent upon the existence of a treaty, there is the undertaking to recognisfthe

offences which the Conention is intended to suppress as extraditable offences

between themselves, without prejudice to the laws and regulations of the request-

ed state in relationto extradition.

Conclusion

This-paper has attempted to analyse the present state of Ethiopian law on

extradition. We have seen that Ethiopia's municipal extradition law, with the

exception of the treaties and conventio'ns, is so deficient and confusing as to serve

very little useful ourpose in concrete situations. This ris particularly true, as we have

seen, of the Penal Code provisions on extradition.

Thu. s, the need for a Icomprehensive municipal extradition law is apparent.

It might be argued that, since Ethiopia does not have many extradition treaties with

other states, and it does not follow the practice of extraditing in the absence of

treaty obligations, there is no need for a municipal extraditicn law. But the simple

answer-to this argument would be that even the extradition tr6aty between Ethi-

opia and the Sudan, and the multilateral conventions to which Ethiopia is party,

considered above, presuppose the existence of a national extradition law. Further-

more, it is more likely than not that Ethiopia may in future conclude other ex-

tradition treaties with other states or be party to additional multilateral conven-

tions, and therefore, Ethiopia needs a framework within which is might do so.

Treaties and conventions on extradition to which states arq parties would in-

variably require domestic legislation for their proper implemnentatlon. Difficulties.

encountered by authorities of the. Government in handling the few requests for

extraditionover the past couple of years have clearly illustrated the need for rules

and procedures on extradition. If and when Ethiopia enacts a law on extradition,

then the Penal Code Provisions on extradition will be superseded by the new

legislation.

a1 p.1



Ratificatinn and Status of
Treaties in Ethiopia

By Shiferaw Wolde Michael*

The issue of the conclusion, ratification and status of treaties ' isinvariably

dealt with in constitutional provisions. This statement applies to the constitutions

of the socialist and capitalist states as well as to those of third world ,countri~s.

.. We shall examine the question of ratification and status of treaties in Ethiopia

-in the light of the above statement and the suspension of the Revised Constitution

of 1955.of Ethiopia.

I. RATIFICATION OF TREATIES

Prio, to the issuance of the historic Proclamation No. 1 of 1974, which did

away with the regime of Emperor Haile Selassie, the issue of ratification of treaties

was dealt with under Article 30 of the 1955 Revised Constitution- of the Empire 6$

Ethiopia. This Article reads as follows:

The Emperor exercises the supreme direction of the foreign relations

of the Empire. The Emperor accredits and receives Ambassadors,.

Ministers and Missions. He.alone has the right to settle disputes with

foreign powers by adjudication' and other peaceful means, and pro-

vides for and agrees to measures of cooperation with foreign powers

for the realization of the ends of security and common defence; -He

alone has the right lo ratify, on behalf of Ethiopia, treaties and other -;

international agreements, and, to determine which treaties and in-"

ternational agreements shall be subject to ratification before becom-
ing binding upon the Empire. However, all treaties of peace and all
treaties and international agreements involving a modification of the

territory of the Empireor of soveteignty of jurisdiction over any part of
such t-rritory, or laying a burden on Ethiopian subjects personally, or
modifying legislation in existence, or requiring expenditures of states

funds, or involving loans or monopolies, shall, before becoming
binding on the Empire and the inhabitants thereof, be laid :-efore

Parliament, and if both Houses of Parliament shall approve the same

in accordance with the provisions of Articles 88.- 90 inclusive of the i

. present Constitution, shall then be. submitted to the Emperor for
ratification,

*Head, Legal Department. Office of the ,Cairman oflhe Council or Ministcrs:

* 'The term ,treaty" is 'used hre 'to cover'any agreeent betwen Ethiopia and one or'isver

states or international juridical persons that ace the subject of international lair. - .
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The Article empowered the Emperor

(A) to ratify treaties or other international agreements on behalf of the
Country'; and-

(B) to determine the types of treaties that need to be ratified in order to be
binding on the Nation,

On 12 September 1974, a Proclamation was issued by the Provisional
'MilitaryAdministrative Council. This was Proclamation No. 1/1974-the Proclama

tion which abolished the monarchy and laid down the cornerstone for the esta-
blishment of a socialist republic in a land where monarchs had bee. ruling since

time immemorial. The Proclamation was issued in the Negarit Gazeta, 34th year

This is, without doubt, a historic Proclamation. But in this particular instance

our interest in it lies not so much in its historic significance but in its impact on the
ratification of treaties. There is no direct reference to treaty ratification in general

in this Proclamation. But two articles, Articles 5(a) and 10. have a direct impact
on the ratification and status of treaties.

Article 5(a) of the Provisional Military Administrative Council Establishment
Proclamation provides:

The Canstitution of 1955 Is hereby suspended.

The Article is simple and its message a s unambiguous as could be. The Con-
stitution is.suspended. The effect of this sub-article on the rtification oftreaties
was that it made Article 30 of the Constitution2 isapplicable to the period that
follows the Revolution.

Some may fel that the gap created by the suspension of the Constitution
with respect to ratification of treaties is filled by Article 6 of the same proclamation.
Article 6 contains the following provision:

The Armed Forces, the Poltice and the Territorial Army Council have
hereby Assumed fully Government power until a legally constituted
People's Assembly has approved a new Constitution and a govern ment
is d ly established.

3

in the'opinion of the author, this Article has no direct relevance on ratification
of treaties. The message it heralds is that the Armed Forces, the Police and the
Territorial Army have replaced the Government of the deposed Emperor. It does
not specify the particular organ of the sarne body that is empowered to ratify
treaties and the procedures'of ratification.

The other Article of some relevance to the subject under consideration is

Article 10 of the same Proclamation. This Article states, "All existing laws that do

ZArtic c 30 has been eied.and dis&ussed.abde.

-The Provisional Military Government Establishment Proclamation No. 1Jt974, N'arlt Gaze(
Ycar 34, No. I.
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not conflict with the provisions of this Proclamation and with all future laws,
orders and regulations shall continue In force."

The difficult task of sorting out, from amongst the many laws issued prior to

the Proclamation under discussion, those that are inconsistent with or thqse that

are not inconsistent with this Proclamation is left to the courts and the other

members of the legal Orofession.

For our purpose, had there been any legislation on.ratification of treaties other

than Article 30, we would have studied it to find out whether it is still in force, or

whether it has been suppended as inconsistert with this Proclamation. Unfort-

unately, however, the only relevant law on the topic is Article 30 of the Revised

Constitution, and this Constitution has been expressly suspended. By no stretch

of meaning or "migratian" into the~intention of the drafter, or of the legislator of

Proclamation No. 1/1974, can we say that there was no intention to suspend

Artiole 30 of the Constitution. This Article, together with the rest of the Articles
of the Constitution, has been supended.

It may be of interest to note that Decree No. 1 on Courts, published on 12

December 1917 by the Soviets, was more or less similar to the provision cited
above. Samuel Kchreov writes:

Local courts had to pronounce their decisions and verdicts in the
name of the Russian Republic, and were to be guided in their deci-

sion and verdicts by the laws of the overthrown government only as,

far as these laws were not abolished by the Revolution and did not

contradict revolutionary eonsciousness and revolutionary legal
consciousness and the programs of Social Democratic and Social
Revolutionary Parties4 (Emphasis supplied).

It is to be noted that the Provisional -Military Administrative Council Esta-

- blishment Proclamation was issued on and entered into force on 12 September

1974. Exactly three days later, another Proclamation, known as the "Definition

of Powers of the Provisional Military Administrative Council and its, Chairman
Proclamation No. 2 of 1974",S was promulagated. This Proclamation contained

eleven Articles, of which only Article 4 becomes our concern. This Article reads:

The Council5 has the power to ratify, on behalf of Ethiopia, treaties
and other international agreements, and to determine which treaties

and international agreements shall be subject to ratification before

becoming binding upon the State. However, all treaties of peace and

all treaties and international agreements involving a modification of

the territory of the State or of soveregnty or jurisdiction -over any part

' S.Kcherov, The organs ofSoviet Admkdvsration of Jstice; Their History and Operation (Lciden
E.J. Drill) (1970) p. 24.. ,."
'Nepari. Gazeta, Year 34, No.2.

'The word ",Council" refers to The Provisiotal Military Administrative Council.
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of such territory or laying a burden on Ethiopian subjects or modifying
legislation in existence or requiring expenditure of State funds, or
involving loans or monopolies, shall, before ratification by the Council,
be deliberated upon'by the Council of Ministers, and the same shall be
submitted to thie 'Council for ratification. -.

The words of this Article seem to have some resemblance to the words of
Article 30 of the suspended Constitution.Be this as it may, the following conclusion
can b6 drawn from this Article:

(A) The Provisional Military Administrative Council has the power to ratify
-treaties on behalf of Ethiopia;

(B) The Provisional Military Administrative Council has the power to'determine
which treaties shall be subject to ratification before becoming binding on the
* State;

(C) The following treaties shall, before ratification by the Provisional Military
Administrative Council, be deliberated upon by the Council of Ministers:

a. Treaties of peace;
b. Treaties involving modification of the territory of the state of

sovereigntyor jurisdiction over any part of such territory;
c. Treaties laying a burden on Ethiopian subjects;
d. Treaties modifying legislation in existence;
e. Treaties requiring expenditure of state funds; and
f. , Treaties involving loans or monopolies.

Exactly what happens to a treaty which falls under Category C above, but
which has not been deliberated upon by the Council of Ministers, or to a treaty
that has been deliberated upon by the Council but fails to get its approval, is not
known. The Article states only that treaties of the type that have been mentioned
In Category C must be deliberated upon by the Council of Ministers and the same
shall be submitted to the Provisional Military Administrative Council for ratification
(emphasis suiplied). . ,

This Proclamation, which sheds the badly. needed light on ratification qf
treaties, was totally replaced by the" Redefinition of Powers and Responsibilities of
the Provisional Military Administrative Council and the Council of Ministers Proc-
lamation No.1101977." 7 What has the new'Proclamation- in place of Article 4 8
of the Definition of Powers of the Provisional Military Administrative Council and

'Article 21 of this Proclamation provides:
,The Definition of the Powers and Responsibilities of the Provisional Military Administration
Council and the Council of Ministers Proclamation No. 10811976, the Definition of Powers of
she Provisional Military Administration Council. and Is Chairman Proclamation No..21!974 as
amened, aad Articles 1 through 14 inclusive of the Ministers (Defimition of Powers) Order No. !
1943 as amended, are hereby repealedand replaced by this Proamation" (emphasis stupplicd).

'Article 4 of Proclamation No. 2/1974 has been cited in full above.
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its Chairman Proclamation No. 21974 ? Let us examine Proclamation No. 1101
3977 for the answer.

Article 5 of this Proclamation defines the powers and duties of the Congress'.

In sub-article 4 of this Article, it is stated that the Congress has the power and

responsibility to ,,ratify, on behalf of Ethiopia, basic economic, political, defence

andjoint defence treaties and international agreements" (emphasis supplied).

Obviously, the organ that ratifies a given category of treaties has been designat-
ed by this sub-article. The effort made to demarcate treaties that need ratification

from those that do not need ratification can be clearly seen. But let us put this sub-

article under some test to find out if this has been a success. What are "basic

economic, political or defence treaties" ? Or, on the other hand, what are the non-
basic economic, political, and defence treaties? Unlike most of our laws, this Pro-

clamation contains no Article providing definitions, and thus we cannot resort to

that section of the law to get clarification. Who determines whether a given treaty
is basic or not? What about treaties of "culture"? Does a given "basic" treaty

have to be deliberated upon by the Council of Ministers or any other organ (e.g.
the National Revolutionary Development Campaign and Central Planning Supreme

Council, for economic treaties), before it has to be ratified by the Congress of the

Provisional MilitryAdministrative Council ? These questions are raised, not because

as some people accuse us, lawyers love to raise questions, but because they are
important and deserve to be answered.

The Article cited above does not help much in classifying treaties that need

ratification. It only tells us who ratifies "basic economic, political, defence and

joint defence treaties and international agreements."A simpler and, in the author's

opinion, a preferable approach is to enumerate the type of treaties that need

to be ratified by the Congress of the Provisional Military Administrative Council in

line with Article 4 of tine repealed Definition of Powers of the Provisional Military
Administrative Council and its Chairman, Proclamation No. 2/1974. A possible

interpretation of this phrase is that non-basic treaties do not have to be ratified-at

all to be-binding on the state.

In the light of these questions, one wonders whether ratification is needed for

the following:

(a) the treaties we entered into with many countries on the establish-

ment of inter-governmental joint economic commissions;,

(b) the various treaties of friendship and co-operation between Ethi-
opia, and other countries; and

" (c) the numerous commercial treaties signed by the Ministry of

Foreign Trade with its counterparts in other countries.-

'Ihe Provisionrl Military Administrative Council is composed of the Congress, a Central Cem-
mittee and a Standing Committee, For details, read Article 2 of the same Ptoclaa i'tidL
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The answer to the question of whether or not the above-mentioned treaties
need to be ratified hinges on whether or not they are "basic". No one can take any
stand on the issue before probing into those treaties, and even then an umpire may
have to be called, if two reasonable people fail to agree on whether or not a given
treaty is "basic".

How is this question handled in practice.? This is what Ato Fisseha Yemer has
to say:

The existing practice is to effect the ratification of a treaty or
agreement by examining the substance to determine its nature, in
the event that the treaty contains no provision on ratification. But
this rarely occurs. In nearly all treaties and agreements there is a
specific provision requiring ratification. Ratification, as we all
know, is effected by the legislature or any other organ having
legislative power. So even if, in our opinion, the treaty may not be
basic, we have to effect ratification by the Congress since that is
what the treaty requires. Failure to de so would mean the treaty
would not enter into force between Ethiopia and the other party,
since the other party will obviously demand that ratification take
place by both parties. The solution to svch problems would be not
to include a ratification clause during the negotiating stage, if it is
felt that the treaty is not that basic. The'treaty would simply enter
into force upon signature. We have tried to advise ministries not to
include r&tificatioh'clauses, ini treaties or agreements which
obviously are not basic.10

If. THE STATUS OF TREATIES

We will now move on to discuss the status of treaties in present day Ethiopia.
From the very outset we have to pointout that the word "status" as used in

the heading here has two meanings. In one sense, it refers to whether or not a
treaty is still valid. In another sense, it is intended ta cover the question of whether
or not a treaty that is still valid is superior or equal to our muncipal laws.

Since Ethiepials, as a state, what it is today partly because of what it was in
the past, we will throw our minds 12 years back and 'see what the legal regime on
the issue was prior to 12 September 1974 - the day on which the regime of
Emperor Haile Selassie was toppled and the Provisional Military Administrative
Council assumed state power in Ethiopia.

Prior to the said date, the status of treaties was governed by Article 122 of the
Revised Constitution, which provides:

'°nterview vith Ao Fisseha Yener, Head of the Legal Department, MinL'xry of Foreign Affairs
Jantuary 1983. ; .......



The present revised Constitution, together with those inte:national

treaties, conventions, and obligations to which Ethiopi3 shall be a

party, shall be the supreme law of the Empire, and all future

legislations, decrees, orders, judgments, decisisns and acts

inconsistent therewith shall be null and void.

Since ths Article is clear, at least for our purpose, not much needs to be said.

Treaties entered into by Ethiopia were given equal standing with the Constitution,

and were the supreme law of the land. Thus any present or futre legislation, act or

judicial decision became null and void if it was inconsistent with treaties into

which Ethiopia entered.

We have already seen that the Revised Constitution has been suspended 6y

Article 5(a) of Proclamation No. 1 '1974

Can we say that since, by virtue of Article 122, all treaties were "the supreme

law of the Empire", and since, according to Article 1 0 of Proclamation No. 1 '1974,

only those laws that are in conflict with the s3ma Proclamation and future laws are

rendered null and void, at least those treaties that do not fall in this category, that is

to say treaties-that are not declared inconsisistent with the said Proclamation, are

still in force?

This brings us to the very interesting question of succession of treaties.

Does the Provisional Militry Administrative Council succeed to all the

treaties entered into by the regime whose actions and policies it has so vigorously
and consistently criticised ?

This is one area of international law in which differing visws are expressed by

diffcrent scholars. However, there seems to be a consensus that fundamental

change of circumstances is a ground for termination or suspension of treaties.

This is the doctrine of rebus sic stantibui, and, depending on the type of treaty, a

change of government may be a fundamental change. There is something to this

effect in the more or less universally accepted Vienna Convention on the Law of

Treaties.11 This- Convention was signed by Ethiopia on 30 April 1970. The change

"Article 62. Fundamental change of circumstanucs:

1. A fundamental change of circumstances which has occurred with reard to those existing

at the time of the enclusion of a treaty, and which was not fobeen by the parties, may not
be invoked as a ground for terminating or withdrawing from the treaty unless:

a) the existence of those circumstancas contributed an essential basis of the consent of
the parties to be bound by the treaty; and

b) the effect of the change is radically to transform the extent of obligations still to be
performed under the treaty.

2. A fundamental change of crcumstances may not be invoked as a ground for twrminat-

ing or withdrawing from a treaty:

a) if the treaty establlhes a boundary; or

b) if the fundamental change is the result of a breach "3y the party invoking it either of an

obligation under the treaty or of any other international obligation owed to any other
party to the treaty.

3. If under the foregoing paragraphs a party may invoke a fundamental chaxge ofeircumsta-

tances as a ground for terminating or wx i:hdra.wing from a treaty, it may also invoke the
change as a ground for suspending the operaticn of the treaty.
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that occurred in our country is not just a change of government. It is a change in

which we see a very radical departure from the economic, social and political

outlook of the former regime. A new society, with a new ideology and a new

vision, is being built. in these, circumstances, it is unreasonable to say that treaties

of a military or political nature which oblige parties to exchange information in the

field of military and intelligence remain in force. This would amount to demanding

either or both parties to agree to a measure which is likely to lead to their ruin.

It is, 1 think, to take care of such cases that Article 56 is included in the Vienna

Convention on the Law of Treaties.12 Before the close of this paragraph, a word

of caution has to, be given. Should the treaty contain a provision on denunication

or withdrawal, that provisionhas to be complied with, for either party to be reliev-

ed of any obligation under thz said treaty. The remarks made in this paragraph

should not be taken as ar way out from this obligation.

On the other hand, no one would dare to say that all treaties entered into by

the former regime are not binding on the present Government. Our membership

of the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity, and other international

and regional organizations, all came out of or as a result of treaties entered into by

the former regime.

The immediately'preceding two paragraphs are included to point out to the

reader that this question of status of treaties in the sense of whether or not they

are still valid is a difficult one, and that a generalized answer cannot be given.

Each teaty must be examined on its own merit, independently, and a stand taken

on it. However, with the exception of the type of treaties mentioned above (those,

that are arguably terminated because of fundamental change of circumstances)

the author is of the view that it is more correct and practical to assume that all

treaties entered into by the former regime in accordance with the relevant provi-

sion: of the than ex.sting. legislation are still valid.

Having suggested an answer to whether the issue of treaties entered into by

the former regime are valid, we will resort to the question of the status of these

treaties in the sense of whether or not they are superior or equal to our municipal

law. "
We have seen that treaties entered into by the former regime in accordance

with the Constitution's provisions had the status of supreme law. We have also

seen that the Constitution's provision that gave treaties such an elevated place in

Ethiopian law has, together with the Constitution, been suspended. So where do

treaties stand in present - day Ethiopia ?

'
2 Ar dMe 56. Denunciation of or withdrawal from a treaty containing no provision regarding
termination, denunciaticn er wi±tCrawal:

1. A treaty whith contains no provision regarding its termination and which does not provide

for denunication or withdrawal is not subjent to denunciation or withdrawal unless:

a) it is estab'ished that the parties intended to admit the possibility of denunciation or
wvLhdraval; or

b) a right of denunciation or withdrawat may be implied by the nature of the treaty.

2, A party shall give not less than twelve months' notice of its intention to denounce or with-

draw from a treaty under paragraph 1.
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Some of the treaties entered into by the former regime on behalf of Ethiopia
were published in the Negarit Gazeta in the form of ProclamationsI 3 or Decre-
es.' 4 Some of the treaties were not published in the Negarit Gazeta, but all the
legal formalities necessary to make them binding on the country have been com-
plied with.

The Charter -of the Organization of African Unity, the Phyto-Sanitary Con-
vention for Africa and the rather numerous Loan Approval Proclamations, giving
domestic legal status to loan agreements entered into with other countries and
international financial institutions, can be cited as examples of treaties falling
into the first category.. These treaties have become part of our municipal law.
The chance of survival ofthese treaties is the same as or similar to that of the laws
issued by the now defunct government. They both .oave to be subjected to the
same test;,whether they" do not conflict with the provisions of'Proclamation No.
1/1974".15 If they do not conflict with this Proclamation, their continuance in
force can hardly be questioned.

A serious difficulty is met with when we consider the case of a t-eaty that has
been published in the Negarit Gazeta, i.e. a treaty that has become our municipal
raw andis in conflict with the provisions of Proclamation No. 1 /1974. Article 10
of Proclamation 1/1974 obviously deprives such treaties of their status of being
part of our internal or domestic law. An Ethiopian court faced with this problem
will, in all probability, apply Article 10 of Proclamation No. 1 of 1074, and make
the treaty inapplicable. But this is not of much significance at the international
level. For, under Article 2716- of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Tre.ties,
domestic law is no defence for failure to discharge obliga ions under a treaty.
But the issue of whether or not the present Government is relieved of its obliga-
tions under such treaties is not a simple one. The answer to this question very
much depends on the content.of the treaty. For our purpos, it must suffice to
say that the theory of succession of treaties plays a decisive role on the resolut on
of this problem.

Let us now briefly examine the case of a treaty entered into by the former
regime, a treaty concerning which all the fomalities necessary to make it binding
on the Nation have been complied with, butfor which approval was not published
in the Negarit Gazeta.There is one very important difference between treaties that
fall in this category and the treaties that have become m:nicipal law (i.e. treaties
that have been published as law in the NegatitGazeth). Article 10 of Proclamation
No. I cannot be raised as an argument against such treaties, because Article 10
only refers to laws. Because Article 122 of the Revised Constitution, which gave

"3A "Proclamation" was a law passed by Parliament and approved by The Emperor in accor
dance with Articles 34 and 88 or the Revised Constitution.

14A "Decree" was a substantive law issued by The Emperor "in eases of emergency that arise

when the Chambers are not sitting" (Article 92 of the Revised Constitution).
"5This Article has been discussed above.

"Article 27. Internal law andobservance of treaties "A party may not invoke the provisions of its
internal law as justification for its failure to preform a trreaty."
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treaties the status of superior law, is suspended together with the Constitution

itself, and because these t -eaties are not published as law, they cannot be said to

be inapplicable because of Article 10 of Proclamation No 1'1974.

It is difficult to give a generalized opinion on this. Each treaty must be seen

on its own merit. However, in the author's view, such treaties can only be den-

ounced or withdrawn from if the right to denounce or withdraw can be established

under Article 56 af the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

So much for treaties entered into by the former regime. But what is the status

of treaties entered into by Cie present government, in the sense of their being

superior or equal to our domestic law? The Provisional Military Administrative

Council as the head of state and government, the National Revolutionary Dre-

velopment Campaign and Central Planning Supreme Council, Ministries and other

government organizations have entered into numerous tfeaties with their coun-

terparts in other countries.

For some of the treaties. approval Proclamations.have been published in the

Negarit Gazeta. For others no such Proclamations exist.

A possible effect af the issuance of laws approving treaties is to make treaties

part of Ethiopian internal law. Assuming that this statemeht is palatable, one could

argue that the status of treatles approved by Ethiopian law published in the Nega-

,it Gazeta can only have the rank of the law that is used to approve it. It cannot be

superior to laws having the same hierarchy. In the absence of any legal provisions

to the contrary, this see4ns to be a logical conclusion.

The question of the status of treaties entered into by the new government for

which approval laws have not been published in the Negarit Gazeta comes next.

In the opinion of Veie author, it is logical to say that these treaties have to have a

greater or lesser status than those concerning which approval Proclamations have

been issued.

CONCLUSION

By now It is hoped that the reader sees the tender nerve of the problem. The

need to lay down the wpes of treaties that need- ratification is a matter of urgent

necessity. Many mini-t'ies sign different agreements with their counterparts in

other countries. Since our laws are, for a4 practical purposes, silent on the types of

trezties that need ratification, the procedure to be followed after signature always

becomes a subject of discussion. We have indicated at some length the inadequa-

cy of Article 5(4) o the Redefinition of Powers and Responsibilities of the

Provisional Military Administrative Council and the Council of Ministers Proclama-

tion No. 110/1977 in solving the problem.17 With respect to this, something

reeds to be done as quickly as pos.sible. To say the least, something like Article 4

of the Definition of Powers and Responsibilities of the Provisional Military Admi-

nistraive Council and its Chairman Proclamation No. 2'1974 has to be.inserted

" Tis has been discussed above.
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in the relevant part of the Redefinition of the Powers and Responsibilities of the
Provisional Military Administrative Council and the Council of Ministers ProcLma
tion No. 110/1977.

With respect to the issue of the applicability of treaties entered into by the
former regime to the present government, it must be assumed t.h~t, with the
exception of treaties that have become obsolete because of fundamental change
of circumstances, they are binding on the present government as well.

The status of treaties, i.e. whether they are superior to or equci tomunicipal
laws, is usually dealt with by constitutional provisions. A comparative survey of
the constitutins of some countries shows the following:

(a) treates are part of internal law and superior to internal law;
(b) treaties are part of internal law and equal to internal law;
(c) treaties are part of internal law and equal to federal laws, superior

to state or provincial law;
(d) treaties are not part of internal law unless expressly incorporated

by legislative action.' 8

To date we have no Constitution. For this and other practical reasons, it may
be wiser not to take any stand on this issue now. It is the Constitution of the new
Socialist Ethiopia, or a major law on trcaties that is based on the said Constitution,
that has to address itself to this question.

I8See generafly, H. Blix (ed.), The Treaty Mak vmers'Handaas'k (0ceans Publications, Ta. AlMgil-
at &. Wiksell) (1973), pages 20-30.





NEO-NATURALISM: TAILORING LEGAL

PHILOSOPHY FOR CAPITALISM

AND NEOCOLONIALISM

By M.A. NTUMY *

INTRODUCTION

In recent times, bourgeois legal scholars have revived the natural law concepts

of."justice","reason" the idea of" natura' law", "natural rights", etc., as the central

tool of the general theory of law. This attempt to reinstate the natural law -position

isspear-headed by influential western jurists such as Hart, Bodenheimer, d'Ert-

reves, Fuller, Ross and Rawls.' In Africa too, contemporary legal thought is

dominated in some quarters by a heightened interest in natural I w philosophy

as a direct incidence of the imposition of the d rinant capitalist mode of produ-

ction introduced by colonialism. Evidence of this interest may be seen in the

constitutions of many African countries; these are replete with natural law prin-

ciples and concepts2 and the acceptance oF the views of t le above aLtiors

asstandard mateial for jurisprudence in law schools.

The fact that natrual law philosophy has survived so many centuries and

continues to dominate legal thought in m6dern times has been attributed to many

factors. Some ascribe the resurgence to the "obstinate vitality" and an "undying

spirit" of natural law which can never be extinguished.3 One author characteri-

stically puts it thus:" If (natural law) is denied entry into the body of positive law,

it flutters around the room like a ghost and threatens to turn into a vampire which

sucks the blood from the body of law." 4 Other accounts refer to the "eternal"

and universal applicability of the"absolute" principles of natural law.5 Otherwise

an appeal is made to the general "abstract" categories of natural law theories in

rejection of the "Vienna School" brand of normativism which has failed to provide

an adequate explanation of legal phenomena.'

It is very easy to think, and equally tempting to believe, that the resuregence

of natural law philosophy can be accounted for in the above superficial terms. Of

course, there is no doubt that the exposure of the defects of normativism and its

scientific unfoundedness was one of the reasons for the departure of modern

bourgeois legal thought from normativist positivism. But it would be wrong and

likely to mystify reality to explain the essence of the revival of natural law in such

facile idealist terms. Such an explanation fails to take account of the material and

historical conditions that lead to legal change and development. More importantly,

such an explanation would seem to suggest erroneously that law or legal theory

can raise itself above social and economic forces by dictating its own notion and

ideas through the mind of its proponents7

A critical and scientific analysis of the material and historical conditions within

which the rebirth of natural law occurred suggests that the essence or significance
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of the rebirth is to be found not in the virtues of natural law philosophy or the
deficiencies of positivism. On the contrary, it is to be found in the capitalist rela-
tions of production. To discover this Es3ence, therefore, this paper intends to
analyse the *ljective connection between the intellectual and material production
at the various stages of capitalist development. In so doing, the aim will be to
identify the objectve factors that determined the change in legal ideas, culminat-
ing in the revival of natural law. This will enable us to demonstrate the main
contention of the paper, that there is an intimate link between the history of
colonialism and neocolonialism and tho revival of natural law. Having done this,
an attempt will also be made t3 closely examine the theoretical tenets and abstract
legal i-.tegories of modern natural law.in order to bring out its social'and ideologi-
cal content: for it is this content that exposes-the ideological character of natural
law, and reveals its essence as a tool of neocolonialism and the maintenance of our
unjust status quo.

I. DEVELOPMENT 9F LEGALTHOUGHT IN CAPITALIST SOCIETY

(a) NATURAL LAWAND THE RISE OF CAPITALISM

The material foundation for the development of capitalism may he traced
to the g-eat revolutions ni Western Europe which took place in commerce in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Concurrently with this, there were geogra-
phical discoveries which stimulated the development of increased commodity
production and exchange, industrial activity, navigation, and commercial cpital.
These, among others, were the principal factors in the transition from feudal to

capitalist production. 8 These early yearm of capitalism were marked by a demand
for the creation of new social conditions that could encourage the concentration
of means of production into a few hands, the organization of labour itself as social
labour, sxings and investment, and the creation of a world market as necessary
factors in the development of a "free" market economy.

This demand entailed, among other things, the gradual emancipation of
autoncmous social sphere where private individual effort in the ownership of land,
oganizdtion of labour, commodity production, distribution, and exchange, pay-
ment of wage-labour, and all other commercial and financial ventures, weuld be
recognized as a legitimate pursuit, unrestricted by "oppressive" religious or in-
stitutional tutelage. Historic 11,', the creation of such a sphere of economic activity
was part of the struggle by the Eurspean bourgeoisie against the boroughsand the
latifundists to free themselves from the bonds of feudal subjugation. The essential
social conditions considered necessary for their legal protection, therefore, were
private individual property rights and a rgime of"freedom of contract" supported
by the necessary provisions of tort a'nd criminal law.

To this end, theories stressing the inviolability of private property rights, the
fundamental rights of every individual to freedom, liberty, and equality, and the
"natural law" ideas of Grotius and 18th-century philosophers like Hobbes, Locke,
and Rousseau, all became the basic tools to ensure that the individual entrepre-
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neur was subject to the minimum necessary restraint. Grotius, who revolutionised
the idea of natural law by secularising it, asserted that human nature (no longer
God, as claimed by the scholastics) was the mother of natural law, and that it
would operate even if God did not exist. "o Hobbes stressed the necessity for
giving free reign to the individual will, both as an incidence of his natural right
and as a basis for the concept of freedom of contract. 11

Through his popular social contract theory, Locke endowed the emerging
social scheme of private individual property rights (capitalist property relations)
with a divine origin. He argued that "God and his reason commanded (m3n) to
subdue the earth", "to lay out something upon it that was his own, his labour":
"He who responded to this command", by cultivating the earth, "thereby annexed
to it something that was his property, which another had no title to, nor could
without injury take from him." 12 It is interesting to note how Lock frees the
property of the individual entrepreneur from feudal bondage. By stressing the
investment of one's labour in a product, he created the notion that the product
becomes an extension of the individual self. The result is a postulated property
right (Locke uses the term property to embrace one's own person as well as
objects), an entitlement that precedes society and law, and which both must
"preserve". Finally, Rousseau, also'echoing the p~inciples of freedom and liberty,
stressed the liberty and equality of all men as an inalienable right inherent in
human nature. 13

It may be mentioned in parenthesis that this same tradition of thoughtwas
dominantly associated with the Rule of Law. The essentials of this doctrine are
again expressed by Locke through his oft-repeated image of law as fences. Locke's
fences marked out autonomous spheres of individual action, through "general,
clear, and certain rules" which determine the rights and duties of individuals and
the state. Significantlg, the fences separate the property of inc'vidual subjects from
each other, and also protect the individual from the soverigr,, itself subject to
law. 14 It 'ms instructive to note that this classic conception of the Rule of Law
assumes an autonomous legal system, a kind of "neutral" framework which would
ensure the necessary autonomous social sphere for the realization of the desires
of the individual entrepreneur.

By secularising natural law and making it egalitarian, bourgeois jurists suc-
ceeded in converting it into a revolutionary philosophy upon which the bourgeoisie
rode into power over the feudal class. With the collapse of feudal society, free com-
petition and free market became the social and economic order of the day, with
freedom of the individual and freedom of contract adapted to it as its legal form
under the political sway of the bourgeois class.

(b) LEOAL POSITIVISM AND CAPITALIST LEGALITY

By the early 19h-century, under a flourishing capitalism, the ideas of freedom,
liberty, equality, and justice proclaimed by the 18th century "natural law" philo-
sophers turned out to be the domination of bourgeois orders. Capitalism then
sought to perfect this domination, and to consolidate its material, h.tellectual, and
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ideological dominance. Legal positivism responded to this need by reducing the

ideals of freedom, justice, equality, etc., to their legal form through the positivist

idea of a "legal state" which derived its power from the state, and was limited only

by the power of the state. The state, then, which had derived its power from either

the will of God or the "general will" of the people under natural law, became an

end -in-itself, and absolutely sovereign under legal positivism. Austin, who gave

-.this doctrine of state its classic expression in his imperative theory of law, asserted

,that the power of the state is soverign, and therefore incapable of legal limi

tation. 15

This positivist doctrine of state emasculated legal positivism itself as a legal

theory by isolating law from actual social relations. The recognition of the rights of

man under natural law considered individual will as the basis of law. This idea,

which had been the legal foundation upon wl-ith the bourgeois state had been

built, found social expression in the economic activity of the independent in-

dividual. The independence of the individual and the prevailing sphere of free

economic activity provided the link between law and actual social relations. Legal

positivism, however, replaced the will of the people with state force (compulsion)

as the basis of law.

In historical fact, this change of idea marked the beginning of the imperialist

stage of capitalism. The great success in revolutionising the instruments of produc-

tion led to an enormous increase in economic activity. Commodity production,

which had become the main economic activity, led to the accumulation of large

amounts of financial capital, and an ever-growing demand for raw materials. This

demand, coupled with the need to reinvest the finance capital, led to the expan-

sion of capitalism to all the corners of the world in search for markets. 1_6 It is

significant to note that the scramble for Afiica and the Berlin Conference of 1884/

85, which sanctioned the partition of Africa into economic spheres of European

interest, occurred in this era. 17 The main characteristics of the imperialist era,

therefore, may be summed up as the creation of colonies, which became commo-
dity markets, spheres of capital investment, cheap labour markets and raw

material reserves, and the enslavement and systematic plunder of -the peoples

living in the colonies. The creation of these cc I nies, it must be emphasised; was

achieved through the sheer enormous political and military power of the Western
Capitalist States. Force had thus become the mainstay and basis of the state.

Cosequently, by making force the basis of law, legal. positivism responded to the

need to rationalise and validate the actions of the borgeois state.

The controlling influence of legal positivism, however, was shortlived. By

the early 20th-century, it had started to lose its position of prominence, and the

Austinian version had undergone an essential transformation by techno-jurists like

Kelsen. Of course, positivism continues to survive in one form or other in the

special branches of law, and in the general theory of law developed within the

context of Kelsen's Pure Theory of Law. But this exclusively mormativist concep-

tion of law has been strongly criticised, even by Western bourgecis jurists, for its

exceptional formalism and attempt to create an "algebra of law". 's
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(c) SOCIOLOGICAL JURISPRUDENCE AND THE

IDEOLOGICAL CRISIS OF CAPITALISM

Sociological jurisprudence dates as far back as the middle of the 19th century,
when writers like Weber, Durkheim and Entlich attempted to explore the sociolo-
gical foundations of law. 19 It was not, however, until the early 20th century
that it became an influential legal theory in Western jurisprudence. This develop-
ment is linked with the sociological and historical consequences of the expansion
of capitalism into a universal empire. Surely, after the creation of the colonial
empires, the architects of the colonial design were more interested in the plunder
and exploitation of their colonies, and the repatriation of their booty, thin in
anything-else. The mad rush to grab, and the ensuing cut-throat competition among
the major capitalist countries for greater spheres of economic interest had plunged
the world into a war of hitherto unknown proportions and brutality - The First
World War. 20 The social consequences in the capitalist countries, and the pro-
blems of enforcing law and administering the colonies, stared the bourgeois
states in the face. The positivist legal order, under which the empire had been
created, had no room for such concerns, and could not accommodate such a new
situation.

In reaction to these problems, sociological jurisprudence, on account of its
concern for expounding the social basis of law, emerged as the dominant legal
-theory. 21 Roscoe Pound, one of the chief proponents of this school of thought,
stressed the idea that law must be regarded more in terms of a legal order and
process rather than in terms of "book law", that is, a collection of formulated
results. According to this view, the, legal order represents a regime upheld by

-the state's systematic application Qf force and compulsion, while the legal process
refers to the process of administering justice and jurisdiction on the basis of
statutes, and the law. 22 With this idea, sociological jurisprudence sought to
preserve the imperialist gains of capitalism by providing a legal justification for the
legality of capitalism (force), while at the same time providing a solution to the
problem. of enforcing law, maintaining order, and administering the colonies.

.Sociological jurisprudence succeededin dc-emphasizing the absolute reliance
on legal rules and statutes by pointing out the social problems that result from. the
isolation of law from social relations. Its attitude to legislation and the specific
character of legal form, however, was nihilistic, and failed to remedy the defect of
legal positivism. Alienation of the toiler, a direct consequence of the private ap-
propriation of social production Under the capitalist system, continued unabated
as one of the most serious social problems. It must be pointed out that these
problems Were not restricted to the capitalist countries alone, but wee. felt even
more brutally in the colonies. At one level, the practice of administering the colo-
nies through "Orders in Council" passed by the Queen of England, the King
of France, Germany, Portugal, etc. had only succeeded in aggravating the social
problems that had been caused by the imposition of foreign rule. Sociological
jurisprudence had no answer to the deepening gulf between such forms of legisla-
tion and the social relations in the colonies. But, more crucially, the attempt to
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justify colonialism by reference to the state's systematic application of force and

compulsion (legal order)had betrayed the uncomfortable fact that colonialism

had less to do with the "civilizing mission" than with the economic exploitation

of the colonies.

The failure of sociogical jurisprudence resulted from its self imposed limita-

tion. Following Pound's view that law is not so much the result as an instrument of

social engineering, 23 sociological jurisprudence considered law solely as a juri-

stic technique, reposing not so much on statutes as on values reflecting the needs

of the day. Sociological jurisprudence therefore denied the significance of analys-

ing the structure of legal norms and the legal forms of social relations. Instead, it

contented itself with a purely juristic construction of applied socielogical data. By

adopting a purely mechanical historical approach to law, however, sociological

jurisprudence's functionalism ended at the other extreme of Kelsen's normativism;

legal "reality" or "actuality" '24 was linked to static social relations devoid of the

dialectics of change and development.

(d) NEO-NATURALISM AND THE TRANSNATIONAL

STRATEGY OF CAPITALIST IMPERIALISM

The failure of sociological jurisprudence as a general theory of law capable of

dealing with both the specific legal problems (e.g., the structure of legal norms,

interpretation of the law, codification, etc.) and the mzre general, fundamental

questions relating to the material, political and ethical premises of law (i.e, bring-

ing out the essence of law), and its failure to provide a concrete justification for

colonialism and capitalist legality, led to a philosophical and i.'eological crisis in

the capitalist states. 25 Historically, this marked a critical period of capitalism -

the beginning of its demise.

The break-up of the empires had started as early as the beginning of the 20th

century, with the Great October Revolution of Russia. By the early 1940s, the

bankruptcy of capit list ideology had increased the tempo of the demise. This was

characterised by the deepen.ng contradictions within the capitalist systems, which

resulted in the -Oecond World War. The consequext social upheavals and political

struggles in the eolonies (e.g. Asia and Africa) compelled the imperialist power to

grant political independence to many of their colonies. As a result of these events,

there was a search for a "new" philosophy of law. This set the stage for the rever

sion to natural Iew philosophy as the theoretical justification of the arbitrariness

and lawlessness of capitalism.

Appealing to the old worn-out concepts of "equality" and "liberty", Boden-

heimer tried to anchor the basis of law on "human nature", stressing that these

values were ihnerent in the legal system. 26 The contradictions between the actual

relations and legal reality which were manifested in the limited section of the

society protected by the law, however, did not give much credence to such a theory.

Fuller, in his contribution, sketched an "inner morality" of law, that is, a body

of moral procedural rules, as the minimum requirement to which every legal system
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must conform. These requirements are as follows: generality; promulgation; pros-

pective legal operation, i.e. a general prohibition of retroactive laws; intelligibility

and clarity; avoidance of impossible demands; constancy of the law through time,

i.e. avoidence of frequent changes; and congruence between official action and

declared rule. According to Fuller, these requirements are based upon the interac-

tional foundations of law, that is, upon human interactions to which law responds,

and are necessary to ensure a reciprocity of human actions. 27

This view is notable for its realistic admission of the fact that there is an in-

terplay of moral considerations in'the actual relations of human beings, and that
the legal'actuality reflects this morality in ideological form. The theory, however, is

not fully developed. It is to the critics of Fullerthat we have to turn for further de-

velopment. Among the many critics of this approach, we may cite Hart, who iron-

ically gives substance to Fuller's "procedural" theory. The irony of Hart's criticism

consists in that, even though his "substantive" theory sets out to reject the in-

terconnection between law and moral considerations, it ends up complementing
Fuller's theory.

Hart and a group of other prominent Western bourgeois jurists tried hard to

refutj the notion that certain "legal" acts can be morally wrong, by insisting on a

clear demarcation between law and morality- 28 Implicitly, this sought to nip in

the bud the issue of the moral basis of colonialism. Adopting a semi-sociological
approach, Hart linked the content ef legal rules to "natural facts". According to

him, there are certain "simple truisms" (viz. human vulnerablity, approximate

equality, limited altruism, limited resources, and limited understanding and

strength of will) which explain why, given survival as the goal of human society,
legal rules skould have a specific content. 29

This content, the "minimum content of natural law", consists of "universally
recognized principles of conduct which have a basis in elementary truths con-

cerning human beings, their natural environment, and aims.," 3 This means that,

for Hart, the basis of legal rules is "natural law"; that is, human acts which are
"naturally prohibited by law" because they are vital to the survival of !I.uman life 3'

a classic example of the old nmural law technique of smuggling moral values
through the back-door into legal rules. Forwhat is"naturally prohibited" is none

other than those acts considered inimical to the survival of the capitalist order.

In effect, this apology for capitalism enjoins us not only to limit our theoretical
enquiries about law to rules which are deemed "legal" by the capitalist legal

order, but also to desist from questioning the human acts (e.g. colonialism and
other capitalist activity) which are "naturally prohibited bylaw" (i.e.the capita list
legal order).

A prominent contemporary companion theory in American jurisprudence that

also has its roots in natural law is the liberal state theory which grew out of Lo-

cke. 32 Hart and Sacks, who are the leading propanents of the theory, developed
the conception of law as a "facilitative framework", within which the individual
would be free to pursue his interests and advance his welfare as he saw fit. 33 The

jural postulates of this theory, which reflect the economics of " Free Trade" "'



capitalism, stressed the interdependence of individuals or groups within society,
and the importance of "general acceptance" as the constitutive and procedural
"'understandings" which form the core of a legal system. 35

This theory is worth special mention, not because of its direct importance to
neocolonialism (although an argumrrt could be m3de for this proposition), but
because its jural postulates have been transformed into powerful conceptual tools'
with which America has imposed its hegemony over the world. The economic
substratum of this, of course, is the emergence of America from the Second World
War as the most dominant economic and military power among the capitalist
states Historically, this represents America's bid to consolidate her dominance. To
achieve this aim, it was necessary, among other things, to create free economic
spheres all over the world (i.e. to break the monopoly of European imperialism).
Secondly, it was important to gain access for American private corporations (the
flagbearers of American imperalism) to the neocolonial markets of the European
capitalist powers.

The essential legal fremework within which these objectives were realised is
international law. With the aid of bourgeois jurists like Jessup, Friedmann, and
McDougal, America spearheaded the widening and diversification of international
law to accomodate the neocolonial Asian and African nations. The notion of in-
'erdependence, for instance, was transformed into an international law principle -
t.interdependence of nations" to embrace all nations of the world under the con-

cept of a "world government" or "international government." 36 Ostensibly, this

reinforced the independence and sovereignty of the new nations- But more signi-

ficantly, it gave them the legal recognition to engage in international state transac-

tions with states other than their former colonial masters, thus opening them up for

universal exploitation. To enable the American multinational corporations to gain

access to these neocolonial markets, the concept of "transnational law" developed

by Jessup was used to break the former barrier between private and public law,

thereby conferring legal recognition of private corporations as legal subjects of

public international law. 37

Another outgrowth of the liberel-state theory that has been transformed into

an international law concept is the principle of "general acceptance." Briefly, the

principle means that decisions "duly arrived at" within the legal framework should

be accepted as binding until they are "duly changed."On the basis of this principle,

the neocolonial Asian and African nations, on admission to the international com-

munity, were deemed to be automaticaly subject to the entire corpus of interna-

tional law, including those that reflected and strengthened the system of national

oppression, colonial plundering and imperialist robbery. 3s The application of this

principle in international law was employed to support the status quo of interna-

tional law and to advance the neocolonial interests of capitalism.
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I. NEO-NATURALISM AND NEOCOLONIALISM

(a) OBJECTIVES AND METHODS OF NEOCOLONIALISM

One of the important results of the general crisis of-capitalism was the beginn-
ing of the decline of the colonial empire. The nationalist struggles that had started
at the beginning of the 20th century had gathered enough momentum after the
Second World War to deal a fatal blow to the colonial domination by the major
capitalist powers. These historic developments ensured the final collapse of colo-
nialism (with the exception of South Africa and Namibia). The break-up of the
colonial empire raised the question of the relationship between the former colonies
and the metropolitan countries. In the wake of the current situation, the imperia-
list countries could no longer rely on the effectiveness of the old colonial methods

of domination, which had been made possible because they wielded complete
political and economic power overthe colonies. Yet there was the need to maintain
some form of relationship if the imperalist countries were to continue enjoying
the advantages of cheap labour, material reserves, investment and commodity
markets, and all the other benefits that accrued. fiom colonialism. In response to
this need the imperialist countries adapted to the new situation by disguising their
colonial policy, codifying old methods and evolving new ones, and altering their
strategy and tactics. The consequence of this change of the historical relations
between the former colonies and their colonial overlords has given rise to a whole
series of methods and manoeuvres that are described by the term" neocolonialism".

Neocolonialism has been defined as "the colonial policy of the era of the
general crisis of capitalism, implemented by the imperialist powers in relation to
the former and existing colonies by means of more subtle methods and manoeu-
vres so as to propagate and consolidate capitalism and impede the advance of the
national-liberation movement, extract the largest possible profits and strengthen
the economic, political, ideological, and military-strategic footholds of imperia
lism.""1 From this definition, the salient featuresof neocolonialism may be identi-
fied as the control, oppression, and systematic plunder of the former colonies
through new forms which disguise the control and pillage. Hence, while thereis a
change in the methods and manoeuvre of neocolonialism, its aims and objectives
remain the same as those of colonialism.

We have shown that the rebirth of natural law theories occurred during the
period immediately following the Second World War - a period of general crisis of
capitalism and intensive national-liberation movements activity. By the 1960s,
when nationalist struggles had reached a climax with the subsequent grant of
independence to many former colonies in Africa, it was possible to identify a
marked proliferation of natural law ideas and theories. 40 Hence, not only did the
rebiith of natural law coincide with the break-up of the colonial empire, but, as the
disintegration of the empire intensified, so also did the appeal to natural law the-
ories. Natural law therefore served the need to provide a "new" legal philosophy,
within which the new relations between the former colonies and the metropolitan
countries can be defined. Its historical role was to work out an agreeable arrange-
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ment for the "peaceful coexistence" of the imperla;ist powers with their former
colonies, in order to maintain the material benefits of colonialism. In effect, neo-
naturalism became an ideological tool of neocolonialism, with which the capitalist
powers sought to justify colonialism and capitalist legal actuality.

The attempts to explain the resurgence of natural law theories by reference to
the "obstinate v;tality," "undying spirit," "universal applicability" and "absolute-
ness" of natural law principles, or the inadequacy of legal positivism per se, there-
fore, represent bourgeois attempts to shroud colonialism in obscurity. This is
necessary in order to insulate the natural law justification for capitalist legal actua -
lity from scrutiny and criticism. We are thus mystified, trying to grasp the "justice"
of colonialism. 1' However, we are impressed by the claim to "universalism" and
"absolutism" and the appeal to "justice," 'reason," and the ideas of "natural law"
and "natural tights," and fail to see that all such concepts are ideological weapons
in the arsenal of neocelonialism, deployed to maintain the dominance of capita-
li~m both at the centre and the periphery.

In a rather revealing study of the digression from positivism to neo-naturalism
in Western countries, Tunkin, uncovers the neocolonial underpinnings w~th chara-
cteristic clarity.According to him, confronted wi-th the threat to its domination and
eventual demise, the imperialists, in a frantic effort to save face and either stem the
tide ar soften the blow, rejected the legal bed-rock uporn which the empire had
been founded: 19th-century legal positivism, by which might was right. In its
stead, they manipulated natural law into a handy tool that enabled them to repudi-
ate the legality of colonialism. 42 In his words,

In proclaiming "natural law" to be the bsis of "positive law"
and of international law in general, bourgeois jurists, willingly or
not, give imperialism the opportunity to cite, in justification of its
aggressive actions abstract, adm'ttedly different, interpretations of
"natural law," principles derived-from the "nature of man", from the
idea of justice, and so forth. "

Schwarzenberger also confirms this view. by remarking that the primary role
of the natural law theories is "to justify action that by positive law is illegal.."

(b) ADVANCING CAPITALIST IDEOLOGY THROUGH LEGAL

ABSTRACTIONS

To illustrate this classic neocolonial method identified by Tunkin, let us look
more closely and in some detail at the views of Hart, whose ingenious manipula-
tion of natural law as the central tool of a general theory of law is simply unequall-
ed. Hart's views are remarkable because they feature prominently all the necolo-
nial tactics of craftiness and subtle disguise by camouflaging the essence of
imperialist colonial policy with abstract legal categories. A striking example of this
is Hart's attempt to disguise a natural law theory as a positivist one. The method
he adopts and the relative suceess he attains are what single him out as the most
ingenious of the modern bourgeois "natural" lawyers.
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Hart insists that, even though he subscribes to some natural law position -
"the minimum content of natural law," - his theory is nevertheless a positivist
theory. By making "natural law" thebasisof legal rules, Hartwas able to smuggle in
natural law concepts, such as "justice," "liberty," and "equality," as the object of
positive law. With the obvious mora I overtones of these concepts, Hart created the
itlusion that the "new" capitalist order is ccn rrittcd to jLstice, flarress, flee-
dom, and equality. This, in effect, sought to dissociate the imperi.E.t countries
from their admittedly cruel acts of subjugation, plunCer exploitation rrd cenoc-
ide perpetrated against the ex-colonies, and sought to give the "new" capitalis
ordr the opportunity to repudiate the legality of cclonialism.

Hart laboured under considerable stress to prove that this method (his
theory) of justifying colonialism and capitalist legal actuality is legal" (i.e. a
positivist theory), and not merely "moral" (i.e. a natural law theory). 's The
proof, he contended, consists in that law may be viewed as an "orer" simpliciter,

and musttherefore be distinguished from morality This argument, as we point-
ed out earlier, implies that all theoretical enquiries about law would be limited enly

to those deemed "legal" by the "new" capitalist erder. With this demarcation
between lavy and morlality, the issue of disoussing, let alone declaring, those cruel
acts of colonialism as criminal or P.egal would, of course, not even arise. For those
acts were not and have not been legally defined. "I At best, therefore, they would
remain moral issues with which the law ioes not concern itself. However, should
anyone worry about the obvious contradiction between the commitment of law to
justice and the law's refusal to concern itself with such cruel acts,the blame cann*t
be put at the door of the "now" capitalist order. It is the result of a cardir4al prin-
ciple of legaltheory that law must be separated from morality.4 8 WIth such ingen-
uity, Hart and his disciples in the neocolonies attemmted to close the ignominious
chapter of colonialism, and give capitalism another lease of life unger neocolo-
nialism.

This method of justifying capitalist legality raised what Hart considered vital
theoretical question, among which are the following: (i) WMst is the crterion for
determining law and morality? (ii) What distinguishes a legal actfrom a moral
one? The answers to these questions, it must be emphasized, have direct imptica-
tions for capitalism For not only would they determi. , the legal basis of the
justification proferred for colonialism, but, also, they would determine the legal
validity of the "new" capitalist order. Besides, the validity of Ha't's own theory and
the fundamental question of the adequacy of natural law as a -eneral theory of law
also depended on them.

In answer to these questions, Hart resorts to abstract categories and vague
theoretical formulations which are intended to conceal the ideological content of
his theory. The result is some rather banal assertions and contradictions which
achieve little, apart from mystifying reality. Hart identifies the criterion for det e rmim-
ing "Iaw" and for distinguishing a "legol" from "moral" act as the "rule of recogni-
tion". This rule, according to him, is the criterion for "conclusive identification of
.primary rules of behaviour" and all other "legal" rules of z letal system. 19 This,



of course, means that the "legal" rules are already legally valid, and the "rule of
recognition" merely assists us in identifying them. It does not infuse them with
legal validity, and therefore cannot be the criterion for determining their legality.
However, by some inexplicable logic, Hart would have us believe that legal
rules derive their legal validityfrom the "rule of recongnition", so Assuming that
this is so, how does the "rule of recognition" validate the rules of the legal sys-

tem, and what is the source of this validating rule?

With regard to the former question, Hart provides absolutely no answer, not
even a suggestion. As to the latter, he attempts an answer which is neither specific
nor consistent. Asserting initially that no question can arise as to the validity or
invalidity of the "rule of recognition", Hart insisted that the rule is simply accepted
as appropriate for use. -' Does mere acceptance then validate the rule ? On one
occasion, Hait argued that the assertion that a given rule of recognition exists can
only Le an external statement of fact, and admitted that the function of the rule is to
specify "some feature or features, possession of which by a suggested rule is taken
as a conclusive affirmative indication that it is a rule of the group". 1

2 What this
"feature or features" are, is, again, not immediately made known. Finally, even
when Ha.t concedes the importance of clarifying these issues and the source of
the mysterious "rule of recongition", he stops short of giving a clear cohesive
answer. All he tells us is, "The rule of recognition exists as a complex but normally
concordant practice of the courts, officials and private persons in identifying the
law by reference to certain criteria"; 53

This vague and evesive explanation, which essentially begs the question,
takes us back tosquare one. For we are back at the pointof trying to find out the
"certain criteria" by reference towhich the "law" is identified. Nevertheless, it
may be observed that even if we accepted Hart's own position that the
behaviour of the "officials" of the system constitutes the conditions for

the existence of the "rule of recognition", it would still confirm our 'con-
tention that what is "legal" is what is deemed so by the "new" capitalist
order, or 'what Hart himself euphemistically refers to as "internal statements of
law". Hart's contrivance to bury the source of the "rule of recognition" in obscurity
is explained by Raz, who suggests that what Hart is trying to do is to avoid the
accept3nce of the point that the "rule of recognition" is a customary law rule,
whose existence is a matter of fact and must consist in actual practice. 11 Why,
we may ask, is Hart trying to avoid this? Raz attempts to answer this question, but
does not go beyond logical inconsistencies. A deeper probe, however, reveals
Ha!t's theory as a guise for the establishment of the hegemony of the legal culture
of capitalism, and exposes the neocolonial character of the theory.

It may be recalled that the fundamental point of Hart's theory is an arbitrary
non-historical division of human society into "pre-legal" and "legal" social structu-
res. Of course, characteristically, no reasons are given for the basis of this division.
Neither are we told what makes one society "legal" and the other "pro-legal", nor
do we know how a society changes from one type to the other. All that Hart tells
us Is that "pro-legal" societies are those based upon a social structure of customs
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and simple rules which tell people whatto do and what nottodo. The rules a of this
type of social structure do not acquire the character of law, and are therefore
classified as "primary rules of obligation". Such social structures may be found,
according to Hart, only in "primitive" societies (a direct reference to colonial
and excolonial societies). 55 "Legal" societies, however, have, in addition to
"primary rules of obligation", advanced rules known as "secondary rules",
within which there are secondary power-conferring rules which set up the
legislature and other agencies of adjudication and rule enforcement. 56

These "secondary rules" combine with the pre-existing" primary rules of obligation
to form law. 57 But - and this is important - the existence of the "secondary rules"
can be found only in developed societies (an obvious reference to the imperialist
countries). "s

Hait's jurisprudential criterion of law is thus the urnion of primary and secondary
rules. This, in essence, means that the distinction between a legal rule and a moral
one turns on the particular type of society the rule emanates from and exposes the
ideological content of Hart's theory. Frem the point of legal theory, this criterion is
so ludicrous that it leaves no doubt about the bankruptcy of modern natural law as
a general theory of law. Nevertheless, ludicrous and botghed as it might seem, this
criterion plays a rather significant role in Hart's theory and should therefore not
simply be set aside.

In the first place, it is the strategic conceptual tool that Hart uses to mislead
the world that his theory is positivist. In other words, it is tie crucial concentual
apparatus which enables him to maintain the legal basis of his theory as well as his
justification of colonialism and capitalist legal order. Secondly, and more signi-
ficantly, this critarion provides the clue to unde:standing why Hait tried to resist
calling the "rule of recognition" a customary law rule, and this revelation holds the
key to the essence of Hart's theory.

From Hart's own analysis, the "rule of recognition", by definition, is a secon-
dary power-conferring rule. Its existence therefore has to be confined only to
"legal" societies. Otherwise it would be contradictory to admit that it can be found
in "pre-legal" societies too. The logical requirement of consistency, t 'e efore, may
have operated as a constraint upon Hart's acceptance of reality. But conformity
with reality was not the essence of Hart's theory' there were patent over-riding
Eurocentric ideological concerns which made it imperative to confine the "rule of
recognition" to "legal" societies only, even if at the risk of sacrificing reality.

To attain this ideological goal, it is noteworthy that Hart's theory attributes no
power-conferring rules to the primitive societies. The reason for this, he says, is
because the rules of such societies are too primitive to be called law. They may
therefore be called "primary rules of obligation" or simply rules of custom. Obvio-
usly, byadmitting that the "rule of recognition" is a customary law rule, Hart would
thereby be investing the "primitive" colonial and excolonial societ'es with legal
power w;th which their toiling masses could challenge the legality of capitalism.
It was therefore of the utmost importance that the "rule of recognition" should
remain, at all costs, a secondary power-conferring rule, out of reach of the "primi-
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tive societies". It is for this reason - and this exp!ains the essence of Hart's theory -
that Hatt avoids calling the "rule of recognition'" a customary law rule For, by
ensuring that the "rule of iecognition" remained a "legal" rule, Hart, willy-nilly,
enswred at the same time the exclusive legal domination and security of the "new"
"capitalist order, and provided neocolonialism with a legal guarantee.

(c) INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEO-NATURALISM

AND NEOCOLONIALISM

It is important to stress that this analysis of the formation and realisation of
law in the capitalist system and the legal mediation of natural law phisosophy
should not be misunderstood as the result of the subjective or conscious effort of
the Western jurists and philosophers. On the contrary, it should be understood as
the consequence of the objective connection between intellectual and material
production. " This means that the ideas, concepts, and theories expressed by the
various jurists and ultimately the result of the objective needs of the capitalist
system, and therefere reflect the capitalist relations of production.

Normally, these relations find expression in the ideas of the ruling classes of
society, 60 but it is the jurists who, as a result of the division of labour, are assigned

the cult of these ideas. The jurists then employ abstract ideas or "ideal formula" to
give the ruling ideas theform of universality, and represent them as the only rational
and absolutely valid ones. Objectively, however, the ideas, concepts and theories
produced by these jurists are nothing more than the ideal expression of the domi-
nant mateial relationships, grasped as ideas. Consequently, the ideas expressed in
the dominant legal theories under capitalism necessarily seek to protect and main-
tain the capitalist relations of production and the dominance of capital. In this way
the intel:ectual ideas expressed under capitalism objectively correspond with the
oapitalist mode of production.

Accordingly, the ideas of justice, liberty, equality, human rights, etc, expressed
in neo-naturalism are not only determined, conditioned, and moulded by capitalist
social relations, but are meant to serve the capitalist system. This explains, for
instance, why the cruel acts of colonialism are not described as criminal: the
juristic facts that entail the delnition of whMA constitutes a crime are determined
by what is considered inimical to the capitalist system. 6 It follows from this that
when natural lawyers and neo-naturalists talk of justice, rule of law, fundamental
human rights, and the establishment of a legal regime of equal ty, liberty, etc., it is
pertinent, indeed imperative, for us to enquire about whose justice, equality, rights,
etc., they ate talking about.

The answer, in the light of. our analysis, is that it is the justice, equality, and
ights of the ruling classes in the imperialist countries and the exploiter classes in
the neocolonial enclaves who consciously collaborate with imperialism and
neocolonialism to protect the interests of foreign capital upon which their existence
and essence hinges. The dominance of capital in the neocolonies, made possible
through the dependence of the comprador bourgeoisie on and their active col-
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laboration with foreign o3pital. is further entrenched by the most important super-
structural institutions. Among such institutions are the schools, colleges and
universities controlled by the conservative intellectuals whose activities are linked
with, and to some extent determined by the classes they serve or are in collusion
with. This group of the "elites", 62 addicted to overt and covert psycophancy, co-
operate directly with the exploiter classes in the neococolonies to perpetuate capit-
alist and neocolonialist ideology, through a faithful reproduction of western ideas,
concepts and theories. 63 It is this fact which makes it conclusively clear that neo-
naturalism is intimately linked wih the history of colordalism and neocolonia-
lism - the former providing the legal and ideological justification for the latter.

CONCLUSION

Increasingly, the dominant legal thought in the Western capitalist nations and
the emergent nations in Africa is being shaped and dominated by natural law
philosophy. Many Western jurists, extolling the virtues of natural law, have attempt-
ed to shroud the objective reasons for this renewed interest in natural law in mys-
ticism and obscurity. Rejecting their explanations as superficial and unrealistic,
this paper has attempted to penetrate into the social content of the juridical form of
capitalist social relations in order to analyse and bring out the essence and im-
plications of the revival of natural law.

As our analysis reveals, after the collapse of the colonial empire of capitalism,
although the essence of imperialist colonial policy remained unchanged, there was
a need to disguise it in order to adapt to the change in the relations between the
imperialist powers and their ex-colonies. This led to the modification of the old
methods of colonialism, and the evolution of new strategy, tacticsand manoeuvres
to camouflage the old policy of enslavement and systematic plunder and pillage-
The introduction of new forms for modern capitalism paved the way for and
characterises the new era of capitalism - neocolonialism.

One of +he mos imoortant methods typical of neocolonialism is the creation of
various new forms for the export of industrial and finance capital. Consequently,
attention is continuously focussed on this or other economic aspects of neoco-
lonialism, to the neglect of other aspects. Though such emphasis is supreme and
understandable, it is our belief that it would be committing a grave error if we
allowed the supremacy ot economics to shadow or obscure the vital and decisive
role that law or legal theory has played in justifying, consolidatingmaintaining and
preserving neocolonialism.

It should be understood that the dominance of foreign capital and the other
forms of foreign control which have become so pervasive in our societies
are carried out within a legal framework which reinforces capitalist dominance and
control. Such a legal framework, we have shown, isfashioned out of and supported
by nec-naturalism. Halt's theoty, for example, significantly reveals that neo-
naturalism does not only reinforce a distorted, abbreviated and attenuated under-
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standing of our colonial experience and heritage, but it also attempts to down-

.:grade our legal culture and to impose the hegemony of Western capitalist legal

culture upon us. Together with the active collaboration and collusion of the corn- -

prador bourgeoisie and% the conservative elities in our societies, this ensures

foreign legal control, which facilitates the dominance and control of capital in our

neocolonial societies.

The neocolonial character of nec-naturalism is not only shrouded in mysticism

and obscurities, but is subtly bedecked with abstract theoretical formulations. To

discover the essence of such theories and expose the link between them and

neocolonialism, we have to cut across the theoretical tenets and abstract legal

categories. This calls for a critical and scientific analysis of law and the sociology

of law; for, as a major step towards the total liberation of the toiling masse,- of the

third world, it is important to understand the legal implications and to expose the

legal as well as other methods of neocolonialism, so as to ensure that the struggle

against foreign domination and control is waged from all possible angles,
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category; this will ciable us to grasp the characterisatiens of the intellectual prcduction which

correspond l the material prcdt:cticn oand the reciprocal action between them," Marx-Engels,
German ideology, Progress, Mose-w, 1845 - 46. Vol.5, Section 1, pp.35-

7 .

' This is based upon the real supposition that the clss which is the dominat material force in the

society is also at the same time its dominant intellectral force. See Marx-Engels, German
Ideology, p.36 .

61- This fact is amply demcistratcd by Marx in his stedy of the rolW of slave labour in the origin

and develcpment of capitalizm. As he Fointed cut, vI-en sil.xe l.tctr -i nocssary fcr the

development of the system, it was maintaircd Lcd expressed r.s . l al foerm of property ret-

tionship. Consequently, the irhuman aspects of s'.;cry wcre not m.de illegal. It was not until

slave labour ceased to be stit.ble for further capitlist dtxekgn;at (i.e. Z.fer t e inventicrn of

machines, humen labour became relatively inefficient, rr.ccr.cmicl, nd unprofitable) that
slavery was declared illegal. See Marx Engels, Vol. I, F. 445.

62- The term "elite" is used here in its Marxist sense. As such it does not denote a social class, since

the members of the elite do not oceupy an independent position in the system of soial produc-

tion but are4inked with the interests of the classes they serve or ate in collusion with.

" In Nigeria, for instance, the proliferation of law teat-books whica to a large extent simpiv re-
produce English law is a vivid example-
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PANEL DIVISION OF THE SUPREME COURT

Criminal Appeal No. 1569/74
Hamle 30,1977

Judges: Ato Assefa Liben
Ato Abebe Workie
Kegnazmach Endalew Mengesha
Ato Alemayehu Haile
Ato Dessalegn Alemu

Appellant: Diriba Abotte (from prison under escort) appeared.

Respondant: Public Prosecutor Mohammed Siraj (Head of the Prosecution
Section of the Supreme Court and Panel Division) appeared.

Re: Concurrent offences and concurrent sentences.

DECISION

Diriba Abolte was charged for having committed two different offences. After
hearing both charges under two separate files, the High Couit sentenced him to
1. fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment (in criminal file No.27/72) for com-

mitt;ng plunder and acting as a co-offender in the murder of Eshete
Woldeyes, contrary to Articles 32/522 (1) (a) of the Pendi Code;

2. death (in criminal file no. 341/72) for killing Private Yigezu Tekle and
committing plunder contrary toArticles 32 (1) (a) / 522 (1) (a) ; 668 of
the Penal Code.

Diriba Abolte lodged separate appeals against these two judgements; and,

1. for acting as a co-offender in the murder of Eshete Woldeyes and committ-
ing an act of plunder, thd Supre me Court mitigated the penalty in criminal
appeal no. 1067/73, and sentenced him to ten years' rigorous imprison-
ment as of the date of his arrest;

2.1 for murdering Private Yigezu Tekle and committing an act of plunder
the Supreme .Court commuted the death sentence to ten years' rigorous,
imprisonment in criminal appeal no. 1569/74.

Diriba Abolte has now appeared in consequence of the petition he submitted
.on 21110/76 (E.C.), staiing as follows':

Though the judgement passed on me states that my term of imprisonment
shall commence tO run a' of'the date of my arrest, there is no reference in criminal
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appeal no. 1569/74 to the actual date of my arrest. And, on account of this omis-

sion, the Prison Administration has put me in trouble. Thus, since there is evidence

in the other file (criminal appeal no. 1067/73) which proves the fact that I was

arrested on 15/11/71 (E.C.), I submit that it be communicated to the Prison Admi-

nistration through a letter upon confirmation.

The Public Prosecutor was ordertd to give a reply to Diriba Anbolte's applica-

tion, and he made the following submission:

-Although Diribs has stated that he was arrested on 15/11/71 (E.C.),in criminal

file no. 27/72 the High Court has mentioned 5/1/71 (E.C.)as the date on which his

arrest took place. Neither of the files of the Supreme Court mentioned this fact.

Hence, let the police officer who investigated the case be ordered to produce

evidence that settles This question;

-The death sentence was pronounced by the High Court after the Public Presecutor

had submitted a record which shows that the accused was sentenced to fifteen

years' rigorous imprisonment. Thus, it looks as if the High Court imposed the

death sentence on the appellant on the grounds of the said record;

It was after separately reviewin; the appeal lodged against the fifteen years'

imprisonment judgement that the Supreme Court reduced the sentence to ten

years (rigorous imprisonment) ;

-Likewise, it was by separately reviewing the appeal lodged against the death

sentence that the Supreme Court commuted the death sentence ot ten years'

(rigorous imprisonment) ;

-And, It was owing to the fact that the two files were not presented jointly even at

the Supreme Court level that the separate sentences were pronounced.

Having thus explained the matter, the Public Prosecut-r asked the Court to

add up the two ten-year imprisonmont sentences arnd punish Diriba Abolte with

twenty years' rigorous imprisonment. In support of his reauest, the Public Prose-

cutor submitted the following legal arguments;

-Although there is no provision directly applicable to the issue, the provision which

is of nearest pertinence is Article 191 of the Penal Code. This provision applies

when concurrent offences are committed, and the offender is punished for only

ene of the offences, and later it is discovered that he also had committed other

offences.

-When concurrent offences are committed, the sentence has to be assessed in

accordance with the provision of Article 189 (1). This article is also applicable to

this kind of situation. The bases for the aosessment of the sentence in such cases is

the maximum penalty provided by the law for the most ser4ous offence, and not the

one determined by the court for such offence;

-Had the judgement rendered by the other division of the Supreme Court been

presented to the Panel Division, since the offence reviewed by the other Division

entails a higher penalty, I.e. the death penalty, the Panel Division would have
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applied Articles 191 and 189 of the Penal Code and, since the sum of the two
sentences is below the death penalty, it would have imposel twenty years' im-
prisonment by adding the ten-year imperisonment sentence imposed by itself to the
ten-year imprisonment sentence imposed by the other Division:

-If there is no other alternative provided by law and, as I have explained, if, had the
judgement of the other Division been presented to it, the Panel Division would
have imposed twenty years' imprisonment by adding up the two ten-year im-
prisonment sentences, there is no reason why the two sentences should not be
added up if such fact is discovered later. The adding-up of sentences imposed for
different offences is a matter of mathematical calculation, and cannot be viewed
as an imposition of a new penalty:

- Besides, considering the fact that the appellant acted as a co-offender in the
murder and plunder when anti-revolutionaries raided and plundered the town of
Kachise, the imposition of twenty years' imprisonment may probably be too little
but will not be too much, not only in the eyes of the law but also in the light of a
moral judgement.

The Public Prosecutor then reauested that a letter be written to the Prison
Administration .fter verification of the date of appellant's arrest, also indicating
the pemalty that he shall serve: i.e, twenty years' rigorous imprisonment.

Since his request for a date clarification letter had first been made in an
ordinary way, Diriba Abolte was offered the opportunity of presenting his objec-
tions to the Public Prosecutor's legal contentions. His objection was that the High
Court tried the case separately, but the Supreme Court gave its judgment after it
considered both files; and that the fact that the High Court sentenced him to
fifteen years' imprisonment first, and later on condemned him to death in the
second file, shows that, since the two sentences cannot be executed separately,
the decision was made with a view to consolidating the penalties; hence, pursu-
pntto this decision, he was sentenced by the Panel Division of the Supreme Court,
to serve a total term of ten years' imprisonment only-

The decisions rendered against Diriba Ablote on the two files give rise to
the issue of whether the penalty was fixed according to the principle of concur-
rence, as Diriba maintains it to be, or whether they were fixed separately.

From the first (sic) decision of the High Court, we learn that a request had-
been made by the Public Prosecutor of the High Court for consideration of the
first decision of the High Court as an aggravating ciroumstance. However, since
the two offences were committed on the same day within an interval of two hours,
and the two charges relating to these criminal acts were filed after Diriba Abolte
was arrested on 11 Hamle 1971, it was not possible to invoke one of the decisions
for the purpose of aggravating the sentence to be imposed for the other one.
Nevertheless, the Court had passed the death sentence for the second charge
roithout explaining whether its judgement was swayed either by the first sentence
w by the concurrent nature of the offences.
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The Supreme Court sentenced the appellant to ten years' rigorous imperison-

ment after hearing the appeal lodged against the first charge. Owing to a lack of

proper disclosure of the existence of a decision given by another division of the

Supreme Court, the Panel Division passed a separate sentence of ten years' im-

prisonment, after hearing the appeal lodged against the second charge. These

being the circumstances in which the decisions were given, we do not accept

Diriba Abolte's allegation which states that the Panel Division sentenced him to

ten years' imprisonment for the second charge after considering the first ten-year

imprisonment sentence passed by the other Division.

We find it appropriate to know what the Prison Administration shall do if it is

notified only of the fact that the decisions passed by both courts were rendered

separately, and that the two criminal acts were committed on the same day.

Lieutenant Abera-Mengiste, head of the Prison Administrction Section, answered

the question forwarded by the court on the above point as follows:

"We shall make him serve twenty years of rigorous imprisonment by adding

up the two ten-year decisions given in the two files; and he shall also be considered

as a recidivist and shall not be put on probation."

- As has already been indicated above, Diriba's case involves the question of

not only making known the date on which his term of imprisonment has begun to

run for the second offence, but also of determining the total length of the sentence

that he has to serve for the two files (sic).

As the criminal acts referred to in the two files were committed on one and

the same day, and Diriba Abolte was charged and convicted for the second offence

after he had already been arrested and detained for the first offence, this situation

calls for examination of the following issues : Should he serve only one ten-

year sentence for both files (sic) instead of two sentences, each of ten years?

Or should the two sentences be added up and he be punished'with twenty years'

of imprisonment ? Or, is there a third choice ? If our law has no answer to these

questions, would it amount to imposing a new sentence previously undecided,

should the court make a ruling based on any of these alternatives ?

If a court, without being made aware of the fact that someone is a convicted

prisoner, tries such a person for a different offence and passes judgement against

him, how should the sentence be executed? Our penal law does not answer this

question. However, the Court cannot refrain from considering the issue on the

mere grounds that there is no law that deals with this question.

On the other hand, we cannot brush aside the question by saying that matters

of executing sentences are within the jurisdiction of the Prison Administration,

for the Prison Administration is empowered to execute only what is decided by a

court. Furthermore, since the reply the Prison Administration gave to the question

forwarded by the Court as to what it would do if confronted with this case has no

regal basis, the Court thinks that it is appropriate to entertain the case, and to issue

directives concerning the execution of the sentences as it sees fit.
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The criminal acts that Diriba Abolte committed on one and the same day

within an interval of two hours constitute the srounds on which the two sentences

were pronounced. Two different charges could have been framed against him for

these acts; and, had the Public Prosecutor received the facts at one and the same

time, he would have prepared concurrent charges against Diriba Abolte and the

sentence would have been assessed pursuant to Article 189 of the Penal Code.

Should the Public Prosecutor, due to lack of awareness of the situation, frame

different charges for the two offences at different times, and a decision be made

on one of the charges ahead of the other, the court which conducts a hearing en

the second charge shall determine the second sentence in accordance with

Article 191 of the Penal Code, if it is notified of the first decision. As enunciated

by Article 191, the punishment to be imposed in such instances shall be deter-

mined in accordance with the principles set out in Article 189 of the Penal Code.

The grounds for determining a penalty pursuant to Articles 189 and 191 are such

acts as Diriba Abolte was said to have committed. The only reason that precluded

the direct application of these Articles to Diriba Abolte's case was that he was not

charged concurrently with the offences in the first instance; and, even after he was

charged separately the existence of this fact was not duly disclosed - in this way

precluding the possibiliy of determining the second sentence having regard to

the first sentence. The Court is thus left with no other alternative than to give

directives applicable to such situations. As has previously been mentioned, the

provisions that have close relevance to Diriba Abolte's case are Articles 189 and

191 of the Penal Code. Accordingly, we hold that the directives to be issued must
be drawn up by interpreting these articles.

It has already been said that the penalty applicable to the situation described

under Article 191 shall be determined in pursuance of the principles laid downin

Article 189. Of the two offences Diriba Abolte is said to have committed, the more

serious one is that act he is said to have committed contrary to Article 522 of the

Penal Code, which is referred to in criminal file no. 1067/73. In criminal appeal no.

1569/74, he was convicted for violating Article 3 (2) of the Special Penal Code

Proclamation No. 8/74; the peanity prescribed for this offence is less severe than

the death penalty prescribed for the first offence.

It was the Sixth Division of the Supreme Court that heard the appeal lodged

against the charge framed under Article 522, and imposed a sentence of ten years'

imprisonment. If we take this sentence of ten years' imprisonment as the basic

penalty provided for the most serious offence, had the case which was heard by

the Panel Division been presented to the Sixth Division, the peralW would have

been determined taking into account this ten years' imprisonment judgement as

the basis, and, in the language of Article 189 (1) (b), the court would have"

imposed a penalty exceeding by up to one-half of the basic penalty". Mathema-

tically speaking, the penalty that Diriba Abolte deserves will thus become fiteen

years' imprisonment. One of the restrictions on determining the highest penalty

for concurrent offences is that part of Article 189 (1) (b) which we quoted Above.

Accordingly, we have rejected the request made by the Public Prosecutor for-an

imposition of twenty years' imprisonment, contrary to the said restriction.
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We have delivered this explanation of the judgement, holding that Addis
Ababa Prison Administration shall execute the judgements given against Ditiba
Abolte in both files by making him servo fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment, as
we explained above. Since the two sentences have been imposed by reason of

the commission of concurrent offences on one and the same day, we have not
sustained the Prison Administration's opinion which states that Diriba Abolte shall
be considered as a recidivist who committed another offence while serving a
sentence or af.ter fully servircj a sentence for a previous offence, and thus shall not
be put on probation. We hold that the question of putting him on probation should
be considered as in any other case, taking into account the behaviour that the
prisoner shows while in prison and the fulfilment of other criteria.

We order that a copy of the decision be sent to the Addis Ababa Prison so that

it'shall execute the sentence in accordance with this decision.

This decision is given by the Panel Division by majority today, the 3oth of
Hamle, 1977 E.G.

Dissenting Opinion of the Minority

We, Abebe Works and Dessalegn Alemu, the judges mentioned in the second
and fifth lines, have not agreed with the decision given by the majority concerning
the interpretation of the law and the length of the sentence Diriba Abolte must
serve. In our opinion the decision that should have been given is the following:

Diriba Abolte was charged with two different offences. For one of the offences
the High Court sentenced him to death and for the other one it sentenced him to
fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment. On appeal, the Supreme Court commuted

the death sentence to ten years' rigorous imprisonment and reduced the fifteen
years' imprisonment sentence to ten years' rigorous imprisonment. Both of the
sentences were to commence running as of the date of his arrest.

When the sentences were imposed against Diriba Abolte by both courts for
the two offences, nothing was said about aggravation or consolidation of the pena-
lties. When it was decided that Diriba Abolte be imprisoned for ten years, the
sentence was to commence running as of the date of his arrest However, the date
on which he was arrested has not been specified in one of the judgements. Thus,
the present argument arose when Diriba Abolte petitioned the court to refer to the
other file and notify the date of his arrest to the Prison Administration.

Though the file shows that the date on which he was arrested was 11 Hamle

1971, the Public Prosecutor was ordered to state his opinions because of the fact
that Diriba Abolte was charged with two offences.

In his reply the Public Prosecutor stated that the issue raised by this case was
not one of stating the date of appell ant's arrest, but rather it was one of adding up

the two sentences. Consequently, he requested the court to add up the sentences.
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The Public Prosecutor further stated "..;though there is no provision which

directly applies to this case, Article 191 of the Fenal, Code, which has close re-
levance to this case, should be referred to, and decision be given in accordance
With krt. 189."

As clearly pointed out by the Public Prosecutor, there is no provision in the

Penal Code which covers this situation. The Ethiopian Pe"'al Code was not drafted

in such a way as to cover this situation. This Court was not able to find relevant

cases decided previously on similar issues. Though previous judgements are not

binding, they might have been helpful for purposes of research, if the:e were any.

We have also consulted some codes of other countries, but we were not able to

find a provision that deals with this issue. Aiticle 5 of the French Penal Code,

which is the basis for the interpretation of this concept, provides that, unless it is

clearly stated in the judgement, sentenees shall run concurte. tly and not con-

secutively. Articles 50-53 of the Fenal Code of the Republic of China, and Sec-

tions 35 and 36 of th e Federal Criminal Law of the Soviet Ur.ion, provide that,

where another offence is committed before a sentence imposed in a pior judge-

ment is fully.served, the sentence to be imposed later shall be added to the pre-

vious sentence; but in such a case the penalty shall not exceed a'specified period.

However, Article 53 of the Fenal Code of the Republic of China clearly provides

that, where an accused is sentenced for morethan one offence, the penalty shall be

consolidaled in accordance with Article 51 of the same Penal Code. Furthermore,
the method of consolidating the sentences shall be assessed by the same method

as the method of assessing the penalty when they are decided simultaneously, or

as if the first judgement was known when the second judgement is given.

We have no similar provision under Ethiopian law. On the other hand, as can

be seen from some werks of research, unless it is clearly stated in the judgemerit

that one sentence shall commence to run before (sic) the other sentence is fully

served, the sentences shall ran concurrentzy - see Columbia Law Review, vol.

25/1925, pp. 671-672. This may not be difficult, particularly when the offences

are tried together; or even if they are not tried together, if the court which decides

.he second offence is aware of the first judgement. The Ethiopian law follows this

principle, too. However, under Ethiopian law, as in others, a problem arises when

two decisions are given at d&fferent times due to unawareness of the existence

of the first judgement, and the court is requested to give an explanation about the

execution of the sentences.

Research work conducted on the question of consolidation or non-consolida-

tion of sentences shows that the issue is resolved differently by different couts, or

even by different divisions of the same court, However, all of them agree that,

unless it is clearly stated in the judgement that the sentences shall run consecutively

theyshall run concurrently. The research contained in CiminalLaw Reiaew (1958)

p. 174, supports this view, too. This view is also supported by another work of

research contained in the 1962 issue of the same Journal pp. 490-91 ).

Thus, when we come to the Ethiopian Law, and consider Diriba Abolte's

petition on the one hand, and, the objection and request made by the Public
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Prosecutor on the other, we fully agree with the statement of the Public Prosecutor

which says"... There is no law which covers this stuation." However, the Public

Prcsccutor has st ,ted that the provision which has close relevance to the case is

Alticle 191 of t-e renal Code. He said that this article provides that the offender

shall nct be punished more severely than if all the offences had been tried together.

For V e determination of the sentence, it refers the matter to Article 189 of the

renal Code.Thus, he asked that, even though the two charges were not joined,

since Diriba Abo!te committed the offences on one and the same day within an

ir terval of two hours, the court should assess the penalty pursuant to Article 189

of the renal Code, and impose twentyyears of rigorous imprisonment. One cannot

agree wth this contention, for it raises many other questions.

What Article 191 provides for is that, where, after an accused has been con-

victed and sentenced fcr anoff ence, it is discovered that he has also committed

anot'3r of,e ic1 t03 n3N s)ioice shall be assessed in a manner such that the of-

fender will not be punished more severely than if all the offences have been tried

togeth er. In such a situation, Artcle 191 refers the matter to Article 189 (1) of the

renal Code for te assessment cf the sentence. Article 189 (1) states that in such

a siturton vxe should follow the rules of aggravation.,In addition to this, Article

189 (1) provides that whenever such a situation arises, the penalty should be

aggrax ated. The manner of aggravating is that (1) the penalty for the most serious

offence shall be imposed first, and (2) if the court thinks it fit, it may increase the

penalty by up to one-half of the penalty provided for the most serious offence.

The Public Prosecutor has said that, when the law says the penalty provided

for the most serious offence, it is referring to the-maximum-penalty fixed by the

law, and not to the one determined by the court. However, the minority has re-

frained f.om expressing its view on this point.

When t,e judgement passed by the High Court against Diriba Abolte was

artered in c iminal appeal no. 1569/74, it was said that Diribe Abolte shall be

punished with "ten years' rigorous imprisonment as of the date of his arrest.'

Likewise, wl.en the judgement given by the High Court was altred in criminal

file no. 1067/73, it was said that he shall be punished "with ten-years' rigorous

imprisonment as of the date of his arrest." So long as the two judgements are of

this status, it would be difficult to come to a conclusion based on unfulfilled hypo-

theses, and to say that, had one of the judgements been knownthe penalty would

have been more severe. The two judgements were given by the Supreme Court.

in deaultof a provision that says such action should be taken if it is discovered

later that two final judgements are given in different files, we fail to see a reason for

annuling the two sentances and imposing another one. In order to add up and

aggravate the pena'ty pursuant to Article 189 of the Penal Code, there should be a

clear provision similar to that in Article 191. If there is no provision similar to Article

191, and if v e judges of our own discretion apply the principle laid down under

Article 1 89, it would amount to applying a provision similar to Article 191 as if it

exists. And thus, it will amount to annulling the previous judgement, and replac-
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ing it with anotherjudgement, since the date on which the penalty shall commence

to run has been determined.

What the Public Prosecutor argues is that, had the Court known of the exi-

stence of another decision when it imposed the second sentence, the Court would

have merely added up the sentences; and this would not amount to imposing a

new penalty. However, we do not agree with this opihion. Even if the penalty

determined for the first offence is known, this Division cannot know what pe-

nalty the court would have imposed for the second offence. And if it cannot know

the penalty what it will impose will be different from those given in the two deci-

sions. And this will amount to imposing a new penalty. On the other hand, as the

Division is an appellate one, it is not possible to know whether or not it would

have returned the file to the High Court to assess the penalty again. The;efore,

since what the Courts would have done is not clear, we the judges who have

expressed the minority opinion have not accepted the Public Frosecutor's argu-

ment. In our opinion, accepting the public prosecutor's argument is the same as

giving a new judgement and imposing a new penalty. And since this would amount

to violating the principle of double jeopardy, or autrefois convict and autrefois

acquit, which are contained in Articles 2, 3, and 60-63 of the Ethiopian Penal

Code, we have chosen not to agree with the majority opinion.

If two or more offences are committed by one person, andif, by mere chance,

the charges are tried and decided at different times, and if the reason for rendering

such decisions is the Public ProsecLter's failure to disclose to the court the exi-

stence of the other decision, or if bymistake the court ignored this fact after it was

disclosed to it and determined a different and separate penalty for the second

offence, so long as the two decisions have specified the date on which the sente-

nces shall commence running, we do not see any grouhds for altering the sen-

tences, other than ordering their execution in accordance with the decisions. We

are of the opinion that, other than agreeing that the sentences shall be served

concurrently, the penalty cannot be altered to twenty years in acceptance of the

Public Prosecutor's argument.

The officer we called from the Addis Ababa Prison Administration, has told us

that, if the Administration receives two decisions, they will execute them by add-

ing the terms of imprisonment and they will also consider the prisoner as-a reci-

divist and, consequently, theywill not put him on probation.

Commenting on this, Diriba Abolte has said that a prison administration

cannot be asked to give a legal opinion, since its duty is to merely execute what is

decided by courts. The minority finds it difficult to accept the opinion expressed

by the representative of the Addis Ababa Prison Administration. Where there is a

clear law, we do not think that one can give such a ready-made opinion, The

question of putting the prisoner on probation is also an issue that cannot be

ignored. We are bf the opinion that the prisoner should be put on probation when

he fulfils other conditions.
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For all these reasons, we have not agreed with ti.,e decision of fifteen years'

imprisonment passed by the majority, and thus have expressed our m'notity
opinion.

Thus, we hold that, since Diriba Abolte was arrested on 11 Hamle 1971 for

bcth charges, only this fact should have been communicated to the Prison Admini-

stration t) execute the sentenae pursuant to the above opinion. We think that it

will be useful if th e current Law Revision Committee is notified of the deficiency of

the law on this point.



Assessment of Sentence in Case3 of Concurrent Offences

Entailing Loss of Liberty:

A Case Comment on Criminal Appeal No 1569/74

By Negatu Tesfaye *

In criminal appeal no. 1569/74, reported in this issue of the Journal, the court

was faced with the question of concurrent offeaces: and the issues raised were

(1) How should sentences be computed in cases of concurrent offernces?

(2) Where an offender is convicted for having committed concurrent

offences and has been sentenced to separate fixed terms of imprison-

ment by different courts or different divisions of the same court, how

should the sentences be executed ?

(3) Would it amount to an imposition of a new penalty shoul-.' a court

aggravate the sentences passed in the situation stated under (2)

after execution of the sentences has begun ?

"Concurrence", as defined in Article 82 (1) kz) of our Penal Code, are of two

types: material and notional.

Material concurrence exists when an offender successively I commits several

offences. Whether the successive offences are of the same or different nature anvi

whether they are committed against the same person or different persons does not

make any difference. Thus, if D rapes Y and subsequently takes her gold necklace

by force, he commits concurrent offences of different nature against the same

person (i.e. Y) in violation of articles 589 and 636 of the Fenal Coce. Similarly, if

D assaults A and performs sexual intercourse with B's wire, he comm ts concurrent

offfices of different nature (i.e. assault and adultery) against dife ent persons

(i.e. A and B) in violation of Articles 544 and 618 of the Penal Coa'e, respectively.

In cases of material concurrence it is also possible that the successive acts

done may all contravene the same criminal provision. Such will be the case if, for

example, D repeatedly 2 steals goods from P, or performs sexual intercourse w ith

A's and B's wives. In both cases the successive acts done contravene the

same criminal provision (i.e. Art. 630 in the former case, and Art. 61 8 in the latter).

In the former case the concurrent offences are committed against the same person

(i.e. P), while in the latter case they are committed against different persons (i.e.

A and B). 3

Concurrence also exists when an offender violates several criminal provisions

by only performk.-g a single act. This kind of concurrence is known as "notional

concurrence".

In case of notional concurrence, the offender's single act simultaneously con-

travenes several criminal provisions. This is the case if D, with intent to kill A, sets
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fire to A's house in the middle of the night while A is deep asleep and, as the

result of the fire, A and A's girl friend, who is asleep with A ard of which fact D

is not aware, suffer seriousbodily injuries. In this case,'D has performed only one

act, but this single act simultaneously contravenes two different criminal provisions

i.e. Article 488 and 27/522 of the Penal Cede.

If a person commits concurrent cffences'as explained above, how should he

be charged and sentenced?

The Criminal Procedure Code provides that, where the police investigation

file discloses that an accused has committed concurrent offences, the public

pr6secutor must prepare a single charge containing different counts, and each

offence so charged must be described separately.4 And, unless-it is likely that

the accused will be embarrasseol in his defence ( in which case the court shall

order the charges to bq tried separately), all the charges will be tried together.5

if rIl the charges are tried together, it may not be difficult for the court to

assess a sentence for the concurrent offeritcls, provided the acucsed is convicted

on all or some of the count'.'HoWever'a problem may arise if the charges are

,tried separately by different cobrts or'even by- different divisions of the same court.

This is because our CriminalPro'edure C~de does' not say anything as to which

court or division will assess the final penalty in sueh situations.6

Cenerally speaking, in the case of concurrent offn bes" \,vfere more than

one penalties are prescribed, .different-methods are used to assess sentences.

These are cumulation, absoxption, and aggravation.

Under 9'ffier laws,' the ddtjrt IfM1 povdr to impose cumulative sentences

ori convictiori:Of sevdralloffences charged separately or on separate dountsef

the -same charge. In such a base the imprisonmeritviot one'offence comniences

at the termination of imprisonment f6r another. Under such a system, if an acc'sed

is onvidt~d, -ay'for -theft, arson, rape, common vilful -injurV, and tobbery,- and

'sent6n'ced to arfixed term of imprisonment for each offence, e.g.jIhree years for

theft, eight years-tor arson, seven' years for rap , two years for common wilful

injury, and ten ,years for robbery, he will serve a cumulative semtence of thirty

yearmof imprisonment.

Oir the -other hand, the'-are some Iavw's-whiclh provide for absorption ) "

•Accordin to-this-method, the setdnce imposed for the most serious offence

absbrbes the-penaltiest6 be imposed for thedl6ss serious offences. In bur example

abo,,,asumih *robbery is the Most sericuls offence ( it is the most seribus

ubcer our lw ) of all the * ffences that the accusedcomtmitted, the penalty imposed

for robbery, i.e. ten years imprisonment, absorbes the penalties to be impdsed

for the other lese serious offences. - ,

lowever, ihbgoe two sentence-calculating methods seem to hdve short-

comings. In the case of cumulation, in which one sentence of imprisonarniet

c6minenc atth teimirftion 6f.rn6ther,'the r'ehabilitatie lpurpose of panishrment

is-defeat6d.'Sincethe accused ill-be'imprisoned -for a-longer period than that
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which is necessary, this frustrates any plan of treatment for rehabiltztion. Such
exceptional length ef cumulated sentences led one writer to declare them
"inhumane" not because they are "underserved or unjust", but because they do
not conform to "contemporary standards of humanity". 1o Indeed, it will be unrea-
listic to say that a person found guilty of any crime be imprisoned for one hund-
red years.

Absorption does not seem to be a sound approach either. This method cannot
satisfy the preventive and retributive purposes of punishment, which stll play a
significant role in criminal law, eventhough these concepts do not appear to con-
form to "dontemporary standards of humanity". Absorption usually results in
lighter sentences, for one or more offences will, in effect, be left unpunished. And,
considering the dangerous criminal'disposition of the offender, this may not be
effective to prevent him from committing other similar crimes in the future. More-
over, society's sense of justice may not be satisfied, for the offender will be seen
to have been sentenced without receiving his deserts. Even when consider ed in
the light of the rehabilitative purpose of punishment (which is the most import-
ant one), such a short time of imprisonment may not be adequate to provide
the offender with the necessary reformative instruction, should longer, periods
than usual be required.

The third method, which to some degree seems a compromise of the two,
is aggravation. Under this method of sentence computation, instead of piling up
prison terms or completely disregrading punishments prescribed for ce.tain offe- '

nces, the penalty provided by law for the most serious offence will be imposed
first, and then, in appropriate cases, aggravated. However, there are restrictions
on the extent of aggravation. The restrictions that the court shall usually be bound
by are two.

The first one is that the court may not exceed by more than one-half the
"basid penalty'prescribed for the most serious offence. This means -that if, for
instance, the basic penalty prescribed for the most serious offence is seven years'
imprisonment, the court-cannot, in aggravating the penalty for the concurrent
offences, exceed this penalty by more than one-half, i.e. by three-and-a-half years.

The second one is that, the court may mot, when exceeding the basic penalty
by one-half, go beyond the general maximum fixed by law for the kind of penalty
applied. In the above example, if the general maximum for the kind of penalty is
ten year, the court may not go beyond this limit. Thus, it may only exceed tt.e basic
penalty by three and not by three-and-a-half years.

-In the history of our criminal law, the cumulation arid absorption methods
were used during the period when the 1930 Penal.Code was in force. 1 Under
the 1958 Penal Code (which is still in force), absorption is completely dropped
out, and in its-stead the aggravation metkod has been adopted for assessing~a.
sentence for serious concurrent offences. However, the cumulation method is still
retained for assessing a sentence for concurrent petty offanes. 12
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' As regards aggravation of penalties entailing loss of liberty, Article 189 of the

Ethiopiar Penal Code provides as follows:

(1) In case of fmaterial 13 concurrence of offences (Art.82(a)), the ceurt
shall determine the penalty on the bases of the general rules, set out
hereafter, taking'into account, for the assessment of the sentence,
the degree of guilt of the offender;

(a) Where capital punishment is provided for one of the concurrent offe-

nces, this penalty shall override any other penalties entailing loss of

liberty:

(-b) In case of several penalties entailing loss of liberty being concurrently

applicable, the court shall pass an aggregate sentence as follows:

It shall impose the penalty deserved for the most serious offence and
shall increase its length taking into account the provisions of the law

or the concurrent offences; it may, if it thinks fit, impose a penalty

exceeding by half the basic penalty,without, however,being aifle to go

beyond the general maximum fixed by law for the kind of penalty

applied.

Pursuant to sub-art. (1) of this Article, if an accused is convicted of having

committed concurrent offences, and capital 14 punishment is provided for one of

the concurren offences, tlhe couit may, if, taking the degree of guilt of the accused,

-it is of the opinion that, he deserves c~pital punishment, impose this penalty which

shall override any other penalties entailing loss of liberty.

Thus, if D rapes Y and subsequently murders her in cold blood, he will be

-charged under Articles 589 and 522 of the Penal Code concurrently. Since one of

the concurrent offences committed by D, i.e., homicide in the first degree,.entails

capital punishment, the court may, if it thinks that he deserves such punishment,

pass this penalty against D which shall'override the penalty prescribed for the

rape. 15 in the cases falling under Art. 189(1.) (a),'our courts.may not have
difficulties in assessing penalties. But a problem arises When they assess the

,penalty under Art. 189 (1) (b); and the problem seens to be connected with the

meaning of thb term "basi6 penalty".

Pursuant to Article 189 (1) (b), where several penalties entailing loss of

liberty are concurrently applicable, the court "shall -impose the penalty deserved

for the most serious offence and shall increase its length taking into account ....the
concurrent offences". To ipcrease the length of the sentences, "the court can, if it

thinks fit, impose a penalty exceeding by half the. basic penalty, without,

however, being able to go beyond the general meximum fixed by law fort he
kind of penalty" 16 (emphasis supplied).

The term "basic penalty" has been translated into Amharic to mean the "maxi-

nium penalty prescribed for the most serious offence". In the English version, this

term seems to be ambiguous. However, in view of the Amharic version and of the

ources of this Article, 17 there is no doubt that the words refer to the mRimuhi

penalty-prescribed by law for the most seriods offence and not to the one fixed

by the court. The Amharic version, whith must prevail over the English and French
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versions, clears the ambiguity by stating it as the "maximum penalty prescribed

for the most serious offence." It is obvious that it is the law which prescribes the

maximum and the minimum penalties whithin which range the court is at liberty

to fix the penalty. In the case of homicide in the second degree, for inbt.nce, the

penalty prescribed by law is from five to twenty years' rigorous imprisonment.

While the minimum penalty for this offence is five years' rigorous impriosonment,

the maximum is twenty years. The court does not have the power to determine a

minimum and maximum penalty for an offence. These are fixed by the law.

In Criminal appeal no. 1569/74 the majority '8 held that the basic penalty is

the penalty that the court fixes for the mest serious offence. Hb4wever, such hold-

ing iS erroneous, particularly in view of the clear provision of the Amharic version,

which the court was supposed to follow.

In the case of concurrent offences, if the-court thinks that the length of the

sentence must be increased beyond the maximum period provided for the most

serious offence, it may do so, provided that such increase does not exceed it by

more than one-half and does not go beyondthe general maximum fixed by law

for the kind of penalty applied.

Let us illustrate this with an example. Suppose D is charged with arson (Art.

488), robbery (Airt. 636), and homicide in the second degree (Art. 523)., and is

convicted of the first two offences. Of the two offences D is convicted of, robbery

is the most serious. 19 Thus, in assessing t-.e sentence for the conc.urrent offe-

nces, the court considers only robbery, and fixes a hypothetical penalty for this

offence in the same way as it would do if D was convicted only of this offence

and then increases its lengthtaking into account the other offence. If the 'court

decides that D must be punished. with ten years' rigorous imprioonment for the

robbery, it may then increase its length, taking into consideration the other offence.

In increasing the length of the sentence, the court may simply confine itself to

imposing the maximum penalty prescribed for robbery, i.e. fifteen years' rigorous

imprisonment, or exceed it by adding to the ten years up to one-half of this basic

penalty, i.e. seven and a half years: and sentence D to. seventeen and a-half years'

of rigorous imprisonment. If, however, the court thinks that D deserves the

maximum penalty prescribed for robbery in the first place, then, by taking into

account the otheroffenie (i.e. arson) it'can in rease its length by exceeding this

maximum penalty by up to one-half and finally sentence D to twenty-two-and
- a "

half -years' rigorous imprisenvnent. However, the court cannot, at any rate, go

beyond this limit.

If, in the above example, D is convicted of all the offences he is charged with,

the couft first fixes the penalty for the homicide and then increases its length,

taking into consideration the other concurrent offences (i.e. arson and robbery).

However, in this particular hypothetical situation, the court cannot exceed the

basic penalty by half. If it.does, it will go beyond the general maximum fixed by

law for this kind of penalty, i.e. twenty-five years. 20 Hence, since the court is

prohibited from going beyond this.ganeral maximum, it can only exceed the basic
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penalty by five years', and sentence D to twenty-five years' rigorous imprison-
ment.

This holds true where the accused is charged and tried by the same court for
all the concurrent offences. But there may be instances where separate charges
could be prepared and fi~ed to different courts or different divisions of the same
court.

This may be done by mistake or pursuant to article 116 (2) of the Criminal
Procedure Code. Hence, a problem may arise when executing the sentences,
where each court or division may convict the accused and assess a separate
sentence for eacl.pffence.

If the case is one of retrospective concurrence (i.e. where an offence committ-

ed concurrently with one or several other offences is discovered after the said
offences have been tried), the court assesses sentence in accordance with the
provisions of article 1 89 of the Penal Code, so that the offender may not be punish-

ed more severely than if all the offences had been tried together. 21 In -such a

case, the new sentence shall be assessed having regard to the sentence already
imposed, and shall r un concurrently with the sentence already passed. 22 In other

words, the new sentence is deemed to have started running as of the date the pre-

vious sentence started to run. If, for instance, D was convicted for committing
fraudulent misrepresentation in violation of Article 656 of the Penal Code and

sentenced to two years' simple imprisonmentand later it is discovered that he had
also eommitted another fraudulent misrepresentation prior to his conviction, the

court shall assess an aggregate sentence'equal to that it would have imposed had
both offences been triedtogetherjf the court would have imposed three years'
rigorous imprisonment for both offences, had it knowff-f-such facts, it now pro-
nounces such sentence, and this new sentence shall be deened to have started
running as of the date the previous two years' sentence had started running.

However, difficulty of execution of the sentences may arise when an offender

is tried, convicted, and sentenced to separate fixed terms of imprisonment by

different courts or different divisions of the same court. How should such sentences
be executed? Should they run concurrently or consecutively? Or should the
court, in such a situation, fix an aggregate penalty, taking into account all the

concurrent offences, and having regard to the sentences already imposed ? If it
should, would it amount to an imposition of a new penalty that was not passed

previously, and to violation of the principle of double jeopardy or autrefois acquit
and autrefois convict?

With regard to these questions, the common law position is that, unless the

courts ordered that the sentences should run consecutively, they would run

concurrently. Once the separate sentences have become final, it seems that it is of
no relevance whether or not the courts were aware of the concurrent n tture of the

offences at the time of sentencing.

On the other hand, there are some laws whieh provide that, if such a situa-

tion arises, a new sentence that takes the concurrent offenco into account shailbe
fixed In the same manner as in the case of retrospective concurrence. 23
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However, there are many laws, including ours, which do not provide clear

solutions for spuch questions. And, in default of such clear legal provisions, it would

be appropriate to fill this loophole with analoglcal judicial interpretation.

Chapter 34, section 10, paragraph two of the Swedish Penal Code, and

Article 53 of the Penal Code of the Republic of China,.provide that where separate

final sentences are imposed by courts for concurrent offences, a new sentence

that will take into account the concurrent offences shall be determined in the same

manner as in the case of retrospective concurrence, i.e. as in the case where all the

concurrent offences are tried together. These two penal provisions do not exempt

the offender from serving an aggravated sentence- Neither do they expose him to a

more severe penalty than that which he would have received had all the offences

been tried together.

There does not seem to exist any satisfactory justification for exempting the

offender from serving an aggravated sentence in such a -situation. Had all the

concurrent offences been tried together, the offender would have received an

aggravated sentence. Similarly, had one of the concurrent offences been discover-

ed after the offender has been convicted and sentenced forthe other offence (s), 2

a new sentence would have,been assessed, having regard to the sentence already

imposed, so that the offender might not be punished more severely than if all the

offences had been tried together. If this is the position of the law, why should

there be a distinction between retrospective concurrence on the one hand, and,

on the other hand, a situation where separate final sentences are imposed by

mistake or due to unawareness of the commission of the concurrent offences?

This commentator does not see any justifiable distinction between the two

situations that would warrant a less or more severe penalty than that which the

offender would have served, had all the offences been tried together. Thus, it is

submitted that our courts should assess a new sentence having regard to the

sentence(s) already imposed, and the new sentence should be deemed to have

started running as of the date the previous sentence (s) had started running.

Therefore, as regards this issue, which was raised in criminal appeal no.

1569/74, the majority opinion was correct in holding that Article 191 of the Penal

Code should apply by analogy.

O% the other hand, the minority considered the fixing of a new sentence as

violative of the principle of double jeopardy or autrefois acquit and autrefois

convict. However, the minority opinion did not elaborate in what respect such a

determination of a new sentence which would take all the concurrent otfences

into account, would violate such a principle.

The principle of double jeopardy or autrefois acquit and autrefois convict

applies in a situation where a person is to be charged and tried for the same offence

of which he had already been convicted or previously acquitted. But this is not the

issue in the hypothetical situations we raised hereinabove (nor was it an issue even

in criminal appeal no. 1569/74). In these situations, the trial and conviction had
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already taken place. It is true that separate sentences had been determined for
each of the concurrent offences. But the question is how should such sentences
be executed?

Our penal law does not provide for either cumulation or absorption of pean-
Ities. What it provides is that, in cases of concurrent offences, whether tried to-
gether or separately, there shall only be one aggregate penalty for all of them. Th ws,

if, for any reason, the courts were unaware of the concurrent nature of the offence
and passed separate sentences for each offence, it seems reasonable and approp-
riate to assess a new sentence that would take into. account all the concurrent

offences, so that the offender will not be punished less or more severely than if
all the concurrent offences had been tried together. And the court which should

have power to determine the new sentence should be the one which tried the most

serious offence.

However, in criminal appeal no 1 569/74, the issue "How should the two ten
years' sente~rces be executed ?" was not one that could have been solved by fixing
a new sentence, for the issue was not one of aggravation. This oommentator is of

the opi ,ion that both the majorityand the minority have erred in treating this ques-
tion as aggravation.

In the High Court,,two separate charges(i.e. criminal file nos. 27/72 and 341/72)
were brought against the appellant. In criminal file no. 27/72, 25 the appellant was

charged under Penal Code Articles 32/522 (1) (a), and was convicted and sen-

tenced to fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment, although, on this charge, he cou Id
have been sentenced to life imprisonment or death. In criminal file no, 341/72, 25

he was charged under Penal Code Articles 32(1) (a)/668/522 (1) (a), 2' and was

convicted and sentenced to death. The two charges show that the appellant com-

mitted both offences on one and the same day within an interval of two'hours.

In criminal file no. 341/72, the conviction and sentence took place after the
appellant had been sentenced to fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment on a separ-
ate charge (criminal file no, 27/72). Just after conviction but before sentence, the

public prosecutor disclosed to the couit that the appellant had also committed

another offence for which he was sentenced to fifteen years' rigorous imprison-
ment, and asked the courtto impose the maximum penalty provi ied by law for the

second offence. This fact shows that the High Court was aware of the concurrent

nature of the two offences 23 at the time when it passed sentence for the second

offence (criminal file no. 341/72), which means that the new sentence was de-

termired in accordance with the provisions of Article 191 cum Article 189 (1) (a)
of the Penal Code.

Thus, although the High Court did not say anything asto whether it considered

the other offence as an aggravating circumstance when. it imposed capital punish-
ment, it would be reasonable to assume that it did. Moreover, even if we -assume

tLat the Court 4iid not take the earlier conviction and sentence into consideration,

it would not have maje any difference whatsoever,for tle court was of the opinion
that the accused deserved c.apital punishment for the second offence. Therefore, as
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the appellant argued before the Supreme Court with respect to criminal appeal no,
1569/74, since the two sentences imposed by the High Court could not be execut-
ed together (i.e. the offender could not be imprisoned for fifteen years first and
then be put to death), the latter sentence, i.e. the death sentence, would have
overridden the earlier one, had it been affirmed by the Supreme Court.

However, since the conviction and sentence took place at different 29 times

on the two charges, the appellant was forced to lodge separate appeals against
both judgments of the High Court. While the trial was pending before the High
Court on criminal file no. 341/72, the Sixth Division of the Supreme Court was
reviewing criminal appeal no. 1067/73, which was an appeal lodged against the
judgment given on criminal file'no ,27/72. After due consideration of the file, the
Supreme Couit affirmed the conviction under Penal Code Aiticle 522, but further 30

mitigated the sentence from fifteen years' to ten years' rigorous imprisonment. This
Division was, not aware of the commission of the other offence when it gave judg-
ment on criminal appeal no. 1067/73. 3'

After the Sixth Division gave its judgment on criminal appeal no. 1067/73,
the Panel Division of the Supreme Court reviewed criminal appeal no. 1569/74, 32
altered the conviction from Penal Code Article 522 to Aiticle 3(2) 33 of the
Special Penal Code Proclamation no. 8/74, and sentenced the appellant to ten
years' rigorous imprisonment in accordance with the povisions of Articles 113(2)
and 195(2) (b) (ii) of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Titus, in view of the above-facts, one can reasonably assume that the Panel
Division knew, or at least should have known, that the issue in criminal appeal no.
1569/74 was cne of ret'ospective concurrence. However, although the file shows
that the appellant was convicted and sentenced for another offence committed
on the same day within an interval of a couple of hours, the Court said that it had
not been,,duly"informed of this fact. This statement cannot be justified in view of
the fact that the Appellate Court should have inquired as to what conviction and
sentence was being referred to by the statement. 34

Even assuming thatthis fact was" duly" told to the Panel, and thatit was aware
of the conviction and sentence passed by the Sixth Division, how should have it
assessed the sentence in criminal appeal no. 1569/742

In criminal appeal no. 1067/73 the appellant was convicted for homicide in
the first degree under Article 522. The penalty prescribed by the law for this offence
is either life-imprisohmont or death. These penalties cannot be aggravated. 31

Instead, where the law provides one of such punishmentsfor one of the concurrent
offences, they shall override any other penalties entailing loss of liberty which are
(or may be) imposed for the concurrent offences.

In criminal appeal no. 1067/73, although the appellant was convicted under

Article 522, he received a mitigated sentence of ten years rigorous imprisonmest
instead of life-imprisonment or death. This reduction was made in accordance
with the provisions of Articles 79 and 184 (b) of, the Penal Code. In other words,
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the court first sentenced the appellant to life-imprisonment and then, taking into
consideration the extenuating circumstances stated in Atticle 79, it mitigated the
penalty in accordance with the provisions of Article 184 (b). After this was done,

the Panel Division reviewed criminal appeal no.1569/74 and, after consideration
of the file, altered the conviction from Penal Code Article 522 to Article 3 (2) of the
Special Penal Code Proclamation No. 8/74, and sentenced the appellant to ten
years' of rigorous imprisonment.

In view of this situation, had the Panel been aware of the conviction and
sentence passed on criminal appeal no. 1067/73, what should have it done ?Could
it have imposed the maximum, penalty for the offence, i.e. fifteen years' rigorous
imprisonment, and order that the sentences run concurrently, or could it have
aggravated the penalty in accordance with the provisions of Article 191 cum
Article 189? The commentator is of the opinion that the court could have done

neither, It could have not done the former for the simple reason that the law does
not authorise it to do so. Neither could it have done the latter, for the penalty
prescribed for one of the concurrent offences is of the kind stated under Article

189 (1) (a), which shall override any other penalties entailing loss of liberty. In

such a situation we cannot talk of aggravation. Thus, in cases of concurrent offe-

nces where the law provides either life-imprisonment or capital punishment for

one of them, the other concurrent offencess may have bearing only on the extent
of mitigation. Hence, although criminal appeal no.1569/74 was irrelevant to the

determination of the sentence in criminal appeal no. 1067/73, it might have been

relevant to determine the extent of reduction of the sentence. It seems that, had
the Sixth Division been aware of the Commission of the second offence, it would

probably not have gone to the lowest limit in reducing the penalty. However, we
have also to bear in mind that even the existence of such an aggravating circu-

mstance might not have prevented the court from considering extenuating circu-

mstances and reducing the penalty to the lowest limit provided by Article 184.

Therefore, in this particular case, the court should have held that the penalty

imposed for homicide in the first degree under Article 522 overrides the penalty
imposed for the armed uprising underArticle 3 (2) of proclamation no.8/74, inst-
ead of increasing the penalty in accordance with the provisions of Article 189 (1)
(b), which was not applicable to this case.

CONCLUSION

In the case of concurrent offences entailing loss of liberty, the penalty should
be assessed in accordance with the provisions of Penal Code Article 189 (1) (a-b).

Where the law provides life-imprisonment or death for one of the concurrent

offences the accused is charged with, these penalties should override the other

penalties entailing loss of liberty. In other cases, the penalty has to be assessed in

accordance with the provisions of sub-article (1) (b) of Article 189.

This commentator is of the opinion that, in this particular case, the court erred

in holding that the ,basic penalty" is the penalty that the court fixes for the most
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serious offence, instead of the maximum one provided by law for such offence.

Such a conclusion, this commentatorthinks, is unwarranted in view of the Amharic

versien, which the court was supposed to apply to this case. It also erred in holding

thatArticle 189 (1) (b) is the one which applies to this case for the assessment of
the penalty.

However, it must be clear by now that, since one of the concurrent offences,

i.e. the one charged in criminal appeal no, 1067/73, entails a minimum of life

imprisonment, the penalty would have been assessed pursuant to Article 189(1)

(a), had the two charges been tried together. And, even if the two charges were

tried separately, the same provision would have been applied for the assessment of

the penalty, by virtue of Aiticle 191 of the Penal Code. However, in the latter

case, the court could have not done anything other than convict the appellant

under Article 3 (2) of the Special Penal Code.

It is clear that Aiticle 191 does not fully cover the situation raised by the two

decisions. Although the problem raised by this case could have been solved by

holding that the penatty imposed for the homicide in the first degree under Article

522 would override the penalty imposed for the armed uprising, the court was

misled by the analogical situation described under Article 191 of the Penal Code.

Thus, in order to avoid such types of ambiguity, it would be appropriate to

include some provision in the Penal and Criminal Procedure Codes in orderto

govern the situation raised by this case.

This conmentator hopes that the Committee authorlsed to revise the Penal

and Criminal Procedure Codes will consider the situation, and include a provision

to bridge this gap, for example, a clause similar to paragraph two of Chapter 34,

Section 10 of the Swedish Penal Code.
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I. in a c sac of m tzerial conturrence, there should necessarily be successive (i,c. several) acts.
if the n..' i; o~iyy oat a ii violta; only one c:iminal provision, despite the fact that the act
was committed again i scvcral persons (e.g.T steals A's ox, B's cow and C's horse from the
field where they were grazing), the offender willbe tried only for one offence.

2. The severa. thefts committed by D a.ainst P must have been performed with renewed

criminl interion, as stated in Article 61 of the Penal Code. f,however, D'srepelated
acts or ste-.ling good fromP were performed with the "same iiilial criminalintention...
and aimed a' azaizving the same purpose", i.e. unlawful enrichment (as for example
D might have intended to takesty, fivesacks ofwheat from P'sbarn.a.ndon five occasions
he took five sacks of wheat fiom P's barn), they will not be con.ideCed as concurrent
offences, but connit inte only xai offence. See Art. 60(2) of the Penal Code.

But note that, in both c.:.ses, the successive offences must have been committed before the off-
eader was coaviu'ed anJsea.enced for any one of them. If the offender was convicted and
sattn.st for the -st ofence ptor to the camrnmission of the next offence, the case will not
be cxscurrence but recidivism. Residivisnexists , hen conviction and sentence separate the
commision of two offences.

Crim. Proc. C. Art. 116(1).

Criminal ?roe. C_ Art. 116(2). If the offences are committed at different times and have no
connecrion, it seems appropriate to order separac taial", so taunt the accused may not
encounter di fficul ties in his defence. In cidentally,note she difference between the Amharic
and the Ea.iish v-:;ias of this sub-ari,;!ce. According to the Amharic version, it i.
mindvory to try moaxarrcta offence; together, but in the English version it is optional.

Even when the ceac-rrom offences are tried consecutively rather than 
i
n a single trial, how

shou, 'he ,v.cuaed be iestenced? Should all sentencing be deferred until the last trial iscon-
. i udea' the Criminl ProccdureCode does not answer these questions. Thus, in "ew of the
sentence as- -,-ent method provided by law (i.e. Pen. C. Art. 189), it seems reasonable to
defer en,'c,-, ;tsg until the last trial is concluded. And the court which must have sentencing
power shou:d o the one which tries the most serious offence.

. For exa,--e, under the commn law when an offender is convicted for concurrent offences
the judge c.,.' order acorn) e xl!..ive penalty by adding up the srntences iaspoed fo,-ch offence.
Howeavr, mlftiple sentences are construed as running concurrently, unless the sentencing
judge h, st 'ted orhecvise. Also, whe athe offences arise out of the s .me transaction (i.e. corn-
mitted oa the saxme ozcussion or as part of a single enterpuise), the sentences shall run concut-
rently and not concecutively. See Sol Rubin, The Law of Ciiminal Correctiov, (St. Paul, Minn.
West Publi;hing Co., 1963), p. 415; and Sir Rupert Cross, The English Sentencing System
(London, Butterwvorths, 1981), p.10

0
.

'. See, for cxam!e, Section 35 of The Federal CriminalLa, of the Soviet Union.

This is, howver, without prejudice to releasing the ac-used on parole, a practice which is

widely followed in the common-law countries.

i0. See Cross, cited above at note 8, p, 102.

t" Article 42 of the 1930 Penal Code of Ethiopia provides: "If a man who has committed crime

of many different kinds be accused at one time of all the crimes he has committed, though
according to the law a ease shall be taken against him for each separate crime, from these cri-
mes of which he i. accused he shall be punished for the chief one as laid down by the law and
not for each separate offence.... Ths puni shment of those who b,eak an unimportant law shal
be assessed by adding up the penalty for each offence, but the period of the punishment shal
not exceed two years".

t See Pen C. Art. 725. The reason why the cumulation method is retained for suds offences

seems to be that, since the maximum penalty provided by law is arrest for three months
(See Pen. C. Art. 703(1)), this willnot betoo long even whennumulated.
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. In cas-e o f ari.lna[ c rren~ce a'ravaionofth: penalty is discretionary and ma ybe ordered

' o4Iy <where the offender's deliberate and. calculated disregard for the law justifies aggrava-
tion". However, note th.t in casesexpresslv provided by !Uv (Art. 63 (2)), aggravation is man-
datory. See Pen. C. Art. 192.

14. Logically speaking, this should also include life imprisonment.

", n Some persons may think that this is absosption. However, they have to bear in mind that, in
-4le case of life imprisonment and capital punishment. we do not talk of either cumulation nor
t-1 absorption, nor even ofaggravation, for that matter, for the simple reason that a person can-

ad? (, not either'beimprioned beyond his lifetime nor be executed more than once.

" The Amharic version says "by up to one-half" instead of "by half". Thepratical effect of
such warding in the two versions; of the Cole is that, it the English version is applied, the basid

- t penalty will necssarily always be increased by half, in a case where increase of the length of
-< the scnteni* isjodged applicable. But ifthe-Anh:xric version is applied, an inciease of the basic

. peJty b half need not necessarily be applied, for the Amharic ve: ion, states that the court
1"< may exceed by "up to oie half", it may be increased by less than one-hlf.

" -Sea Articl 68 (1) of the Swiss. Penal Code and Phillippe Graven,An Inloductin roEthiepian
"6:.O'"Pefl4 Law. (Addis Abaia, Facutry of Law, g.S.t.U., 1965), p. 258.

.'-.s The minority did not say anything on this point. On theother hand, the public prosecutor
-_ was correct in arguing that the basic penalty is the maximum pen-lty provided by law for the

most serious offence, and not th- penalty fixed by the ourt- However, he ead in asking the
court to cuinulatp the sentences.

f9. Th-m .xim aalty prvided aylaw for this offence; is fifteen-years'rigor aus imprisonment
Swhile it is ten'. yearsI ' rig~rots imprisonment for arson.

- Acarding to Per. C. Art. 107, "rigorous imnprisonment" normally extends fiom one to
twenty five years. .. -

2'. See Pen. C. ASA_ 191(1).

22. Pen. C. Art. 191 (2).

2. See, for example, Art. 53 of the Peral Code of the Republic of China and chapter 34, section
10, paragraph two of the Swedish Penal Code.

*" However, note that ifthe offendei is convkted for some of the ooncurrent offences and senten-

ced in accordance with the provisions of Pen. C. Art. 189 (1) (b), the court may not impose a
new sentence if another offence committed conaxrrently with the other offences is discovered
later, unless the later offence is the most serious one.

23. This file was opened on 13 Tekimt 1972.

6,. This tile was opened on 11 Sent 1973, which calfirm; the assumption that this offence was

discovered later, afterthe trial had already started on criminal file no. 27/72.

2'. Note that the public prosecutor erred in citing these articles against the accused. Considering
the facts of the case, he should at least have cited article 637(2) of the Penal Code instead of
these Articles, particularly, as the High Court pointed out in its judgement it was qbvious
that Article 668 had no app:i.ation to this case at all.

's Incidentally, when the two charges were tried and decided, the presiding judge was the sam
person.

29. While cririnal file no. 27/72 was decided on 10 Hedar 1973, crimis.zl file no. 341/72 was de

cided on 27 Meskerem 1974, after almost a year.

30. This was a further reduction of the penalty, because it was by way o f mitigation that thi High

Court reduced the punishment from life to fiften yeans' rigorous imprisonmem in the frist
place.
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S. Jhis appeal was decided on 23 Sen. 1974.

3 - This was an a~peal lodged aginst the High Court's judgement given on criminal fileno. 341,'72

33. This Special Penal Code Articlc provides for rigorous imprisonment not exceeding fifteenyear
for voluntarily taking part in a's armsd uprising azainst the Government.

34. Tise st,.t-,snt srsb btted to the ourt by the Public Prosecutor states as follows:
-"The second a n'4i,Diriba Aiilte, h t p eviously been convicted by this same Court in cr1-
mOZ ina file no. 27172 and sentenced to fifteen years' ligorous imprisonment for killing Eshete

. Woldeyes together with his aceonptice on the same day he committed this offence, i.e. on 13
Ter 1969 within an interval of hours, i.e. at 6:00 p.m. Hence, since he is a recidivist (sic) the
public pro-,eutor asks the coiart to r-fer to this file, and impose the maximum penalty prescrib-
" qd by law for the offence he is now convicted".

One may say that Iif'e-imprisonment can be aggravated by altering it to death. However. w

- have to bear in mind that this cvsinot be done inder Article 189 of the Penal Code. Purusn
flirt: to sub-article (lXa) of t4 is provision the court can impose capital punishment only if ite lg-w

provides such punishment for one of.the concurrent offences. Even if the law Froides altern-
ative penalties, such as life-imprisonment or death, for the most serious concurrent offCnce,

. thec)xrt alne at nWe zsarilyproaouncs the d.ath sentenceon the mere grounds thatthe aU
sed is coanicted of having committed concurrent offences. In such a Me, it is also possible
to pronounce life-imprisonment instead of death. And, once such a scliteoce is pronounced.
it insotbe allied to death unless, of course, the convicted person committed another offceo

i- :i-punihable by death, or unleks it is later discovered that he had also committed another ofe-
" e punishable by death, rrios to his conviction.

We have also to nate tht in eri minl a-ipeal no. 1067173, the appellant had been convicted
Article 522of the Penal Code, whose violation entailseither life impriGsonment or death. But in
under criminal appeal no. 1569174, he was convicted under Article 3(2) of the Special Penal
Cod ewhich eatAls rigorous imisonm-znt not exceeding fifteen years. This means that
.neither the Sixth nor the Panel Division of the Supreme Court was empowered to alter the
sentenocefixed under Article 522, wshen it later convicted the appellant- under Article 3(2) of
the Special Penal Code Proc. No, 8174.
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Kenna Dagim - Appellant

Woubie Amdie - for Respondent

.The case Was adjourned on the request of botN parties to settle their dispute
out of court by conciliation and to submit the, result to the Court when they had

come ioan agreemeit. Since the parties have now iftformed the Couit that they
hate not reached any agreement, we have given the following decision, after a

careful drnsideration of the case:

Decision

The appellant had instituted an action- in the Awrs Court against his fiancee,

the'latter's father and mother jointly. The ground of the action is a breach of the
contract of betrothal without any reasonable ground. The appellant had demand-

ed the return of presents received by his fiancee, and the payment of Birr 1050.00

as compensation for the expenses and the moral prejudice he had suffered. The

Awraja Coort had decided in favour of the plaintiff for the paymerA of Eirr 1050.00
'and the returp of the presents by the present respondent.

• The mother of the firot defendant against whom the judgement was passed

tad appealed to the High.Court against.this decjiion. The High Cou thad quashed

theJudgment of the Awraja Court and remanded the file back to the latter,
basing its decision on Art. 723.(1) for re-trial by family arbitrators.

We ox our part have examined the case carefully. The High Court had quased
the judgement of the Awraja Court, reasoning that a breach of a contract of be-

trothal should be submitted and decided in the first instarce by the family arbitra-

tots. It had based its decision on the provision of Art. 723 (1). This Article provides

that disputes arising out of a betrothal or a breach of betrothal shall be submitted
to the arbitration of the persons Who were the Witnesses to the contract of betro-

thal But the scope of application of this provision should be seen in relation to

the purpose of family arbitration and the provisions stipulated under Chapter 2 of

the Civil Code concerning betrothal. The law provides that cases concerning marri-
age should be submitted in the first instance to the family arbitrators. The aim of the

law in providing this is to deter the easy dissolution of marriage, to make the

'necessary effort to settle the conflict of persons who have agreed to marry each
other, and to reboncile the disputing spouses, and, if there is no success in reconci-
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line them, it is to keep the famiLy secret within its own circle. We fail to accept

that this aim is fully applica-ble to those who bave agreed to marry each ether

but have not yet e;tablished a family. The betrothed have only agreed to marry

each other but have not yet established a family. Because they have not yet esta-

blished a family, there is no family secretthat should be kept from being open to

the public. If the.e is any secret at all, it is not of such a nature that should be

given veight. Betrothal can be assimilated with contract but not with marriage.

EecaLe betrothal is more cortractual in character, it cannot be taken as a

l ell-established social insbtution, and it cannot be said that any dispute arising

out of beto-thal should always be submitted in the first intance to thefamily

arb'tators, This can be under stood from the previsicrns of Arts. 573(2) and 576.

In relation to a bmeach of betro that and comjessation for the moral g.rejudice it

entails, Art. 573(2) provides that, in establisking the amount of the indemnity

and who is qualiied to require rt, the Court shall have regard to local custom.

And A:t. 576 provides that all actions based er breach of betrothal shall be

barred if not inst'tuted within one year from the gay when the betrothal has been

broken. As provided cinder Ait. 573(2), it is the Courtand not the family arbitra-

tors which is given power to determine the amount of the indemnity and who

is qualified to require it. The use of *e word -actions" in Art. 576 indicates

that disputes arising out of betrothal may be instituted in court in the first ins-

tance. What is to be submitted to the family arbitrators is a petition, and not an

action. If all disputes arising out of betrothal were to be submitted in the first

instance to the family arbitrators, using the word Court under Art. 573(2) and

selecting the wo.&d actions under Art. 576 would have been unnecessary. But

when we say this, we do not mean that all disputes arising out of betrothal can

be submitted, or shall be submitted to the Court. So as not to render Art. 723 (1)

a useless provision, it should be interpreted in a way that itmay not conflict

w t Arts. 573(2) and 576, making a clear identification as to the content

of the dispute arising out of betrothal, and as to what remedy is required, is

necessary lAfore going on to the merits of the case. If the request of the party is

against tLe refusal of the other party to conclude marriage, and the former is seek-

ing reconciliation so that their contractof betrothal would continue tobe effective

(in other words, if it is a request for an attempt to reconcile-them so that they would

Le able to conclude their marriage), undoubtedly such a case should be submitted

in the first instance to the family arbitratorsJin accordance with Art.723 (1 ). But if

the request is for the payment of expenses, incurred, the return of presents and

payment of compensation for moral prejudice because of the other party's breach

of a contact of betrothal without good cause, there is no reason why such a case

may not be submitted in the first instance to the Court. We do not think such a

case should be submitted to the family arbitrators. The request relates to the

breach of a cor.t. act without good cause There is no request for reconciliation,nor

is it to bring the pa tes into agreement so that they would conclude the marriage.

In te case at hand, the fisancee of the appellant had previously made her

pos'tion clear: she does not want to conclude marriage with the fermer. The

appellarts iequest too is not for reconciliation and for the conclusion of marriage

214
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with her. He requested the payment of the expenses he incurred, for the return

of the presents and for the payment of compensation for the moral prejudice he

suffered because his fiancee and her parents Lreached the cont:-act of tetrcthal

without good cause. There is no reason why such a case should be submitted to

the family arbitrators. In the case at hand, it is the mother of the fiancee and not

the latter who is found responsible Aor the breach of the contiact of bet:cthal and

against whom the decision was made for the payment of the expenses and the

compensation for the Moral irej Jdice the appellart suffered. The Ltigaton between

the appellant and the mother of his fiancee who is the present respondent relates

to the payment of money. So, fhr what reason shou!d such a case be submitted to

the family arbitrators ?Therefcre, the decision of the High Court which quashed tt e

Awraja Court's decision by stating that the dispute of the part'es should Le first

submitted to the family arbitrators is nct found proper, and is t:,us qucs' ,ed. We

hereby order that te Righ Court proceed w't i th-e .ubstance of te case and gike

the decision it finds appropriate. A copy ofthis decisia.q should be sent to the

High Court, so that it shall act as decided.





INTERPRETATION OF CODE PROVISIONS
A CASE COMAMENT ON CIVIL APPEAL NO. 1202/73

By Worku Tafara*
In Civil Appeal No. 1202/73 reported in this issue, the Supreme Court by misi-

nterpreting Art. 723 (2) (reproduced heeunder) reversed the decision of t-e High
Court which, in a case appealed to it from the Avir. ja Couwt, had he!d thlzt courts,pursuant to Art. 723 (1), lack jurisdiction to orto tain, in t;-.e first instance, a claim
for damages for breach of a contract of betrothal. Looked at casually, t e care re-
solves a simple question of procedural law as to who has jurisdict;on over a dispute
of breach of a betrothal contract: the courts? or the family rabit ators? Whenooked at in more depth, however, it involves issues of much more importance, and-is relevant to standing rules of interpretation of code provisions, which call for some
comment.

In this latter aspect the case raises at least the following three consecutive
questions:

1. Was resort to interpretation of Ait. 723 (1) necessary, In view of the
demonstrable clarity of the provision ?

2. Was the interpretation offered in t11,e judgement sound, considering
the basis on which it was made?

3. Is the result arrived atdesirable, onthebasisofthe Court's interpreta-
tion of the provision?

This comment will attempt to answer these questions in the order they are
presented as briefly as possible.

It is a standing rule of interpretation that, where t:-,e words of a code provi-sion (or law) are clear, there is no room for applying any principles of interpreta
tion.1

It follows from this that a code provision or any law requires interpreta-ton
only when it is ambiguous, silent, contradictory or unreasonable.' Art. 723(1),which the Court subjected to interpretation in this case, Ihas none of these
defects.

Book II Title IV Chapter 9 of the Civil Code differertiates between t.e jurisdic-tion of courts and that of family arbitrators, as regards the category of disputesarising from a betrothal contract, Arts 722 and 723(1) assign spezi.ic disputes for
.the cognisance of courts, and other disputes for the cognisance of family artitrators,
as follows:

'Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa Univcrsity.
'G. Williams, Learning the Law (5th edit., 19S4), p. 87.2G.Krzczunowlcz, "-Statutory Interpretation in Ethiopia", J.Eih. Law. Vol.1 (19(4), pp. 315-132
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Art. 722. Only the Court is competent to decide whether a betro-

thal has been celebrated or not, and whether such betrothal isvalid.

Art- 723(1 ). Disputes arising out of a betrothal or out of treach of

a betrothalshallbe subrnittedto the arbitration of the persons who

have been the witnesses to the contract of betrothal (emphasis

aded.

The import of the cortents of these two provisions is crystal clear.Where the dis-

pute relates to the very existence or the validity of a betrothal contract,it is to be pre

sented to and resolved by the courts and the courts @ nly.Whese the dispute is on any

other matter involving betrothal, includinbg breach of a betrothal contract, it is to

be presented to and resolved by the family arbitrators. Whereverthe legislatorhas

intended to derogate from these otherwise clear provisions,it has done so expressly.

It is, for instance, provided that the Court may exercise jurisdiction over disputes

designated to family arbitrators when the arbitrators fail to make their decision

within a reasonable time. 3 and on appeal in restricted situations.4 Otherwise, the

courts are barred from exercising jurisdiction over suits, of which the present case is

a suitable example, the cognisance of which is expressly or implicitly precluded.'

In view of the foregoing, therefore, there was no compelling -reason to resort to

interpretation to establish the meaning of Art. 723 (1).

Tie Court, however, by.juxtaposing Art. 723(1) with Arts 573 (2) and 576,

has aeen a contradiction between the former and the latter provisions, and has

found it necessary to interpret the otherwise clear provision of Art. 723(1) in the

light of these latter two provisions.

At. 573 (2) states, "In establishing the amountof indemnity and who is qcunlified

for requiring it, the Court (emphasis added) shall have regard to losal customs",

and Art. 576 states, "All actions (emphasis added) based on bieech of betrot-

hal shall be barred if not instituted within one yearfrem the day when betrothal hes

been broken."

T' e Supreme Court reasoned that the use of the word Court in Art. 573(2)

and the use of the word actions in Art. 576 signifies that couts too can exercise

-jurisdiction over disputes arising out of betrothal contract, despite the express

designation of jurisdiction to family arbitrators by Art. 723 (1): Had it not bten so,

it is emphasised by the Court, the words "family arbitrators" would have been used

in lieu of the word ,,court", and the word "petiticn" would have been used in lieu

of the word ,action". This reasoning seems to be based on the mistoanslateal English

text of the code. In the official Amharic text, the word "courts" in Art. 573 (2) is

translated by the word ' q- meaning Judgesandinet r'i-ACC' rmeani ng. court&.The

original French text also uses the word ",judge" in lieu of the word -,court". This

being the casethere is no real contradiction between Art. 573(2) and Art. 723(1).

2eth. Civ. Code Ar. 73.7.
'Eth. Civ. Codt Art. 736.

"SEt. Civ. Fro. Cole Art. 4.



The instruction given in'Article 573 (2.)y is-addressed to.the tribunals or judges of

both family arbitration and th6courts. The family arbitratc'rstwill apply this provi-

sion while exercising their jurisdiction on such cases in the first instance, and the

courts will apply the same provision when exercising their appellate jurisdiction.or

jurisdiction in the first instance in the restrictad situations authorised by law.:

"The reasoniRg made by drawing distinctions between the.phrases "bringing

action" (Art. 576), "submitting disputes" (Art. 723(1)' and "submitting petition'

(Art. 727) is also riot tenable. The Court's reasoning here is that familyarbitrators

entertain ,petitions," AIt1*;* "and not ,actions,; tlit ,Theuoeeof the word,-actions"

in Art. 576, therefore indicates that disputes over breach of betrothal contract can be

brought before the courts in the first instance. it is submitted that these phrases are

oftn interchangeably used, and they mean one and the same thing. i.e. presenta-

tion of claim, When a person who claims to be entitled to.obtain a divorce seeks

'dK'orce, for instance, his claim is'identified as ai ,petition fot divorcee". irrespective

'of whether he pregents his claim'to the family arbitrators or, in default of family

.arbitram, to the Court. On the otler hand, the word "petition" is to our k-iowledge

never used for claims of' damages, even when the claim-is presented tofamily

arbitrators. If these phrases have any relevance towards the designation of any-

thing otherthan presentation of claims, then theymight designate the nature ofthe

,claim rather tnan the forum authorisedto entertain it.

Even if we were to say theie s &onhJdb on between the wordig of Art

573(2) and Art.576 on the one hand, and of Art 723 (1) on the other, the former
provision cannot be usedto alter the clear meaming of the latter proviion. The

former two provisions, juxt;posed with Art. 723(1), have nothing to say about

'Jurisdiction. Art. 573(2) deals with the manp.er of assessment of damrages and

determination of the party entitled to seek it. Art. 576 merely esitablishes a period of

limitation. Om the oth-ef hand, Art. 723(i) deals With specific question ef wFio has

jurisdiction on a dispute over atreach of betrothai contract. If weareto follw the

standing rule of irterpretation, ,Lex specialis derogat generalis", it is the former
two provisions that should be interpreted in the light of Art, 723 (1), when the
question to be resolved by such interpretation is one of jurisdiction, and not the

other way round. Thus interpreted, the word ,court" or "judge" in Art. 573 (2) will
have no meaning otherthan the forum (or judges of the forum) that has jurisdiction

wider Art, 723 (1), and the word ,,actions" in 576 will have no meaning other than
presentation of the claim before euch tribunals.

Thetie is no disagreement with-'the statement of legislative intent and the pur-

poses of the law enunciated by the Court. As stated by the Court, the purposes of
assigning jurisdiction to family arbitrators is to facilitate reconciliation and to shelter
family secrets from being publicized. But we cannot fully agree with the statement
of the Court that these purposes will not be served v ien the'relief sought is one
for the return of presents and'payment of damages for breach of a betrothal cen-

tract. In establishing the causeof the breach of the betrothal contract and the party

responsible for the breach, allegations and counter-allegations may be made bythe
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prospective spouses against each other, and matters better left within the family
circle may be exposed to the public. Also, the possibility of reconciling the parties
throuoh the initiativeof family arbitrators cannot be excluded outright in such ca-
ses. Even if we agree that such possibilities are minimal, and, although wherevere
the law assigns jurisdiction to family arbitratos, the purposes of doing so may not
be fully served, the law does not sease to be applicable unless such applisation
leads to a grossly unreasonable result. The resolution of disputes arising
from breach of a betrothal contract by arbitrators will not usually be so unreas-
onable. indeed, the intention of the legislator is quite clear. It is to protect the
family from its very inception to its very end from the possible harms outlined by
,the Court. It has for this reason tried to keep the resolution of certain categories of
family disputes (where complicated interprettion of law is not involved), includ-
irg breaca of betrotial, within the family circle. Had It not been so, betrothal con-
tracts would have been covered by -the legal regime governing obligations in
general, or would have been included in the section of the code governing special
-contracts. The fact that it is included within the section of family law indicates that
the family in its formative stage deserves the same protection as in its latterstages.
The Court's identification-of betrothal with contract law rather than with the family
law is, therefore, not quite in accordance with the way in which the code is
organized and Iegislated. .

Lastly, if the Supreme Court's ruling in this case is'\o be .O.lowd, h "answ& to
the question of who has jurisdiction over a dispute involving a breach of betrothal
contract will depend on the type of relief sought by the claimant, and on Whether
the purposes intended to be servqd by resort to family arbitration will be served or
not, rather than on t. e clearly expressed allocation of jurisdiction made Art.
723(1) of the Civil Code. This is neither workable or desirable. It is unworkable

,because it puts the cart before the horse; Full appreciation of these criteria cannot
be tad before the adjudicating bodytaki cognisance of the case and pleadings are
exchanged. It is undesirable because it creates an unnecessary uncertaintyln tle

-law, which will lead to wasteful procedural contehtionis.
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Appellant.- Mrs. Emma Vakaro

Respondent:- Customs Administration

Having examined the case, we have rendered the following judgement.

J udgement

The appellant, in her memorandum of appeal, dated Hamle 23/1971. stated

that the Von Vokiado Company had, pursuantto a judgement rendered in a separate

dispute, paid Birr 14,181.03 (Fourteen Thousand one Hundred Eighty-one Birr)

to the respondert. However, as this judgement was subsequently reversed by.an

ad hoc committee established to decide cases pending in the Emperor's court

(Chilot), and the partfes had agreed that the execution of this judgement should be

transferred to the High Court of Addis Ababa, the appellant had begged the High

Court of Aidis Ababa to order the restitution of the money paid by the Company, in

accordance wth Article 349 of the Civil Frocedure Code. The application of the

appellant was served on the respondent, who raised a variety of preliminary objec-

tions, and was also made to submit his statement of defence, in full, en Ter 25/1 9/2.

The main points raised by the respondent in his defence were as follows: According

to Aiticlo 349 of the Civil Frodcedure Code, the appellant should have instituted

his claim in the Awraja Court of Asmara, and not in the High Court of Addis Ababa.

There is not suf'icient evidence to prove that Emma Vakaro has authorized t1,e pr-

esent pleader to act for her in this Court. The appointment of a pleader made before

a notary is not considered valid under Ethiopian Law. The testimony given by the

witaesses in respect to the inheritance and the name of the appellant isso corfused
that it could not be regarded as a sufficient evidence for determining the inheritance.

Withcut producing a document evidencing the fact that she had inherited the Von

Vokiado Company, the appellant could not claim the money deposited by the

said Company. The relations between the Company and the deceased spouses

have not been established. Even if it could-be said that the appellant is the sistIr of

Emma Vak-aro, and that one may inherit the property of others by reason of relation-

ships, the succession claim should be dismissed, on the grour.d that there is t6i

reason why the appellant could, apart from the prope:ty of her sister, inherit the

property of her brother-in-law, Pierro Padoli, and it stated that it could object to the

succession. Moreover, the respondent stated that, as the mor:ey was deposited by

the company, of its own free will, against areceipt (Model 85), and as long as

'this receipt was not swbst:tuted by an apprapriate receipt within 6 months' period

of time, it could not be used for reclaiming the money deposited by the Company.



The appellant's pleader, on his part, has-stated his responses as follows:
As the issue was related to reclaiming the money in the light of the decision

rendered by the adhoc committee, the respondent should not be allowed to ques-
tion as to the identity of the appellant in this Court. As regards the transfer of the
decree for execution to the High Court of Addis Ababa, the pleader stated that the
transfer was effected at the joint request of the appellant and the respondent, and
that proof to this effect could be found in the file. With regard to the allegation that
there was confusion in the testimony of the witnesses and the name of the appellant,
the pleader insisted that the respondent'sargumentwas unacceptable. Since the
appellant was named and her'pleader appointed on the basis of the, law of Italy,
the objection raised by the respondent was groundless. The respondent might raise
his objection to the succession, if he ha' any objection to make, not in the High
Court, but in the Asmara AwrajaCourtin which the judgement was pronounced.
The heirs of the owners of the Company could claim the money deposited by the
Company. The money was deposited not because the Company requi.nd it, but
because the Court had rendered an order to that effect.

The appellant has produced a variety of docrientary evidence to support
his claim: these are the memorandum of association, certifying that, first, Pierro
Padoli and, second, Lina Vakaro were the owners of the Von Vokiado Private Limi-
ted Company; a certified copy ofthe cettificaje of heirissued by Asmara Awraj-a Co-
urtin Civil Case No. 433/68, which could show that Emma Vakaro is the heir to the
owners of the Company; a copy of records of proceedings in which theSupreme
Court of Asmara ordered the Von Vikiado Company and two other personeto pay
to the Customs Adkninisration Birr 14, 181.03, each; and'a power of ottorney
sigred by the appellant authorizing her pleader, Mr. Soligno, to collect en her behalf
Eirr 14,181.03, which she said she w6; entitledito get, because of hei being declar-
Ed The heir to her sister, Lina Vakaro, and her brother-in-law, Pierro Padoli.

The High Court of Addis Ababa, having examined the arguments raised andevidence preser ,ted by the parties, held that, concerning the court's competency
to entertain the case, it had the power to adjudicatethe dispute which the High
Court of Asmara had delegated to it, in addition to the fact that the~parties agreed
to that effect. Concerning the appolntment6f the pleader, the Court dismissed the-
respondent's objection on the ground that it was certified by'beth the Ministryof

.-Foreign Affairs and the Embassy ef Ethiepia to Italy. Moreover, since the money
was paid by an order of the Court in the execution of a previous judgerment, it is
possible te apply to the Courtwkh the aim of getting it back. If the Comparw is
dissolved, ihe owners should claim the property of.the dissolved Company, and
PierFo Padoli and Lina Vakaro are.known to be the owners of the Company. As
regards the allegation that Model- 85 is of no value beyond six months, theperiod,
other than merely indicating the time beyond which the office intends to keep the
.money for itself, does not act as a statute of limitation that may. preclude-third
paties from reclaiming their money. And concerning the naming, as it was per'
formed consistent with the traditions of Europeansithere is-no-problem in it. As we
have observed, the judgement -of the Awraja, Court, by which, the petitioner was

222
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declared the heir of hersister and brothers-in-law, and the objections raised to it
should, in actual fact, and have not been lodged in this Court. Having stated that a
declaration of succession is deemed illegal if rendered based on laws other than
those of Ethiopia (for courts of Ethiopia are required to apply Ethiopian law), and
that the judgement of the Awraja Court, in which the wife and the husband were
considered as though one could become the heir to the other, is oLtside the spirit
of Articles 844 (3) and 845 of the Civil Code, the High Court held that the applicant
should acquire only the share of her sis*,ssr, and not that of the brother-in-law, to the
succession of whom the Government should be called.

Both parties have now appealed on this decision to this Court. Emma Vakaro's
appeal rests on the fact that the decision rendered by the High Court, depriving her
of the right to inherit the share of her brother-in-law, is improper; she has, in her
statement of appeal, stated that she was the legal heir. The respondent has, on his
part, also lodged an appeal, in Civil Case No. 890/73. The grounds of the appeal is
related to the decision of the High Court, by which it, the Customs Administration,
is required to pay interest to the appellant, and that it is the body responsible to
receive the money (share of the appellant's brother-in-law) due to be appropriated
bythe Government, and notthe Ministry of Finance, in whose possession the money
now is. Concerning the money under contention, the appellant has stated that the
decision of the High Court should be reversed on the ground that no legal heir has
appeared. And in respect to the above statements put forward, the Court has not
found it necessary to record the arguments of both parties and has therefore de-
liberately ignored the.", since recording them would result in the repetition of the
arguments made by them in the High Court.

The arguments and evidence presented by the parties to the dispute, in short,
are as stated above. The Von Vokaido Company was, by the judgement of the
Supreme Court, made to pay Birr 14,181.03, for having allegedly violated the
customs regulations; that judgement was referred to and reversed by the ad hoc
committee. Further, Emma Vakaro has, through her attorney, Soligno, asked for the
resttution of the money, for Article 349 of the Civil Procedure Code provides that
any money paid in the satisfaction of a judgement could be reclaimed by the paybe
if that judgement is reversed on appeal. Theproof that Emma Vakaro has produced
in support of her claim to the rights of the Company, is the judgement of the Asmara
Awraja Court, declaring her to be the heir to the deceased spouses. She said she
had obtained the judgement by bringing to the attention of the court that Pierre
Padoli and Lina Va karo were the owners of the Company; that. according to Italian
law, if either a deceased wife or husband has no ascendants or descendants, in
either paternal or maternal lines, the surviving spouse or a relatve of such spouse
should be called to the succession; that both spouses have no heis from their
respective lines; that Emma Vakaro, who died after Pierro Padoli, is the one upon
whom the succession devolves; and that it is she (the appelfant), sister of Lina
Vakaro, who should, in turn, be called to her succession. The High Court, having
recognized the right of the owners or their heirs to claim the property of the Comp-
any, even if dissolved, dismissed part of the claim of the appellant on the ground
that it is under Italian law, and not under Ethiopian law, that a wife and a husband
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might inhOrit the property of one another. As Ethiopian coults are required to

apply the laws of Etjiiopia and not those of Italy, having declared that it Woulcd

not accept the judgemeat by which Emma Vakaro %;as mdAe to succeed, in additio

to that of the moiety of her sister, to the moiety of her trother-inlaw, through h,

sister, upon whom the right of the former are said to hate devolved, the High Court

has decided that the moiety of the wife should go to t.e pet;tioner, and the vi er

moiety of the husband, who has no one to succeed him, s.ojld be apprOpriated by

the State.

The Supreme Court, having jointly examined the two files, has rendered its

judgement to the dispute.

This Court, as it has examined the files, has become avaro of the fact that

Fierro padoli and Lina Vakaro were the owners of the Company; that the owners

could claim the prcpe;ty of the Company, although it is Cow ciz.okved; that the

power of attorney which Emma Vakaio has given to her pleader, So:igno, is legal;

and that the dismissal of other objections raised by the Custorms Administration in

the High Court is proper. However, the matter on %. hich tbis Coult should, in paiti-

cular give its decision is the decision of the High Court relatir. to the judgement by

which Emma Vakaro has been declared to be the heirto both Lina Vaka a and Fierro

Padoli.

The dictum of the High Court, which maintains that Ethiopian courts should

pass their decisions not on the basis of foreign la%,%s, but ratter on Lt.hiopian laws,

is appropriate. For any one who examines our Civil Code, it is clear that, under

Ethiopian law, a wife shall not succeed her husband, ncr vice xersa. The Asmara

Awraja Court, by holding that Lina Vakaro could, on ti-e basis of Italian law, succeed

her husband, Pierro Padoli, has rendered a decision inconsistent vith our law. It is

this judgement of the Awraja Court that has served as a basis for the certificate of

heir obtained by the petitioner. Yet, as long as the judgement is rendered by a

competent Ethiopian court, if it is found to be a wrong judgement. there is a pro-

cedure as to how it could be criticised and reversed. If parties. to a dispute allege

thatthe judgement is illegal, the opportunity of gettir.g it rev e:zcd is by filing their

appeal against the judgement. Those who are not pa:ties to the dispute, but who

have interest in the judgement, can object to it by submitting the.r oppsition to the

court that has rendered the judgement. Apart from these s:tuations. if courts enter-

tain an incidental issue concerning the legalityof a judgement produced as evide-

nce during a proceeding, and render a decision by either upholding or reversing the

judgement, then the adoption of a procedure on the lodging of an opposition and the

hearing of an appeal would become purposeless. While the Asmara Aw~rai Court

has the jurisdiction to entertain a succession case, the decision by vhich the Court

issued a certificate of heir has not been reversed on appeal, on the groundsthat itis

not strictly in line with the law of Ethiopia. Although the Custzms Administration

was not a party to the dispute, if it thinks that the certificate of heir issued had jeop-

ardised its interests, it ought to have filed its oppcs:tion pursuant to Article 358 of

the Civil Proceduro Code.Outside of this, as has just been declared by the High

Court, there is no legal ground that could enable any one to question the legality

of the judgement of the Awraja Court. Hence, the assertion that tho judgement of
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the Asmara Av,'raja Couit is illegal has no legal effect, other than serving as a
dictum, and cannot be reversed by either the High Court or the Supreme Court.
Although it is true that the judgement of the Asmara Awraja Couit is illegal, as
no lequest was made for its reversal in accordance with the law, on the cons-
ideration that the judgement, if reversed, would hamper the v hole procedure,
and that the advantages accruing to a reversal are less as compared with its
disadvntage, and having accepted the judgement as it is; and that the petitioner
(Emma Vakaro) is the heir to Lina Vakaro and Pierro Podoli, we have decided
to the effect that the money (Birr 14181. 03) paid to the Customs Admini.
stration by the Von Vokiado Company be restituted to her.

Let a copy of this judgement be sent to the High Court, so as to make it aware
that its judgement has been altered. Lot also a copy of this judgement be sent to
the Asmara Awraja Cout that enteitained the succession case. The parties must
bear their respect:ve expenses.

This judgement was del;vered on the 1 0th day of Tahsas 1977 by a unanimous
vote, bythe panel division of the Supreme Court.

Signatures of Justices:-
1.
2.
3.
4.
5





THE APPLICABILITY OF FOREIGN CIVIL

LAWS IN ETHIOPIA

A Case Comment on Civil Appeal

No. 852/73

By Ibrahim Idris'

titroduction

The Supreme Court has, in Civil Appeal No. 852/73, stated that.the decision
rendered by the Asmara Awraja Court is illegal. However, realizing the fact that the
decision was not reversed pursuant to the appropriate provisions of the Ethiopian
Civil Procedure Code, the Supreme Court has upheld the Awraja Court's decision
declaring that Emma Vakaro isthe legal heir of Lina V\avaro and Fieiro Padoli.

Concerning the Awraja Court's decision, the Si4p eme Court has included the
following dictum in its judgement:

"The dictum of the High Court, which maintains that Ethiopian
courts should pass ther decisions not on the basis of foreign
laws, but rather on Ethiopian laws, is appropriate . . The Asmara
Awraja Ceurt, by holding that Lina Vakaro could, on the basis of
Ital*an law, succeed her husband, Pierro Padoli, has rendered a
decision inconsistent with our law."

A critical analysis of this dictum of the Supreme Court goads one into raising
the following questions relating to private international law.

1. Could foreign laws be applied by Ethiopian courts, to govern
matters in which foreign eleme.,ts are involved?

2. If foreign laws are said to be applicable in Ethiopia, what is their
status as compared with Ethiopian laws?

3. What is the applicable law governing succession of movable pro-
perty containing foreign elements under Ethiopian law?
Is it the law of domicile or nationality?

In this case comment, an attempt is made to suggest solutions to the above
three questions.

As regards the first question a point worth mentioning beforehand, is the fact
that a court of any country is duty bound to exclusively apply the law of the forum,
i.e., the law of the country in which the court is situated.

Moreover, as could be witnessed in the legislations of many countries, courts
are permitted to give effect to laws of foreign countries found to be appropriate to

govern cases in which foreign elements are in existence. Many Eastern and Western
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European countries have, for instance, in their respective private international laws,
empowered courts to apply foreign laws when found necessary. 2 However, the
laws which courts would apply need not be inconsistent with the state policy and
public interests of the forum, 3

It could be for various reasons that courts of one sountry are made toapply the
laws of another. The following may be mentioned as some of these reasons. 4

Firstly, if a state permits its courts to give effect to applicable foreign laws, then
this may be viewed as a manifestation of readiness on the part of that state that
justice be rendered to cases containing foreign elements. Suppose, two Ethiopians
concluded a contract involving a sale of a car, while they were in Kenya. They also
agreed that the law of Kenya would be applicable in case of any dispute concerning
the contract. After both patties returned to Ethiopia, one of them instituted-a suit in
the High Court of Addis Ababa against the other on the ground that the latter had
failed to discharge his obligatien. Here the law based on which the Court could
resolve the dispute shou!d be the Law of Kenya, the reaso nbeing that contracts are
first of all adjudged under the law of the country which hasexplictly or impliedly
been chosen, by the parties. 5 Parties to a contract are free to agree as to what
country's law should govern their contract, and their agreement is binding on them
as though it was law. 6 If the Court applied the Ethiopian law, the act weuld
undoubtedly be contrary to the interests of both contractants. Furthermore, the

j udgement rendezed in this way could be different from that which the Court could
have reached, had the law of Knya been applied.

Secondly the application of foreign laws to cases involving fo:eign elements
const'tttes a courtesy or respect towards the foreign country whose law Is applied.
Mordover, it could create a closer attachment between countries concerned, and
stre.nIgthen their friendly relations.

In Ethiopia, as in so many other countries, there are no rules requiring courts to
,apply fo:eign laws. Nor are there international treaties or conventions which bind
Ethiopia to give effect to foreign laws in its territory. Nor is there any specific law
which prohibLts the courts of Ethiopia from applying foreign laws.

"In Vew of this reaity, it becomes absurd, and therefore unacceptable, to subject
to Ethiopian law cases that have no connection with Ethiopia, on the pretext that
Ethiopian courts should not base their decisions on foreign laws. If the appropriate
law governing a cert in case is a foreign law, and if the application of such law in
Ethiopia would not affect the state policy and the interests of the Ethiopian people,
trore i- no !-arm in this law being applied by Ethiopian courts. In fact, the applica-
ton of forcijn laws by court. of Ethiopia could manifest the readiness of the state
of'Etv i -p'a to Cischarge its t te. national obligation. The application of foreign laws
in Et* i .p'a could also create a friendly tie between Ethiopia and the foreign
country whose law the courts of Ethiopia would apply. Apartfrom this, those cases
decided in Ethiopia on the basis of the applicable foreign law would command
recognition in the foreign country concerned, and also in other countries.
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To refrain from applying foreign laws found to be applicable would amount to

rejecting the practice that has succeeded in winning an international acceptance.

Furthermore, 1:.e reluctance of the Ethiopian courts to give effect to such lavs may

serve to foreign courts as a pretext for refusing the applicition of Ethiopian law

within their juisdictions, which, in the wormal course of things, would have !;een

applied.

If we examine some of the cases involving foreign elements which Ethicp~an

courts have decided, we could see how much our courts have striven to apply

foreign laws. The case of Bendetto Verginella vs Italia Antonioni may Le cited as an

example. 7 In this case, when the petitioner applied to the High Court of Addis

Ababa for a judicial separation, the court was able to render its judgoerr.ert on the

basis of the law of Italy.

Therefore, insofar as foreign laws are establstted to be the appropriate govern-

ing law, and if their application would not cause harm to the state policy and the

interests of the people of Ethicpie, to hold that courts shou d not give effect to such

foreign laws is liable to adverse criticism.

It

Prior to any answer as to what the status of foreign laws is in Ethiopia, it would

be of immense service if we look through t-.e practices of other countries.

What is the status of foreign laws? This question, which is concerned with

whether foreign laws are regarded as questions of fact or law, is a disputed queston.

among the laws of different countries.

In the private international laws of many European countries, including all

socialist countries and many other countries such as Japan and South Korea, courts

are, if faced with cases involving foreign elements, required to apply foreign laws

ex officio.

And, since foreign laws, in these countries are viewed as questions of law,

courts are required to centacttheir respective Ministries of Justice or the Ministries

of Foreign Affairs or any other appropriate bodies with a view to seeking informa-

tion concerning those foreign laws they intend to apply. 9

In the Anglo-Saxon countries, in those countries the law of which belongs to

the Spanlsh-Portuguese l6gal system, and also in the law of such cour.t ies as

France, foreign laws are considered as facts, and, therefore, it becomes the duty

of parties to prove the content of such laws in the same way as other facts-are

proved. 1o

For among those countries which do not apply foreign laws ex officio, in

countries of the continental legal system, pat:es to a dispute may be required to

prove the existence and the applicability of foreign laws by means of written expert

evidence In the laws of the countries with a common law legal system, as, for
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instance, in England and the United States of America, the existence and applica-
bility of foreign laws is proved by testimony given by expert witnesses. '2

In Ethiopia, t:-ere ae no rules which are concerned with what should be the
status of foreign laws. Nevertheless, by taking into account Froclamation No,
1/1934 concerning the status of Ethiopian laws, one may venture on what should
be the status of foreign laws in Ethiopia.

According to this Proclamation, issued to establish the Negzrit Gazette (the
official gazette of Ethiopia), all laws which are applicable in Ethiopia should be
published in the Negarit Gazette, 13 and courts are duty bound to take judicial
notice of only those laws published in the Gazetta. ", Hence, by argument a

contrerio, because foreign laws are not publishable in the Gazetta, they are not
exactly of the same status as the law of Ethiopia. Thus, although foreign laws may
be established to be the appropriate governing law, the Ethiopian courts will not

take te initiative in ascretaining the content of such foreign laws with a view to
applying them to resolve a dispute submitted by paities concerned.

Apart from thi., if the parties plead and prove the content of foreign laws to the
satitfaction of ceuts, in the same manner as other facts are proved, Ethiopian
courts should not or could not maintain that they would not apply such foreign
laws. In the case of Senditto Verginela vs Italia Antonioni, the petitioner based his
claim on the laws of Italy. The High Court of Addis Ababa allowedthe petitioner to
prove t':e content of the relevant provisions of the said law, and Dr. Vetarelli, an
e, pe; t or Italian law, was pr & duced to give his expert testimony. In addition to this,
the pet~tioner had produced the appropriate provisions of the Italian Civil Code to
support his claim.

111

Before attempting to answer the third question, let us first briefly examine the
practices of other countries concerning a law that governs the succession of mov-
able property on the basis of the following two princiles.

A. Untary Principle of Succession

Acccrrding to this principle, all questions relating to succession of both movable
and immovable properties are governed by the persohal law of the deceased. 15

This principle of unitary succession has commanded acceptance in the private
internztional laws of such countries as Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Sweden,
Egypt, Japan, and aso in the laws of all East European countries with the exception
of that of Romania. 

'
6

B. Scission Principle cf Succession

Aceording to this principlethat has, in fact, been adhered to bythe private in-

ternational laws of Eritish Commonwealth countries, the United States of America,
Francei Belgium, Luxumberg, Austria, Romagia and many others; the laws that
regulate the succession of the immovable and movable property of a deceased are
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the law of the country in which the property is situated and that of the persona/law

of the deceased respectively. 17

Here, there is a point worth giving attention. In the laws of those countries,

whether they are adherents of unitary or scission principle of succession, all ques-

tions relating to succession of movables are determined in accordance with the

personal law of the deceased. Nevertheless, as regards the definition of personal

law, there is still a clear difference between laws of the countries of the continental

and common law legal systems.

I n the private international laws of the countries of the continental legal system

such as that of France, Italy and the socialist ccuntries, personal law is meant to be

the law of the country of which the deceased was a national (cx nationa/ic). Is

In the common law countries such as England and the United States of America,

the term personal law Is understood to mean the law of the deceased's domicile

immediately preceding his death (lex domicilil) 19

Ethiopia is a country with no rules of private internaticnal law. This means

shat, if we take, for instance, an issue of succession of movable ptcperty in which

toreign e!ement, are involved, there are no legislative rules capable of rendering

fervice in the selection of an applicable law to decide the matter.

Nevertheless, the Supreme Court and the High Court of Addis Ababa have

endeavoured to adoptp.inciples from private internaticnal lavs of foreign countries

with the aim of resolving cases containing foreign elements. 20 From among these

principles, the one in relation to which quettion no. 3, above, is addressed is that

which involves the case of succession ef movables.

As could be observed from various decisions rendered by the Supreme Court

and the High Court of Addis Ababa, the practice in Ethiopia, Es in all other count-

ties,whetheradherentsof unitary or scission principle,is that all rivhts peitaining to

succession of a movable propertyis determined bythe personallaw of the deceased

For instance, the Supreme Court has, in Yohannes Frota vs Wt Tsegenesh Mekon-

nen, favoured the personal law of the deceased as the applicable law governing

successio of movables. 21 And also when a certain W1o Sofia Tessema, acting on

behalf of her son,Bruno, applied to the High Court of Addis Ababa forthe administra

tion of the property of her son'sfather; Giuseppe Catderone, an Italian national who

died on 2 February 1958, the Courtrendered its decision on the issue of administra-

tion of the property in accordance with the personal law of the deceased. 22

Concerning definition of the term personal law, Ethiopia has, again, no rules

indicating which of the two known definitions its courts should follow. In view of

this fact, it is possible to hold thatthere has really been created circumstances under

which a court could select either of the two definitions.

As could be evidenced in the judgement of the Supreme Court, t-e case of

Emma Vakaro contained foreign elements; hence, it ought to have been given

special attention as compared with cases of a domestic nature. It was poicted out

in the judgement that the petitioner, as% ell as tho deceased spouses, were all
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Italian nationals. As far as this case is concerned, there had emrerged a oonflict
between the laws of Ethiopia and Italty. Thus, as soon as the court becaoie aware
of the fact that it had jurisdicticn to entertain the petition of Emma Vakaro, and
before making any attempt to decide on the substance, it should have ascertained
the law of the country (Italian or Ethiopian law) approprifte to govern the matter.
An answ er could be given to this question, if and only if it was, in advance, able to
answer whether Ethiopia had upheld the p:,4nciple of domicile or nationality to
determine questions of succession of movable property.

Earlier, the Supreme Court and the High Court of Addis Ababa had rendered a
number of decisio.s in which they defined the term personal law to mean the law
of domicile. 23 For instance, in Yohanres Prota vs W't Tsegaresh Mekonnen and
in succession matters of Giuseppe Calderore, the courts accepted the law of
domicile to be the appropriate law, and maintainedthat matters of succession relat-
ing to movable property should be resolved on the basis of this law. In this respect
the position taken by our courts is similar to that favoured by the countries of the
common law legal system.

Thus, the Asmara Awraja Court, to which the case of Emma Vakaro was
referred, could, following the practices of the Supreme Court and the High Court,
have chosen the law of domicile as an appropriate governing law to determine the
matter of succession. And, in order to ascertain the law of domicile of the deceased
persons, it would, therefore, become necessary to choose between Ethiopia and
Italy.as the country in which they domiciled immediately p:e edIng their death. If
Ethiopia was taken to be the domicile of the deceased, it-should have been the

Ethiopian law, based on whicl the question of whether or not Emma Vakaro would
succeed to the property of the deceased should be resolved. If italy was regarded as

their domicile, the applicable law would be the Italian law.

On the other a hnd, as the Ethiopian law Is not underthe Irfluence of the comm-

on law legal system, the doctrine #f precedence, according to which courts are

bound by previous decisions considered authoritative, is alien to Ethiopia. Hence,

it could not be maintained that the Asmara Awraja Court should define the term

personal law in the same way as the Supreme Court and the High Court of Addis
Ababa defined it. Instead, if the Awraja court understood t.e term personal law to

mean the law of the natienaltiy, and, the deceased being Italians by nationality,
the succession case of Emma Vakaro would have been resolved in accordance with

the law ef Italy. Consequently, there would be no room available to attack the

decision on the ground that the Court had applied Italian law instead of Ethiopian
law.

CONCLUSION

If there is a certain event the happening and the consequences of which are
exclusively limited to Ethiopia, it must be the Ethiopian law based on v.hich Ethi-

opian courts should render decision on any action relating to the event. But where
ourts are faced with cases in which foreign elements are involved, before attempt-
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Ing to decide on the substance of the cases and immediately after ascertaining

jurisdicti~n, it is important to determine the applicable law governing the cases.

Indeed, it is the task of private international law to guide courts as to what

procedures to follow when they are confronted with cases containing foreign

elements.

As Ethiopia is a country with no rules of private international law, courts may

net know or find it difficult to know what special procedures to follow in deciding

matters in which foreign elements are involved. The succession case of Emma

Vakaro is a good example of such a situation.

Although insofar as Proclamation No. I of 1942 is concerned, foreign laws

may be considered as having no status of law, there is no specific law which pre-

cludes Ethiopian courts from giving effect to such laws. Thus, since foreign laws are

regarded, at least as facts, they should be applied in Ethiopia provided that they
are pleaded and proved by the parties concerned; and that their application does

not Jeopardise the state policy and the interests of the Ethiopian peopie.

Because of the absence of private international law rules in Ethiopia, it is also

difficult to distinguish the law based on which questions concerning movable

property should be determined. Nevertheless, we argue that Ethiopr could have

no choice other than to uphold the persoxal raw principle that has, in fact, com-
manded wide acceptanceamong the laws of all countries adhering to the principle

of both unitary and scission principle of succession. However, the problem that,

demands urgent consideration concerns the choice to be made between the two

definitions attributed to the term personal law. And, in view of the absence of rules

defining the term, the courts are at liberty to choose either of the two definitions,

i. e. the law of domicile or the law of nationality.

To sum up, it is very important to adopt rules of private international law for

Ethiopia which could enable courts to show what special precautions they should

take when confronted with cases in which foreign elements are involved. Indeed,

it Is with the aid of rules of private international law that solutions are sought for
those questions raised in this case comment, and all other related questions.
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*Assistent Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University.
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